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Is yours a home for flowers?
—It should lie.
—Kays the Sunflower.

^|AKE your abiding
place a shelter for
the flowers. Tend to
them like unto little
children- and they will
reward you with their
beauty and fragrance.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated witli the Gazette in 1882
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consoliuatcd March 17, 1897.
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Wisdom is not found with those who
dwell ut their ease; rather nature when
she adds brain, adds difficulty.—Em-

4g •••

Yet Its Nineteen Inhabitants Are Too Busy With Their Work and
Recreation To Find the Life At All Dull—Has Been Isolated
For 22 Days On a Stretch, and the Mails Are Often Late—
Keeper Hilt Physician By Proxy.
[F. A. WINSLOW IN BOSTON SUNDAY GLOBE)
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REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

For Mayor

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"

EDWARD E. RANKIN
Of Ward Two

GLAENTZEL

Ward On,

M6 SCHOOL ST. PH0NL1204
.GREENHOUSES-CAMDEN
PHONED 135-2

Alderman—Charles L. Chase.
Couneilmen—Frank D. Healey, Wil
liam A. Holbrook. Wilbur W. Birfbce.
Warden—E. B. Crockett.
Ward Clerk—Frederick J. Hull.
Ward Two

AMERICAN HOUSE
Hanover Street
Boston
The House of Good Cheer
Room Rates $2.00 per day and up
Two new fireproof Garages one
Block in the rear of the House
Rathskeller
Business
Men's
Lunch
from
Noon to 2 30 P. M.
Dinner from 6 P. M to 8 P M
Supper from 8 P. M to 1 A. M
A la carte all day
Music from 6 I’. M. to 1 A. M
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500
people

Alderman—Fra.nk M. Ulmer.
Couneilmen—Harold C. Simmons,
Putnam P. Bieknell and Floyd L.
Shaw.
Ward Clerk Mrs. Daris C. Jordan..
Ward Three

Alderman—Italph W. Hanscom.
Couneilmen—Edward O'B. (Ionia,
George A. Brewster and Miss Ethel
A. Payson.
Down in Washington the other day
Warden—13. B. Hastings.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Annie F. Simmons. the Weather Man scanned his maps
Ward Four
with an anxious eye, turning to his as
Alderman—Maynard S. Marston.
sistant, issued a crisp order. Within
Couneilmen—Harry 11. Hanscom, the hour every port on the North At
Oliver F. Hills and Carleton E. Morse.
lantic Coast knew that storm warnings
Warden—.1. F. Cooper.
Ward Clerk—Stephen H. Cables, Jr. had been, issued in the district from
Telephone Haymarket 4740
S-Nov-25 23
Cape Hatteras to Eastport:
Ward Five
Northward the storm swept, devel
Alderman—Walter B. Knowlton.
Couneilmen—Italirh B. boring. Bur oping its greatest intensity when it
leigh C. Nash and Hebert M. Waldron. reached the bleak Maine coast in the
To have your films promptly
Warden—b. A. Wellman.
form of an old-fashioned blizzard. The
Ward Clerk—Avaughn M. Ames.
sea lushed itself into fury, while on the
developed and printed
Wad Six
mainland the blinding sheets of snow
Alderman—Ivan A. Trueworthy.
Couneilmen—Samuel B. Aylward, were forming great drifts that would
send or bring them to
Ernest A. damage and Harold A. paralyze transportation.
Coast dwellers sat uneasily in front
Coombs.
Warden—Daniel McLoud.
of roaring fires, and made the tra
Ward Clerk—Edwin H. Maxey.
ditional remark: “This reminds me of
the night the Portland was lost.” And
Ward Seven
generally they breathed a silent prayer
Alderman—William N. Benner, Jr.
Couneilmen—William 13. Brown, Don- for “the poor devils at sea.” For hun
dred-harbored Maine has had sorrow
old 11. Farrand and Fred 13. Harden.
ful experience with such storms.
Warden—Walter S. Benner.
Ward Clerk—Earle C. Bartlett.
Only Twenty Acres

FOR MEN WHO SERVED

f.o.hilt, Keeper of
Matinicus f?qck Light,
and 5on Willard

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

SHEET MUSIC

ST. PETER'S CHURCH

All the latest song hits

White Street, near Limerock
Rev A. E. Scott, Rector

20 Cents

34 High Street. Telephone 271 J
If thia telephone 1s not answered call 56-M

Specials

15Cenb
V. F. Stodley
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
125S-U

Telephone 664-W

l.

w. McCartney

SANITARY ENGINEER

Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND. ME.

S-tf

Second Sunday in Lent. Fib. 25’h. Holy
Communion at the Rectory at 7.3$ a. in.;
Morning Prayer at the Church at It); Lit
any at 10 20 : Holy Communion wi:h mu
sic and sermon at 10 30 ; Church School
at 12.13.
At Thomaston Sunday, Church School at 6
p hi ; Evening Prayer, De Profundis,
Litany, hymns and sermon at 7.
Tuesday at the Rectory, 7.30 p in., meeting
of Dept Social Service.
Wednesday. Evening Prayer and Litany at
1; Evening Prayer and address at 7 3ft.
Thursday, Holy Communion at the Rectory
at 7.30 a in
Friday. Woman’s Auxiliary at the Church
at 2 ; Evening PrayCr. Litany and hymns at
4; Evening Prayer, Dc Profuydis, Litany
and hymns at 7 3ft; choir rehearsal at 8.

ANNOUNCEMENT
A new Boat Building concern composed of

JOHN M. GAMAGE
MARINE ARCHITECT

ERNEST A., and JOHN E. GAMAGE
MASTER builders
and some of the best journeymen boat builders in
the country
Wc specialize in Lobster Smacks, Large and Small
Cruisers, Fishing Boats, etc.

Wc want to do your boat building and repairing, and

invite correspondence concerning your requirements.

JOHN M. GAMAGE & SONS
Designers and Builders
FOOT OF MECHANIC ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The offices formerly occupied by DR. DAVIS at 400 Main
Street, will be reopened by

C. M. WHEELER, D. C. PH. C.
PALMER SCHOOL GRADUATE

FEBRUARY 26, 1923
OFFICE HOURS—Monday, 10-12; 2-5; 7-9. Wednesday,
10-12; 2-5; 7-9. Friday, 10-12; 2-5; 7-9. Tuesday, 10-12;
2-5. Thursday, 10-12; 2-5. Saturday, 10-12.
21*23

Far out at sea twin lights had burn
ed steadily through it all on the little
granite isle which nature created as
an outpost for Uncle Sam’s guardians
of a treacherous coast. Twenty-five
miles from Rockland, as the gull flies,
Matinicus Rock rises out of the ocean
in all its picturesque glory, half-cov
ered with water when the frantic seas
roll in, but standing there as uncon
querable as the Rock of Gibraltar, its
lights the first to welcome the mariner
as he enters the Gulf of Maine.
The “Rock.” as it is known to most
residents of the Maine coast, is about
three-quarters of a mile long, and rises
54 feet about the sea level at the high
est point.
It has approximately 20
acres, hut a considerable portion of the
lower end of the island is submerged
when there is a heavy storm with high
course of tides.
Every wind is a gale on this little
isle, hut the inhabitants see the roug
est weather when there is a storm with
the wind east-southeast. Then, indeed,
one witnesses a magnificent spectacle
of old ocean’s fury. Spray is carried
to a height of 100 feet, and on one oc
casion solid water broke on the roof of
the signal house.
When the storm has sulslued and the
sea has fullen, there’s work for all
hands and the cook, as the salt spray
has left a thick coating on the tower
windows, which must be washed and
washed until they are clean again.
Those ocean storms are glorious, but
there's ah aftermath in which romance
is routed by the prosaic scrub brush.

years have gone since he assumed | others. The schools have been known
command on the Bock. His assistants, to cover an acre of surface.
are A. J. Beal, E. E. Conary and V. H.
Fresh from the water 55 of them fill
Fcrnald.
i bushel (70 pounds), and cured 250 of
School of Four Scholars
I hem make a barrel. When they yield
Residents of the Rock are invariably $2 a barrel fresh the fishermen find
greeted with two questions: ‘‘Is it not their task a profitable one. The her
terribly lonely out there?” and “How ring are often shipped in bulk to the
do you manage to pass the time?”
cold storage plants at Portland, BoothThe Globe reporter asked questions bay Harbor, Port Clyde and Vinalhalike those and was favored with a pity ven. Many of the herring are also sold
ing look. ‘ Just spend a week here and for bait.
But the sea herring is a
you will lind out,” was the reply. prime food fish and the catch serves
‘‘Every day brings its work hbre, as mainly as an article of diet.
elsewhere, and indoors as well as out
Every Holiday Celebrated
doors it is a case of hustle tor i,t all the
The lobster fisheries also serve to
time.”
Even the young folks share in the eke out the modest salaries of the men
at the light stations, and great was
Ihe satisfaction when the Supremo
Bench declared unconstitutional tho
edict of tile Sea and Whore Fisheries
Department that lightkeepers must not
engage in the catching of lobsters. Un
der favorable conditions the men have
been known to stock as high as $1000
apiece in a season, •
But there’s another old adage—tho
one to the effect that Jack would be a,
dull youth if he did nothing but work.
1 here probably isn’t another communi
ty in the world, of its size, where so
cial activities are more pronounced.
Every holiday is celebrated in some
manner, and there is a 'strategy" committec which is forever arranging new
diversion. Birthdays and other anni
versaries are observed religiously, and
“surprises” have a prominent place in
the schedule.
And romance, nLso, creeps into the
affairs of this distant island of the sea.
Last spring Adolph II. Stevens of Port
land came to tiic Rock as an employe
of
the station.
When he had been
there Hut three days lie wondered with
something like a shudder how he would
ever lie aide to serve his ‘‘sentence” in
sueli an isolated place. And then he
met the school marm. and the problem
was solved to his entire satisfaction.
On Christmas Day their engagement
was announced.

Il

The two Lights on matinicus Rock.me.,
Outermost light Station On the •
New England coast

only recourse, but curiously enough, it j sequence.
But where ^nature did
was the World War that intervened in | choose to lay down a carpet she did it
behalf of the residents. Happened this j with an almost reckless spirit, for the
way. U-boats were on this side of the I vegetation in some places is very luxwater, and a sharp watch must be kept.! uriant.
Matinicus Rock to the lighthouse servThe “lighthouse family.” as it is
ice was what the outside guard is to a j sometimes called, comprises 111 perfraternal organization. It would sight sons. They don't have kings in the
Ihe enemy first, but of what avail if it lighthouse service, but if they did F. O.
could not pass the warning of the Hilt, keeper of Matinicus Rock light,
would stand high in the list. Weigh
mainland?
And so Uncle Sam laid a cable from ing close to 300 pounds, he is a magthe Coast Guard station at Whitehead nifleient specimen, capable of handling
Io Matinicus Rock, and on Kept. 10. a barrel of flour with ease, and doing
1917, electricity had linked the lonely many other stunts that the average
man would not dream of attempting.
little isle with the mainland.
A medicine box is furnished by th« He is so good natured that it Is doubt
Government to each lighthouse. Should ful if he could be coaxed into a scrap;
there occur a ease of sickness Which is and nobody 'has ever thought of tempt
beyond the province of the station ing him.
Born in St. George 43 years ago, he
folk to handle, and’ a landing on the
rock is impossible, the keeper becomes
doctor by proxy. A physician is sum
moned to the phone, the symptoms are
described to him and the keeper listens
while the doctor prescribes. And in
this manner, thanks to the submarine
telephone cable, the islanders look after
their own.
There is also a system of signals be
tween Matinicus Rock and Matinicus
Island, to guard against an emergency

Cut Off for Twenty Days
A double boat slip runs from the
boat-house door to low water mark.
“Elbow grease" is no longer the motive
power in hauling out. for a 18-horse
power motor does the trick. Four
years ago the station hands felt much
elated when a trim 20-foot power boat
of yawl model, with five horse-power
engine, was added to the equipment.
It would not lie strictly true to say
that this light station, 25 miles from
the nearest port, receives its supplies
liy rail, but the last stage of the jour
ney is performed in that manner, for
there is a track from the shore to the
signal house, and at the head of it.
hauling up the car, is a "donkey" which
never balks.
Once a year comes the Government
boat- with coal and oil. Pampered
aristocrats on the mainland may worry
as to the source of their next ton, but
this is one thing that does not concern
Matinicus Rock. Uncle Sam is a faith
ful and punctual landlord, and he tills
the bin on the .rock without regard to
the profiteer. He is equally provident
about the oil.
A leeway of 30 days is supplied for
the provisions, as one can never tell
how long one of ocean's tantrums will
last. Its longest sulk within the mem
ory of persons now living who have
worked on the rock was 22 days. Dur
ing that long iieriod it would have been
fool-hardy in the extreme to 'attempt
to handle a boat on the slip.
Keeper Is Doctor by Proxy
And the world asks: ‘‘What would
have been done in case of an accident or
sickness on the Rock?"
"Trust to Providence,” was the reply
of one to whom the Globe reporter pro
pounded this question.

Years ago this would have been the

general activity, for the Rock has a
school where the work of the elemen
tary grades is faithfully carried out.
Miss Mary K. I’eabody is'the teacher.
Her pupils are Evelyn M. liyier in
Grade 7. Eleanor M. Beal and Willard
R. Ililt in Grade 4 and Alice S. Conary
in Grade 2. An older student. Pauline
V. Beal, attends high school in Rock
land. Not quite pupils enough for a
basketball team and not quite room
enough on the island for a sleigh ride,
but it is a typical American institu
tion just the same.
Are the women folks idle? Bless
your srtul. no! In 1920 they organized
he Reil Rover Cluli, which meets every
Wednesday afternoon. with fancy
work and mending to occupy their at
tention.
Gossip?
Certainly
not!
There’s not room enough for gossip on
this little granite ledge, and the occu
pants are all too busy paying strict
attention to their own affairs.

A Little Summary Of What Congress
Has Been Doing the Past Year.

Tile present session of the Congress
lias just appropriated $428,660,773 for
the Veterans’ Bureau for the fiscal
ear beginning July 1, next. This is
$10,606,870 more than the amount the
'ongress appropriated for the current
fiscal year,—that-sum being $418,053,843. Prior to this current fiscal year
the total federal expenditures for exservice men was $1,435,854,385. These
sums make a total of $2,282,579,011
which lias been appropriated and ex
pended or appropriated for expendi
tures upon work irnd relief for ex-servlce men by the federal government.
All this money has been appropriated
by Republican Congresses.
Up to Dec. 1, 1922, there had been
427,496 claims for compensation acted
U|>on favorably. Up to the same date
here had been 366,167 disability claims
illowed and 61,319 death claims paid.
There had been 265,000 declared cligible for vocational training and rehabi
litation, of which 258,523 'had been as
signed for classes.

Find Harvest in the Sea

Occasionally the members do some
fancy work and quilt's for sale, the pro
ceeds going to swell a fund which Is
sent at the close of the year for the
benefit of poor children elsewhere
Since the good work began the sum of
$45.75 has been contributed to this
cause, which, per capita, is much lar
ger than goes from communities on the
mainland. Mrs. F. 13. Conary is presi
dent of the Red Rover Clul), and Miss
Helen J. Peabody is secretary and
treasurer.
Trimming lauqis and keeping the
foghorn at concert pitch are only part
of the duties whieli lend to prevent
idleness among the men. There is
such a thing as light housekeeping,
and another brand whieli is known as
lighthouse keeping. They sound alike,

Tilt- Colonial Theatre in Belfast will
rise from its ruins more beautiful tlhan
ever, according to the announcement
of representatives of the burned play
house. Plans will soon be completed
for a handso-me new theatre on the
same site especially adapted for photo
plays and protected on both sides by
heayy tire-walls to avoid disaster from
outside origin.
The Belfast Theatres, Inc., the own
ers, a big New York concern, will at
once resume business in the Armory,
of which it holds the lease. Pictures
will lie shown as soon as a projecting
machine and other equipment arrive
am.' there will be but little interruption
of the original program.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
People who visit tho Maine coast in
einmer exclaim “How beautiful!" If
they could stand on the shore at Spruce
Head today and gaze out across tho
ocean, they would say what a great
thing is nature’s work.
The ocean is wonderful in summer
•a hen it is calm, with the sunset re
flecting on its glassy surface. Today
there’s not a wave or billow to be seen.
One vast field of ice surrounds the out
lying islands. When in need of sup
plies our island neighbors walk across
lo ihe mainland to obtain them. Stand
ing here on the shore there comes to
os a report like the boom of a gun from
f ir out over the ice. It is the rise anil
fall of the tide, straining at its icy fet
ters. Mother Ocean is not accustomed
to be so enchained. She is bound to
be free, at any cost.
Islander.

Warmer Than the Mainland

Good Natured 300-Pounder Boss

Belfast's Burned Theatre Will Be Re
placed As Soon As Possible

THE OCEAN

Not far from the signal station
stands a stone house which was built
in 1846, and which is still used today
as a dwelling. The first and second as
sistants reside in a double tenement of
wooden construction. Visitors marvel
at the heavy shutters on the southern
windows, but their curiosity would
soon abate if they were on the rock
during a severe storm.
Beyond the doulde tenement is an
other wooden dwelling, connected with
the service room of tho'north tower.
All of the buildings ire connected by
sidewalks, and eaclt lellar has its cis
tern in which a supplv of rain water is
kept. There are no wells on Matinicus
-Kocki and the Island's supply is wholly
dependent upon what conies from tile
skies, harvested as it falls.
The re|»orter could find nobody who
remembered a temperature on the
Rock lower than it ib -trees below zero
anil none of the present occuisants has
ever seen the thermometer register
more than 19 below there. The salty
nature of the atmosphere repels any
such extreme cold as it to be found on
the .mainland.
A curious phenomenon is found in
the‘fact that the temperatures of Ma
tinicus Rock and Matinicus Island, only
five miles apart, show a variation of
about five degrees. The samp leniency
which nature shows Io the rock dwell
ers in winter is exhibited in summer
for there arc cooling breezes always.

Nature did curious things when she
manufactured Matinicus Rock. Stern,
rugged, unapproachable is the shore on
one side, spelling instant destruction
for the person w<ho should seek to land
there in a rough sea. On the northwest
side is a small beach, very useful on
occasions.
|
There are few gardens on the Rock
and vegetable crops are limited in con-

A NEW COLONIAL

The Legion and ex-service men
should not fail to be at the ArmyNavy basketball game at the Legion
hall Thursday, Marcli 1. The Army
thinks it can get the Navy’s goat, lint
ij lias got to show the "Gobs.” Tako
a dozen doughnuts with you us them
will be chow after the battle.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail 1o secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Ellul Norton.

Arrow Points in General Direction of Matinicus Rock, Which Is Not Shown

On the Map, But Lies to the Southward of Ragged Island.

early yielded to the lure of the sea, and
worked his way from AB to master.
For a number of years he was com
mander of schooners. He quit seagoing
to enter the lighthouse service, and
here again he started on the lower
rung, being steadily promoted until he
reached his present position. Ten

but there is a distinction with a differ
ence.
With the coming of the Summer
months the herring are quite sure to
put in an appearance. For 25 years
they have not skipped a season, al
though it may be a case of small
schools some years and large ones in

DANTE
Tuscan, that watiderest through the realms of
gloom.
With, thoughtful ffiiec, and sad, majestic eyes.
Stern thoughts and awful from thy soul arise.
Like Farinata from his fiery tomb.
Thy sacred song Is like Ihe trump of doom;
Yet in thy heart whaf human sympathies,
What soft compassion glow's, as In the skies
The tender stars their clouded lamps relume!
Me’hlnks I see thee stand, with pallid cheeks,
Bj Fra Hilario in his diocese,
As up -the convent-walls, in golden streaks,
The ascending sunbeams mark the day's de
crease ;
And, as he asks what there the stranger seeks,
Thy voice along the cloister whispers. “Peace!’1

t

c-fleary W. Longfellow.
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Rs-klaiui, Maine, Fob. 24, 19 21
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, wno on
oath declares that he is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co, and that of
io- !s«oe of The (' >u-ler
of Feb 22,
1923, there was printed a total of 6.115 copies
Before me.
1HA-XK B MILLER,
Notary Public

THY KEEPER:—The Lord is thy
keeper: the Lord is thy shade upon thy
right hand.—Psalm 12.1:5.
OUR ICE DANGER

Senator Hale's determination to ask
the Director of the Budget to recom
mend an appropriation for a real ice
breaker for these parts of the Maine
coast will be hailed with undisguised
satisfaction by every resident of these
at times desperately afflicted regions.
To those of the mainland, snug in tlieir
winter homes, outfitted with fuel and
every source of supply easily available,
the desperate plight of the islands in
a season like tills now prevailing, is
not clearly apparent. Something of the
situation has been made known in the
press reports, but how close to real
tragedy it has at titties verged is not
generally understood. Those in con
tact with the situation are aware that
only a slight accentuation of prevalent
conditions would have put it beyond
the range of possibility for the craft
available to cope "with the heavy ice.
What suffering and tragedy this would
mean to the island population, thus
completely marooned, the imagination
can conceive.
The situation calls for a craft of
proper construction that shall have a
permanent winter assignment to these
waters, whose business it shall be to
keep the channel spaces open, and
going about it in such early season its
that the ice shall not be able to estab
lish any semblance of blockade what
ever. Senator Hale we are confident
will do everything in his power to
bring this to pass. May we suggest
that action by the Rockland Chamber
of Commerce would also furnish ef
fective support to the measure. Gen.
Lord, Director of the Budget, is thor
oughly conversant with the matters
herein alluded to, and our people may
count upon whatever help it is possible
for him to give in the connection. A
chief thing is, not to let another win
ter come and find us unprotected.
Thoughtful citizens who have op

portunity to observe the manner in

which the city's affairs are being ad
ministered, express the opinion that
the time has arrived when there should

be a thorougli overhauling of some of

the departments. For a series of years
the control has been vested in a little

group and it is well from every point
of view that this control should now he
loosened.
OUR SUMMER POPULATION

1923.

Evcry-Othcr-Day

KIMBALL EXPLAINS
The Merits of the Kennebec
Bridg As Proposed Under
Private Ownership.
Interest of Rockland citizens in the
Kennebec Bridge project in general, and :
the Carleton resolve in particular, watt I
clearly evid,'need by Tuesday's special jl
train, yet the private bill introduce,11
by S. T. Kimball of this city before tin !
same committee is of scarcely less im- (
port a nee.
Ml'. Kimball addressed the joint com- ,
mittee of Public Utilities and Ways I
and Bridges-, discussing his bill in fijll.'
First of all he mad, tlie point that 11
hi private bill is not antagonistic I 'I
the Carleton resolve, but entirely in l|
sympathy with it. and operative only !
it' the Carleton measure fails. If the:
Carleton resolve goes through, tiic pri- ,
vate bill is automatically thrown out.
Mr. Kimball presented the location
of 111,' bridg'. placing It as near tin■!.

i : ■ e ' Woolwich ferry landing and as I
near tlm Bath landing as lie believes ,
reason and engineering experience dic
tate. lie said that some had thought
this clause too lenient, but pointed out ■
that to accommodate pedestrians, vc-!'
hieular and railroad Hattie, the bridge'
must be near the present ferry landing.
One provision asked for the right to
take the necessary property by right ef
eminent domain to build tlie necessary
approaches and another the, right la
carry water pipes, power and telephone
lines on the bridge.
A clause was explained whereby the
present rates of ferriage will be retallied fora stated period, and shall not
be increased. On Ute other hand they
cannot be decreased for three years.
In this connection Mr. Kimball ex
plained that the ucw bridge would j
merely continue the present tax fur
crossing the river, and so would not
be a new toll bridge at all. This point j.
was well received by his hearers.
There is a provision of the bill!
whereby the Stale may make the,
bridge a free bridge at certain differ- •
ont stated times. Another section pro- i
vidcs for the bond issues and financ- !
ing of the project.
Still another
proviso gives the State the right to
use the bridge freely in all emergen- ;
eies.
,
Following this explanation Mr. Kim
ball offered to answer any and all
questions and this he did in a thor- I
oughly businesslike manner. The an
swers were full, and absolutely frank
and open. There was no suggest 'on of
anything except a perfect willingness
to tiirow the full project of the associ-j
ates before the committee.
Judge Sanford L. Fogg, representing
the Richmond Chamber of Commerce,
cross-examined Mr. Kimball at length
on several of the points, notably the
location, and the quiet accurate re- i
plies served only to strengthen the,
position of the Rockland attorney.
j
At the conclusion of the hearing Mr. j
Kimball told the committee that the
reason that the building of the bridge
by the Associates was a business pro-,
position was that a private corpora
tion could carry through the placing
of the awards and contracts at a sav
ing of from 25 to 33 per cent saving
over the State's best contracts.

Opens

Sn^

h GREAT EXPANSION
TUESDAY’S

TUESDAY'S

PAPERS
FOR THE

10 a. m.

MARK DOWNS

MARK DOWNS

THURSDAY

THURSDAY, MARCH

MAR.

a

1st

GIVEN

Glenwood

R AN 61

AWAY

In making plans for this Sale, a certain sum of

Store’Will Be Open

money was set aside for Publicity Purposes.

It

occurred to us instead of spending all our money

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY,
AND
SATURDAY

for advertising, it would be nice to turn part of it

over to our customers.
This Fine Glenwood Range will be given ab

solutely Free to the person or organization having

the greatest number of votes during our Great Ex

Glenwood

pansion Sale, commencing March 1st.

EVENINGS

TERMS

DURING SALE

OF

CONTEST

With each dollar’s worth of Trade during our

Great Expansion Sale will be given 1 0 votes.

B
ee
Furniture

1 he

person or institution having the greatest number

of votes at the close of the Sale, receives the Range
ABSOLUTELY FREE.

You may vote for your

'ibis is a Glenwood C Range, new, right out of stqck, com
plete with Elevated Shelf, large in size, of the very latest
design, selling always at $91.50. It will be delivered to the
winner of the Vote Contest Jtnd set up ;ft no charge what
soever.

self, a friend, your lodge, your favorite charitable
organization or whomsoever or whatsoever you

please.

Company

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.,

BRIDGE LOCATION

Main Street, Rockland

Rockland, Maine

Bath Satisfied That It Will Be
There—Project W idely Ad

vertised.

The following communication ad
A BAXTER RUMOR
dressed to the Boston Herald under tin
The bridge hearing at Augusta is
Augusta date line should receive the over. The proponents and opponents of
Says That the Governor W ill
consideration of every citizen of Maine the several plans and sites have had
Be Harding’s Running Mate!
who holds at its proper value the con their say and it is now up to the com
tribution made by the summer popu mittee. which conducted the hearing. lo
Next Year.
lation to the general prosperity of the make its report. This committee was
composed of members of both Public
State:
The following political rumor, pub
Utilities and Ways and Bridges com
One of Maine’s most prominent sum mittees. What that report will be can lished in Wednesday's Portland Ex- j
mer residents has written a letter to be only conjectured, but wc cannot be press follows interestingly the sugges
Gov. Baxter in. which he asserts that lieve that any of the sites proposed will tion made in these columns some weeks
A. Miller of Union.
slowly but surely state legislation is lie given endorsement over that at ego by
* * * «
discriminating against (he summer Bath. It may he that the committee
Harding and Baxter in 1921?
resident. The letter cites several in will not report in favor of any. It may
Gov. Baxter doesn't admit it. Nei
stances which to his way of thinking report in favor of naming a commis
are illustrative of this. He charges sion to take the matter under consid ther does he deny that such possibility
that the law is enforced in the cases of eration, and report to the next legisla Was the underlying reason for his re
summer residents but not as far as ture. What it will do remains to be cent mysterious tr'p to Washington.
When Governor Baxter set forth two
natives are concerned and that the seen. But, from the testimony put in
former pay generous taxes but do not on Tuesday, it seems uplikely that the weeks or so ago for the National capita!
he said that he was not in a position
receive fair and equal treatment.
sites proposed, other than at Bath, will
to tell just why he ,wag going there.
In the letter referred to the summer receive favorable consideration.
He stayed there a number of days in
resident tells how he built a motor
The weight of evidence and argu
boat and was 'told that lie must have ment at Tuesday's session seemed to n nferences with Republican powers,
the cut-out muffled In order to con be with the bill to erect a bridge across and when he returned to Maine a state
form to an act of the Legislature. This the Kennebec, from a central point on ment was given out, setting forth in
was done but it set forth that perma the Woolwich shore, and the Bath men more or less detail the extent of his ac
nent residents of the community are who attended the hearing feel positive tivities in Washington. In the state
ment, however, there was nothing
allowed to go and come every day witli
that if any site is given preference, in which answered the mystery question
no mufflers on their cut-outs. He
the report, tliat this will be the site tf his trip.
charges that for three years lie has
selected by tho committee. Should it
There came to the Express yesterday,
brought this to the attention of the
be otherwise more than 150 Bath people a plausible story of the purpose of his
selectmen of the town in question hut
who attended tlie hearing would he being called to the Capital and it came
without result.
surprised.
from a source which branded it as
The maitler of fishing is also referred
But. even though the committee may more than merely idle speculation.
to, the, summer resident stating that lie
report on the commission plan, the agi The story was to the effect that those
was arrested for lishing without a li
tation which has been started has in Washington who arc already plan
cense, although he was doing this but
brought to light many interesting facts ning for lf»24 election had called Gov.
•three feet from his own property. A
fine of $10 was impoecd and a license and information. It has also tended to Baxter into conference as to |iis will
required, whereas tlie natives can fish bring the matter of a bridge across ingness to run on the ticket with Hard
the Kennebec into the limelight in a ing. Vice President Coolidge, so the
all they like in the lake referred to
without a license. He asks the ques manner whieli lias never been done be story elaborates, plans not to run in
tion, "Is this fair and will such legis fore. The agitation has advertised the 1924 for vice presidential nomination
lation bridge over the unfortunate gulf bridge proposal from one end of Ihe but prefers to step aside and run for
that exists between the summer peo State to the other and more people senatorial nomination in Massachu
ple who come to Maine and those who know about ferry and bridge conditions setts, winning which nomination, to
here than would have been learned in t-otnpete with .Senator David I. Walsh,
live there permanently?”
The letter also touches upon^lobster many years had not this agitation ta Democrat, for the senatorial electon.
The Express put the story up to Gov.
fishing because of the taw passed by ken place.—Bath Times.
tlie last Legislature whieli prohibits
tile catoiling of lobsters by a summer
resident or by his employes. It is
claimed that this is class legislation
and he again queries: "Must summer
residents be penalized because they
come to Maine and leave millions of
Did you ever hear of anybody retiring
dollars within tile boundaries of tlie
Fitate? Is this legislation intended us
on the money they had spent?
a welcome 'to the stranger?"
In the opinion of Gov Baxter, this is
$744,490.24
a matter that should be given careful
consideration by the Legislature. Tlie
letter represents a glowing feeling
in INTEREST has been paid by this
among the summer residents, lie be
lieves. and he thinks that something
institution to the people of Knox
should be done to do away with tills
County during the past nineteen
discrimination and to show the sum
mer visitor that lie is welfomed in tlie
years.
State and that he. will lie treated in
every way on a par with the natives.
YOUR SAVINGS ARE
The Courier-Gazette is in position
PROTECTED
to hear a great deal of this form of
complaint proceeding from tho [icople
in a Trust Company, as ihe State Law
who every summer take up tlieir abode
requires us lo hold in separate reserve
in Knox County. So large an asset are
$1.00 worth of assets as security for
they in the social and financial spheres
of the communiity that anything in the
every $1.00 of Savings Deposits.
way of legislation winch bears iqioii
.them
witli
unjust
discrimination
should not be suffered. Wc agree with
Gov. Baxter that everything possible
ROCKLAND. ME.
should be done to correot a situation
CAMDEN.
VINALHAVEN,
UNION,
WARREN
that 4s becoming increasingly unpleas

Be Thrifty

Security Trust Company

ant to deal w ith.

Baxter in Augusta recently and lie
aid that his answer must be that lie
had ' nothing to say,"
Friends of Governor Baxter well
know that his political aspirations lie
long diplomatic lines. He would wel
come an ambassadorship. It is more
than mere rumor that while h«- was in
Washington the matter of availability
of his service along diplomatic avenues
was discussed. It is hinted that he was
offired the post of ambassador to
Japun. This, too, Governor Baxter feelhe shouldn't discuss at this time.
speculation has been life ever since
Gov. Baxter took the oath as chief ex
ecutive or tiie State. u[ion the death of
Gov. Parkhurst, as towards what lie
would point his political ambitious but
close friends of iiis have well under
stood and for some time, that lie lias a
strong leaning toward an ambassador
ship His friends, too. feel that lie hat
i natural aptitude for such position
and that he is trained mentally to dig
nify any such as this with which he
might be honored.

EMPIRE THEATRE
It's getting so now that motion pic
ture producers can see only the best
of printed fiction as screen plot mate
rial. For example, "The Altar Stall's."
at the Empire today, is a Universal
picture made from a novel of G ,B.
Lancaster, Which George Randolph
Chester, famous author of the "Wall
ingford" stories, scenarized. The oom- i
panion feature is “Sisters."
Tarzan
and a comedy complete the big Satur
day program.
"Dream Street” is the dates! s rcen
effort to come from D. W. Griflitli. It
is a tale of romance and love and
laughter, symbolized with Good and
Evil influences lending an enchantment
rarely seen in such cinema productions.
Mr. Griffith has assembled a cast of
rare talent to enact the roles of “Dream
Street." the attraction at the Umpire
theatre Thursday only.—adv.

Sectional
Bookcases

raw

Today Sectional Bookcases
are recognized as standard and three-fourths of all the sec
tional cases in use are GlobeWernicke.
That denotes preference, su
perior design and workman
ship, and creates the greatest
re-sale value. And threefourths of the public are most
likely right.
Sectional construction enables you
to build the Globe-Wernicke case3

around windows, in corners, beside
fire-places, wherever artistic taste
and convenience may dictate.
Our catalog illustrates many artis
tic arrangements and gives full in
formation. It’syoursfortheasking.

ihrcc Section, Two Row
Universal Case

Visit Our Display'of Globc-Wcrnickc Sectional Bookcases

CITY OF ROCKLAND

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

Election Notice

ROCKLAND, MAINE

T«» I he Iiili.il'ii-uPs
Hie City of itockiaud:
You ;ire hereby notitied to assemble at the
several ward roonrs in the City of Rockland on
MONDAY. MARCH >. 19l!3. to give in your votes
for Mayor, Alderman. Common Couuctlaiau,
Warden and Ward Clerk.
Also to gbv in your vetes on the following
Kefurenchtn. Question: "Shall tiic City of Rock
land adopt Daylight Saving Tianc. for the Sum
mer of J923 ? ”
The polls will be open at seven o’clock in
the forenoon, and close at six o’clock in the
alitemoou.
Copies of the voting list may be found at
the ward rooms in the several wards.
Per order tunnirip.il officers.
E. R. KEENE, Ci'v Clerk

February 23, 1023.

24-27

CITY OF ROCKLAND
BOARD OF REGISTRATION

No',.ice. is licrdb. given that, l.lio Board uf
Registration will be in session at their room
in the City Building Spring Street, upon the six
seeuhar days preceding the fifth day of Mtarclb
1923, for the purpose of revising and correcting
tho voting lists of this city.
The board will be in session the first three of
said days from 9 a. in. to 1 p. in., and from
3 p. in. to 5 p. hi. and from 7 p. in. to 9
l>. m. «i4id on the fourth of said days from 9 n.
in. to 1 p. m., from 3 to 5 p. in. .Vs the last
two days of said session are for the purpose
of verifying said lists and to complete and
close up the records of the session, no names
will bo added to or stricken from said list on
said days.
By order of the Board of Registration.
24 27

,l. F. CA3VBB, Chairman.

SkftfrVfecoieltg Aawcr
PARK THEATRE
Tom Mix "lu Al'albia" is at the Park
Piiay and it its needless to say that ev
erybody is going to see him in his
bundle of new tricks and thrills. It is
doubtful whether any photoplay ever
exhibited possessed more thrilling sit
uations than does this. A Sunshine
comedy and a travelogue complete the
program.
Monday the screen Ians will have an
other opportunity to see tlieir favorite
Paramount star, Dorothy Dalton, in
• Dark Secrets." Rich, reckless and
beautiful Dorothy wears some oriental
costumes that are dazzling to tlie < ye.
On the same program is Dan .Mason,
who made "Toonerville” famous will be
seen in his funniest latighquakc, “The
Grass Widow.” The Park News and
'. lews complete tlie program.
Tuesday Tom Moore and Edith Rob
erts will be seen in a big picture of
chills, thrills and romance os only hap
py Tom Moore knows how to do them.
“Pawned" is its title and it offers
mighty fine entertainment.—adv.

-----------------------------------------

IN PREPARING

3/

JOWAt-

YOUR INCOME TAX RETURNS
You may find some question you wish to ask.

Bring it to us.

Wo shall be pleased to have you consult us
freely.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-S

24-30

Th e Rockland National Bank
*

Rockland, Maine
"MEMBER FEDERAL "RESERVE SYSTEM t'!|l

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 24,

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the town
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 24—Food sale at FtilIei-('ol8)-Davis store
Feb. 20--(Polo) Rockland is Lowell, at 4he
Aren tie
Feb. 26—Portland Automobile Show begins
Feb 26-Quarterly Meeting 'Lincoln B.ipCs:
Association. First Ba-ptist 'chuncli
.March 2 -Ktihinretfii Club fleets at the I’nllersitlist church.
March 2 (7.15 p ni 1—Address on “Marriage
r.na Divorce by Mrs. Maud Williams Smith of
PdrtMOd before Woman's Educational Club.
.Miarch 2 (7.15 p. m ) Adf.rtss on Workmen’s
Compensation at Methodic, vestry, auspices
Wonmn’s Educational Club, by Major Arthur L
Thayer.
March 2—Partial eclipse of the moon, begin
ning 8 13 p m
March 4—Observance of State Sunday School
Day.
March 5—Municipal Election.
March 7—Country Club, ladies’ auction a»
12 3(L followed by auoiion.
Match 12 Town Meeting. North Haven
March 1.5—Annual dance of the Telephone
Cliis In Temple Hall.
March 21-22- State conference, I). A K ,
Waterville
.Marcli 16—Country Club, dance
March 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council. Princes of Jerusalem, meet
in Temple hall.
s
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 26-36- Farmers’ Week. University of
Maine
March 30—Country (Tub. ladles’ and gentlemen's supper at 6.30 followed by auction.
March bO—Flood Friday.
April 1—Easter Sunday.
April 13—Country Club dance.
April 10—Patriots’ Day.
April 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets in Temple hall.
April 26—Country (Tub, ladies’ luncheon at
1.’ 30, followed by auciion
May 11—Country Club dance
May 25—-Country (Tub. ladies’ and gentle
men’s supper at 6.30, followed by auction.

FOOD FAIR FIGGERS
Net Proceeds of the Big Event
Were $2,845.28—Total Re
ceipts $5,337.11.
Any public affair handling $5300 of
the people’s money and commanding
such a widespread support as the Com
munity Food Fair, should naturally
give an account of its stewardship.
Everybody is asking the very natural
questions—“Just how much did the
Food Fair make?” and ”>Vhat in the
world did they spend $2500 for?”
Henry
C.
Cihatto,
the
efficient
treasurer of the Fair hands a CourierGazette reporter the following figures
which settles all the arguments.
Receipts
Season tickets ............................ $1701.00
Admission tickets ......................
721.25
25.64
Check room ................................
Sale hf lumber, boalfh frames
60.00
and stage ..................................
340.IK
Floor space ...................................
Mystery booth ............................... 251.00
471.50
Program receipts ......................
90.00
Premium booth ..........................
701.64
Cafe .................. i...........................
300.40
Flag contest ................................
Fortunes .......................................
266.00
Bailee tickets ...............................
23.00
Miscellaneous ..............................

Total amount deposited with
the Bank ................................... $4986.11
Due from floor space ...............
270.00
Sample booth clean-up ..
12.00
Program ads.......................
25.00
Everett L. Spear has been in Boston
Cafe receipts, ball Mon
this week on a business trip.
day ...................................
44.00
Rockland Lodge, P. •& A. M.. will
Total receipts.......................... $5337.11
have work on the first degree next
Tuesday night.
Disbursements
This is the 54th
without a thaw.

con.wuti.ve

day

Rent of Arcade ...........................
Zero weather has been pretty per
Three silk flags...........................
sistent this week, but ihe “old hay
maker” is traveling a little higher H. A. Whitehouse. dog team . .
Knox Messenger .......................
every day.

Randall Dy»r and Ralph Rarkliff
wa liked from Waterman’s Bear If to
Hewett’s Island a*nd returned Wednes
day on the ice.

$350.00
106.50
50.00
159.15

Mrs. Thttrldw ............................
\V. n. Olover Co......................

340.00
342.00

Etodkland < ’onct 11 Band ....... 242 18
Rockland Publishing Co............. 214.05
(’entral Maine Power Company 129.89
Miscellaneous items of bills
under $50 ................................... 457.96
Miss Alice Snow is playing on the
Bills not presented, estimated .. 100.00
first basketball team of the Boston
School of Physical Education, which
Total disbursements ............. $2491.83
has a strong schedule this season.
$2345.28
Teamsters are irate over a Union Net Receipts
street resident v.ho persists in dump
Donald If. Farrand is in Portland to
ing ashes in the street and making
much extra pulling for laboring horses. day in attendance at the Wearever
Aluminum convention.

While snow was being removed at 6
Good Cheer Sewing Circle will meet
Cedar street Thursday the shovelers
unearthed a full sized dandelion plant, with Mrs. Hester Chase. Talbot avenue,
growing amid grass that was as green Tuesday afternoon.
as in Spring.
A telephone has been installed in the
residence of Raymond Watts, Broad
The American Legion Auxiliary in
way. The call: 269-W.
vites all who are members of any unit
t * be with them .Monday evening at ihe
Eastern Steamship made a new high
Retaliation. and a social invitation is
of 100b> in the early trading in the
given io ail local members who have
not been in the habit of attending re Boston stock market Wednesday.
ft -nt. meetings.
Fifteen friends were entertained
William Butler of The Meadows was Thursday evening at supper anel auc
in the city yesterday nursing two badly tion by Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Li nek in.
smashed fingers which he injured while Broadway. Prizes fell to W. C. Ladd.
harvesting ice. He reports a 26 inch E. C. Moran. Jr., anel Mrs. Helen S.
product witli the standard cakes weigh (Tark.
ing wdl over 400 pounds.
Major Thomas Hughes anel Ensign
Alexander Morrison, corresponding Purdum of Portland will conduct the
secretary of the Clark Island granite weekend services at the Salvation
cutters’ union, reports that the com Army. Services at tho usual time.
pany recently loaded a barge with Tomorrow is Prison Sunday and Major
>5.000 blocks, in three days. He hopes Hughes will conduct the services there,
assisted by Ensign Purdum ami ('apt.
this sort of luck will continue.
Smrith.
The setting of a telephone or electric
The next local polo game will be on
light pole in winter is always avoided
when possible for obvious reasons but Monday night, when Lowell comes here.
one was set on Granite street this week The following lineup is advertised:
.awing to the fact that a huge willow Cooney lr, Gilflllen 2r. Arsenault c.
hmb had grown past the pole in such I Hildas hib. Ahlred g. Gilflllen is the
a v.ay as to bond it backwards and only member of this quinte; who has
make it liable to breakage every time played in Rockland this season. The
others are all of big league calibre.
Thp wind blew.
The splendid character of the last two
horm games entitles Rockland to the
A new Rockland corporation came strongest support that polo lovers can
into existence yesterday under the
give.
name of The--dockland Community ana
School Improvement Association. Inc.
The officers of the new corporation are
A. C. Me Loon, president; A. W. Gregory,
Universalist Church
secretary and H. C. (’hatto. treasurer.
There is a board of seven directors,
John Galsworthy's Play
consisting of the officers. W. I. Ayer.
G. II. Blethen, F. S. Rhodes and R. V.
Ht even son. The object of the new cor
poration is the development and im
provement of various properties. The
corporation was the outgrowth of the
PICTURES
old Rockland School and Community
Improvement Association, which staged
ihe Food Fair and the directors named
will improve the Athletic Field with
Sunday, 7:30
ihe idea of eventually turning It over
to the city.

“THE SKIN GAME"

POLO MONDAY NIGHT
AT THE ARCADE RINK
ROCKLAND
vs.
LOWELL
ST. AUBIN, 1r
SKINNER. 2r
THERRIEN, e
WRIGHT, hb
PURCELL, g

........................................................................ 1r, COONEY
.................................................................. 2r, GILFILLEN
................ ......... c, ARSENAULT
.......................................................................... hb, DUMAS
...... ................................................................... g, ALDREO

Four big leaguer* in the opposing outfit.

Can Rockland beat that

combination?
TELEUHONE 356

SUGAR
WATCH IT

BUY IT

Last year Cuba was nearly bankrupt owing to a large crop which
resulted in low prices. This year with a short crop and prices sky
rocketing, she is reaping back seme of her losses. We cannot quote
a firm price as prices change so quickly, but we will book your or
ders for delivery as fast as cars arrive, at prices in effect the day
you place your order. Phone your order immediately and be pro
tected on your summer's supply. Sugar is not only advancing in
price but is very scarce at the present time. We are always head
quarters for sugar in all size bags and barrels and we believe a few
hundred pounds in the pantry should pay you good dividends.

STOVER’S PRIDE FLOUR
‘‘The Flour the Best Cooks Use”

$1.15 per % Bag
SPECIAL—All Next Week we will give away with each bag of flour
ordered your choice of an extra heavy plated Doughnut or Biscuit
Cutter, or both with two bags.

H. H. STOVER & CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GRAIN DEALERS
TELEPHONE 856
ROCKLAND
CAMDEN
WALDOBORO

1923
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WITH THE CHURCHES

APPEAL FOR
SB!

NEW HIGH FOR

Rockland friends have received word
from Rev. Robert Stuart MacArthur.
D D.. that ihe and Mrs. .MacArthur are
The citizens of Rockland have dis
enjoying tile winter in Florida and
3ESZ
tinguished themselves by their libhave their plans laid lo attend the
erality towards many excellent
great
Baptist
World
Convention
that
is
IS IT ON ITS WAY
to be he'd the coming summer in
causes. Can we not now give at
TO 70, ITS FORMER HIGH?
Sioekholm, Sweden.
tention to the pressing needs of the
* • * .
above named Home.
First Church of Christ, Scientist.!
A lady, belonging to one of our
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock. Subject,
oldest families, is anxiously await
Mailed on Request
of lesson sermon. "Mind." Sunday!
ing admission, but needed repairs
school at 12 o'clock. The reading room:
must first be made. Sickness and
is located in the new Bicknell block I
and is open every week day from 2.30!
death this present year have made
to 4.30 I; m.
large inroads upon the resources.
....
Thorndike Hotel Bidg., Rockland
Are there not many who would
At St. Peter's ihurch (Episcopal) the!
Telephone 822
gladly assist in this emergency?
services for the Second Sunday in Lent I
Will beat 7.30, 10, 10.20. 10.30, and 12.15.
,Any person so inclined may com
ROCKLAND, ME.
The evening service will be in Thomas- ;
21-26
municate with the President of the
ton. Special Lent services or appoint- i
Corporation—
dents every day next week except I
Monday and Saturday.
Particulars!
MRS. FRED S. RHODES
will be found in the usual weekly no- !
,
38 Middle Street
The Royal Arch degree was conferred tieen of the parish on the first page of [
by King Solomon Temple Chapter this issue.
or
Thursday night, the candidates being
MRS. J. E. STEVENS
You’ll find it in the plants of the biggest breeders
At the Congregational Church to-;
Rdv. John M. Ratcliff, Albert C. DanT reasurer
lello, and George H. Bly of Warren morrow morning Mr. Rounds will speak
in the country—and you'll find it in the piano box
Visitors were present from Thomaston; off the subject. "Evidences of a Reli
49 Middle Street
coops of beginners just starting. Endorsed by all
gious Awakening in Europe." The
Warren and Camden.
sermon will illustrate what is the real
Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations.
The Elks have their regular meeting principle in the pure teaching of Je- j
Anybody can hatch chicks with a Buckeye. It operates
The telephone girls have engaged Monday night preceded by supper at sus.
The public is cordially invited j
Temple hall for a dance on the even 6.30 o’clock. The nomination of officers to listen to this sermon on a timely)
automatically and can’t go wrong. You get a chick from
ing of Mgrch 15. with'music by Mars- for next year and the order's tablet theme. Church School at noon. The |
every hatchable egg.
q n’s Orchestra. ''Number, please."
service for Reuben S. Thorndike, Fred Young People's Fellowship League will |
That’s why poultrymen think “Buckeye” when they stiy
.1. Simonton and Fred S. Robbins, meet in the vestry at 5.30.
Through mistake in the booking olftce brothers of the Lodge who have died
S' « # »
“Incubator.”
the,Larry Semon comedy intended for during the year, will be the principal
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
yesterday's program at the Strand was business of the session.
Sunday morning the pastor will preach
replaced by a Graphic, but will he on
on "Oneness in Christ." Sabbath Schoo!
tot-ay’s hill. Larry made a great hit
The Buckeye Incubator is guaranteed to hatch more chicks
It is quite a row from Pleasant Beach »t tlie close of the morning service with
at the opening.
and better chickens than any other incubator, regardless of
to Hewett's Island, yet Ralph Rackliif lasses for all. Epworth League meets
and Randall Dyer .walked it Wednes at 6.00 and will lie led toy Robert Tweeprice, or we take it back.
"Sow what do you know about that?" day, a distance iff nearly four miles. • ie. the topic. "Seeing God through the
said John T. Lothrop, veteran janitor They landed on the back side of the life of Jesus.” Evening service at 7.15
The fame of this guarantee has traveled from sea to sea.
of the McLain school when he was pre island and had dinner with Raymond begins with song service conducted by
Over half a million “Buckeyes” are in use by big and
sented with a gold piece and a large Rackliff. who later carried them to Otho L. Hatch, after which the pastor
little breeders and over 10,000 leading dealers sell it.
I.ox of chocolates by the teachers in Spruce Head in bis motor boat. Four will preach of "Optimism vs. Pessi
appreciation of his services.
mi'.es walk over salt water ice is quite a mism,” and will show what each has
Come in and get a cony of our wonderfully convincing
iccomplished. Prayer meeting Tues
tunt.
Mont I’. Trainer has installed a Rem
book on Buckeye Incubators and Brooders. We’ll give it
Business in Ihe entire Middle West day evening at 7.30.
ington cash register ill his restaurant. is booming, according to li. E. Clark
• • • •
free and show you tiie Buckeye.
The sale was made by Clifford Thomp of Lake avenue, who lias just returned
Eiy. J. M. Romick of Warren wil
son, the local agent, who had no diffi
front a four months’ stay in Akron, peak at Littlefield Memorial church at
culty in convincing Mine Host that
Ohio. In Akron two tire firms, alone, 10.30. Bible school meets at noon;
money would play a sweeter tune in
are turning out 70,000 tires a day, and 'hrlstlan Endeavor at 6.15, leader. Miss
(hat register than any other jnvented.
general business is at a corresponding Eva Ames, subject "Negro Men and
pitch. There is little or no snow in Women of Achievement;" 7.15, preach
Tlie Registration Board will lie in
Printed in V. S. A.
ing by the pastor. This being the last
session next week, in preparation for lie West and this leads Mr. Clark to
be optimistic enough to think eventual Sunday evening of the month, members
the municipal election which will take
ly there will be none here and so he will bring texts and place on the desk
place one week from next Monday.
is starting his greenhouses and hot before the service. Prayer meeting
The meeting at which it is expected
BORN
Voters may register Monday. Tuesday,
uesday at 7.30, cottage prayer meeting to form a State league of veteran liveframes today.
Young---Rockland, nt Hllsby MalernUy Hos.pl
and Wednesday from 9 to 1, 3 to 5. and
Friday evening at the home of Mr. and men’s associations will be held at the tai Feb. 24. ;o Mr. and Mrs Almou Y’oung. a
7 to 9. and on Thursday from 9 tol and
son
Basketball fans will head for Watts Mrs Herbert Keep, 147 Camden street. Senator Baxter hall in Bath March 17.
Hatch—Arlington. Mass., Fob. 23, to Mr an I
to 5. Friday and Saturday will be
....
hall tonight where two snappy games
The delegates from the Rockland asso Mis Maurice K. liaich (Mlklrcil Spear -t
devoted to correction and verification
Tlminast^i)
. a son
are scheduled. The Thomaston A. A.,
The pulpit at the Universalist church ciation are Albert It. Havener and
billing" nockian.l. at Silstiy Mat-*rnity llos
of the lists.
with Wotton. McDonald. "Soap" Rog will toe occupied by Rev. H. I. Holt, Foreman A. S. Niles.
piliil. Feb. 2.3, to Mr and Mis Mar: In Billing .
a son Martin Benjamin.
ers. Bresenham and Whitney in the
The board of management of the lineup, will tackle the Collegiate All pastor of the Camden Congregational
Green—Kodcland. Feb. 24. to Mr and Mis
“I should worry,” said (‘apt. Stewart
Home For Aged Women is appealing to Stars from Bowdoin. This is the sec- church. Mr. Rat liff goes to the Cam Ames of the little gasoline* packet Jack Green, a son.
den
Baptist
church
in
the
Fellowship
ihe generosity of the ptfblie for contri •nd game in the series and the
Calista D. Morrill, wfiich started
butions toward the pressing needs of strengthened Thomaston team is anx Sunday exchanges. The Sunday school
MARRIED
through the ice fields yesterday on her
(.iinile • Ci burn- ('.linden, Fob II. b> lie,
iliat worthy institution. There are n ious to avenge its defeat. Deering meets at 12 o'clock. The Y. P. C. F.
regular
trip
to
Matinicus
and
CrieFlynn,
llanev
I (’.innier and Miss Julia Co
number of applicants awaiting admis High will meet Thomaston High and a have a socidl hour at 3.30 and devo
haven. The 18 ton craft is doing a , burn, both of (Yinidcn.
sion to the home, but it is impossible to real contest is expe ted. Thomaston tional service at 6 p. m. The Sunday
take them until considerable repairs beat Rockland once, tout the Deering evening picture service will present good stunt this winter.
DIED
John Galsworthy's play, "The Skin
have been made to the building. There
uintet is sure to give them a go.
Siarrett --Ko<‘kland. Feb. 23. Eninia G.. widow
Rendon C. Jackson took a bad fal
Game." The service Tuesday evening
must be readers of this iparagraph who,
if Oliver Starrett, aged S8 years. Funeral from
will .be of particular interest this week. last night while working around tlit'!
understanding the necessity of the case,
The rare opportunity to consult pri The meeting is at 7.30.
trees on Camden street. He was badly !
.«• peterrfiinirg. Fla , Feb. 21. Kdniun I
will be glad to contribute something.
vately in personal problems of a pri
shaken up, and suffered a broken rib | W Prince, formerly of Thpmas’:o;i. aged 7 ■
vate nature, without cost, a reliable of
and . bruised head but was
, . , on duty.}. ........ ............. .......... . p,„ 18. Mrs Lnuie
Co!. Milton H. French of Thomaston ficial of our State as to marriage, di
At the First Baptist Church Rev. ,
will tell you. if you should ask his opin vorce. neglected and dependent child Andrew Young of Rockport will preach though not quite as usual, this morn- jobnKion Gltw-'in.formerly of Wuxliingion. I ( or
c’.ed.l
ion, that The Courier-GazetJe's small ren is to be given folks of this section in the morning at 10.30. The choir will ing.
—<‘runden. E h.
Abbie l Youiyjt.
it ageddung
16 years Funeral Sunday nt 2 p pi
ad. column is a wonderful go-getter. Friday, March 2, owing to the fact that sing "The Lord Is My Light,” Mar
Camden bowlers came down last i Oxaui -Lewiston, Feb g.'i, Helen M Oxton
The colonel dropped one of his choice Mrs. Maud Williams- Smith of Port chant. In the evening at 7.15 Rev. B.
.. .................
fur-lined gloves on the streets of land, general secretar of the Child P. Browne will preach on "Repairing niftht and were beaten four points by !
Sadi It-mquis.-.
Rockland. “What,” argued the colonel, ren's Protective Society of Maine is The Breach.” The choir numbers in Rockland, which won four strings out ; K.u.quisj dockland, Fea
"is one fur-lined glove without anoth coming early in connection with the clude "1 Love to Hear My Saviour’s of five and had tho highest pinfall. j ngul 20 ye:u
’11 *'™ille, F,’.».
. inf nt son of
er?'' So he put a little “lost ad." in the Women’s Educational Club engage Voice,” Glover, and ‘‘Saviour. Now the The score was 2232 to 2222. Barnard! ’’o'"
tin I Mis Irvin Powell
paper and the next day the lost glove ment for this explicit purpose If you Day Is Ending.” Nevin. Mrs. Lydia and McRae were high line for tlie re- |
was returned by the little girl who have a problem along her line. Mrs Storer will be heard in a contralto solo. spective teams. The game marked the]
CARD OF THANKS
beginning of what promises to be a
picked it up in the street.
We wish to (bunk our friands an I neigb'bois
Smith will do her l»est to help you Sunday school convenes at 11.45 with hard fought series.
for (heir many kindnesses dujrlng the illness and
to solve it. She speaks at 7.15 in the classes for all ages. Mrs. Brawn’s
death of our father.
Bert Chase, who has driven the
Mr and Mrs Maurice Cui ningham
class will lead the C. E. hour on the
Methodist vestry to club members.
steamer, a hose cart and the hook and
Warren. Fib 22.
*
topic “Truthfulness.” The Happy Hour' The funeral services of Phe late Isa a
ladder truck off and on for the past 12
Brown, who was killed on the lam* The first fire of any consequence to for children is on Tuesday at 4 p. ni.
years, feels no little pride in the fact
CARD OF THANKS
visit Rockland since the snow embargo The prayermeeting on Tuesday is an loi*k Railroad last Monday, were held
We wish lu (bank our friends fur (heir manv
that none of the apparatus which he began, occurred at 221-223 Camden important service in view of the specialj' yesterday afternoon at the (’rozierkind deeds a id sympathy extended lo us hi our
handled has met with an accident in street about 10 o'clock last night, and meetings which begin in March. The Rowes funeral parlors. Rev. John M. recent bereavement. Also for the beautiful
all that time, and for this reason he resulted in the destruction of the two- Lincoln Quarterly Meeting will be held Ratcliff officiating. The Rockland & Rural tributes.
Beuben W( nt worth. Cheater Wentworth, »’Icr
quite naturally wishes it understood tenement building formerly known as with this church on Wednesday morn-' Rockport
Lime Corporation was repre. .
,
. . ence Knight. Josephine Hellers, Ralph Went
that he did not have the reins Thurs the Glen House. The cause was un ing. afternoon and evening. The young sented officially, and a large number of vorih.
Mr. Brown's associates were present.! Rockport,’Fe(b. 23.
*
day morning when the truck met with
known, but the fire had gained con people’s study classes continue on Fri
The many floral errtblems. included i
--------------------a mishap in leaving its quarters on siderable headway when discovered, day night.
CARD OF THANKS
handsome designs from the company
Spring street. He did not happen to and ail that could be done was to save
I wish fo thunk my many friends and the ill*
and the men. The bearers were W. H.
lie on the wagon for the reason that a small part of the furniture. The
Who
took
care
<t me during mv si 'knesa
Egyptian excavations which resulted Maxey, Jr.. John H. Flanagan, Oscar E.
one of the horses was sick, and the building is a total loss. The tene
B I Keller
recently
in
unearthing
mdgnitieent
Flint
and
Ralph
Sprague.
West
Itockport,
Maine.
Sears horses were used instead.
ments were occupied by Arnold D. Allen treasures in the tomb of King Tut
and Lemuel F. Robinson, whose fami ankhamen, had their counterpart, in
Lincoln County News: “Lincoln has lies found shelter with Maurice K. Rob burlesque, in Temple hall last night,
for the third time won the penant in inson and Charles Jameson, neighbors. when B. S. Whitehouse and associates
the Knox-Lincoln basketball league. A baby was among those rendered presented their (‘lever skit before the
The success is due to pluck, snap and homeless. The property was owned by largest crowd that ever sat down to an
IIW!:"'T;!;»: Bi! il-!!!' 'Ilitlll K t.t,,!!.S..!!!!,.!,!'... !!i!!!.. !"'.. t ', . i!.. ! ».
hffllKiaililE! ,' ?
teamwork, three essential qualities in L. F. Chase, and extensive repairs had Eastern Star supper. Mr. Whitehouse
£
'.he game of life as 'well.'' The Courier- recently been completed. It was valued appeared in the role of Farmer Benja
!
Gazette is naturally sorry that the dis at about $1600. partly covered by in min Uno, and Mrs. Grace Rollins was
tinction might not have come to Rock surance.
his wife. Ixiuise I’no. (Charles Oakes
land this seaspn, tout is not going to
as Lody Dontno, appeared mysteri
vfc. A
JLZ
A IHHIi!!!!’!!!!lllli!liNllllll!i:i
withhold its congratulations. Lincoln
Wednesday afternoon the pupils and ously from the inner tom'b, where he
Academy, under the principalship of teachers of the Tyler school held an was fastened centuries ago, and secure 1
Mr. Clunie has made notable advances impromptu celebration in honor of the the job of hired man, after convincing
in all forms of athletics, and may well “Flag" which the school had won in the couple that he was more than 21.
be held up as a shining example to its the Food Fair contest. Several ladies Jewel hunters later unearthed the
Knox county competitors.
were present, also several members of treasures of the outer tomb, including
the Food Fair committee, which was a churn, pitchforks, hayrakes and other I
This appears to be the open season
quite a surprise to the teachers and farming implements, all of which were !
lor hunting gas leaks, if one may judge
pupils. After the committee had in busily wielded in the farm scene which !
I coni the numerous excavations made
IN
spected the several rooms, the chil followed, and which was enlivened by |
TODAY
TODAY
I.car the corner of Main and Limerock
"The Old Oaken Bucket,” sung by the I
dren
were
assembled
in
the
lower
hall
streets the past week in a vain attempt
farmer
’
s
sons,
James
and
John
—
W.
C.
I
2 P. M.
6.45 P. M.
to locate one of them. Digging through where a short program was presented. Eird and E. R. Veazie. Real sheep also !
fiozen earth, with the temperature After the salute to the flag, and the figured in the east. Miss Leah Free- I
I laying a zero solo, is no sinecure, but singing of “The Star Spangled Ban man was at the piano. W. C. Ladd !
on top of that lies the fact that finding ner" other songs were sung and poems was chairman of^the supper committee, '
recited, each grade contributing some
a gas leak is about as difficult as cii
and handled the 'big job in fine style. I
ing a greased pole.
Yesterday the thing appropriate to the occasion. Slipt. v.-ith the assistance of the following J
Hull
who
happened
to
be
in
the
build
workmen struck much gas—so much so
men: J. S. Jenkins, K. V. Stevenson.
A feature picture that will please everybody—
that two of them were nearly asphyx ing at the time, made a fe\y remarks H W. Thorndike. W. M. Little. F. Trafiated—hut the leaky pipe is still un and called on the other gentlemen pres ton. O. E. Davies, C. L. Robinson, 11.
Supplemented
by "EDUCATIONAL NEWS REEL
discovered. and if Foreman Seavey ent to do likewise, to which invitation V. Tweedie, F. A. Maxey, C. J. Bow- i
doesn’t worry off a few pounds of they responded. Perhaps flic delega ley, C. E. Morse, G. L. St. Clair. G. B. I
and a GRAPHIC Comedy.
tion from the Food Fair committee got Davis. H. E. Rdbinson, E. C. Payson. ,
weight it will be a marvel.
as much of a surprise as they them L. F. Chase, A. H. Newbei’t. F. 3’. Vea- !
A fine supper was served by An selves had given, as the program zle, J. A. Stevens. F. L. Linekin, R. L. ;
derson Auxiliary, S of V.. Wednesday showed how well the pupils had been Watts and L. E. Howard. There were J
evening, about 50 being present. The trained by their respective teachers, in 225 at supper.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
good attendance at the meeting showed that they could respond with an appro
a gratifying renewal of interest. A priate offering to fit the occasion on
Beta Theta Pi men in this city are.
fine program was presented in honor such short notice. The gentlemen pres receiving invitations to the greatest '
of Washington's Birthday. A specia ent were Messrs. Hull, Stevenson “Dorg” in the history of the New Eng- (
guest was sister Ida H. Rokes of Bos Gregory. Ayer, Chat to and Chisholm land Association, which will he held at o
Ion. National Patriotic Inspector, who The flag is a beautiful one and the Hotel Vendome, Boston, the first week-|\
made some very interesting remarks in children are justly proud of it.
end in March. A banquet at 6 p. m.
regard to patriotic work and the neces
: : : IN : : :
March 2 will be the opening feature.
sity of keeping the fires brightly burn
Hon. John L. Bates, a former governor
ing. It was Miss Rokes’ first opportu
SERMON
of Massachusetts, expects (o be present
nity to attend a regular meeting in three
and other "Silver Grays” will turn out |
years, but although absent, she isi al
in force.
ways working with and for the Aux
iliary. This program was given: Piano
Fred Spaulding of Belfast, who has .
solo, Miss Marguerite Morey: reading
been helping the Rockland Coal Co.
Mrs. A. L. Harmon: vocal solo. Miss
"I’ve changed my mind!” Rainbow decided that the
harvest its ice at Chickawaukle Lake.1
Gladys Jones; reading. Miss Marie
is limping painfully today. A heavy
woman was not worthy of the man’s love and de
Brown: vocal solo, Vera Stuiyey, a<
cake of ice tell on one ol" his feet yes
: : MUSIC : :
companied by Evelyn Perry; recitation.
terday. breaking a bone.
cided to show her up. It is a clean, wholesome pic
“The First Flag," Maryon Kellar; I
Contralto Solo. Mrs. Storer
vocal solo. Miss Gladys Jones; all i
ture of humor, pathos, love and dramatic intensity.
joined in singing “America" as a clos- '
"My Saviour’s Voice,” Choir
ing number. The Auxiliary wishes to
thank those who took part in the pro
"Now the Day is Ending,” Choir
gram. which was much appreciated
Comedy—“IN DUTCH’
NEWS REEL
The Reliable and Satiafactory
and enjoyed. The next suirper and
meeting will be on the first Wednesday
Psychic and Spiritual
evening in March. The Auxiliary will
have an auction party at Mr. Gonia’s
FIRST
store Thursday evening, March 1st.
MARSH’S ORCHESTRA EVENINGS
Refreshments will be served.
Can be consulted every Tuesday and
BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday from 10 A.
to 8 P.
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
SUNDAY—7:15 P. M.
29 PARK STREET
making income tax returns. 375 Main
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE. 799W
Street.—20-tf
|
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Every-Other-Day

Into her eyes. At last'she seemed tc
MARRIED LIFE
WATERMAN S BEACH
detect In Alexander the one thing she
had believed was lacking—the touch ol
I have W. A. Aflams to thank for
Hez Its Ups an’ Downs, But
the original Adam. But Lord Scroope's
Atlanta papers. I not only enjoyed the
face hardened.
th' Thing t’ Do Iz t’ Pull
reading matter, lint they contained
"You!” he said grimly. “You also
some very nice pictures. 1 also re
Tergether.
The
action
of
the
knew the truth?
ceived an Interesting: letter nnd some
others. I can understand. But—a
vi ry pretty post cants from Mrs. Jose
Editur Kurier (My Gentle Gazelle): —
Churchman cannot lend himself to such
phine A. I!. Fox of Beaverton. Ore.
"There w.is a married couple
a conspiracy as this.”
Who never had o fliss ;
calls the readers ol The CotlrierFirst, It Is Very Important That a Thorough Rubefacient
The
woman
—
she
went
crazy,
"Under correction. Lord Scroope,"
hizette one large family—so 1 take it
Tiie man aim worth a cuss."
Or
Counter-Irritant
Effect
Be
Produced
On
the
Surface
Mr. Jones and Air. Fuller are the godsaid de Jussac gently; "a gentleman
Thair iz sum trewth in thet air peece
fa.hers. Let me say at this time that
cannot betray a woman's confidence uv poetry. Didn’t yew never nolis
of the Skin Around the Lungs.
my friends writing to me, and fer any
without her consent.”
haow in th’ summer alter er long spell
reason nut wis.liitg- to see their letters
Lord Scroope winced perceptibly. He uv glide wether haow sluggish every This Draws the Blood From all ilie parts; that is, spread it on as put into print, will please to say so. 1
thing seams, no life t' th' air, tier
you would a poultice—about one-sixturned to de Jussac and bowed.
the Congested Lungs and teenth of an Inck t.h>k or more—and in always pleased to receive these let
"Am 1 receiving instruction from a nuthin'. Then up kums a thunder
ters and they are' a preat help in maknorm
an
’
after
it
kleers
off
things
iz
Lessens
the Danger of cover with two taichness of hot flannel ng up tny com mu n ic.i Lions to the home
layman?” lie inquired.
cloths.
nise
an'
luite,
an
’
yew
feel
fine.
paper.
, '
1 .
“It is the last thing I would dare,
Pneumonia.
,
Me an’ Sereney tux lien married
Vicks Acts In Two Ways.
Mrs.
Fox's
welcome letter says
replied Bertrand humbly. “It is I who
thulty yeres. an' they aint neeiher wun
Thus applied Vicks ha« -a double ac nneiig other things: "J am one. of Tlie
seek instruction. Does not the Church uv us angels yit. Ef th' air gits slug THEN TREAT WITH VICKS
tion. First. Vicks is so made tlxat the
oirrier-Gazette's large fanvky. scat
respect the seal of tlie confessional?' gish I kin start sntnthin' in haout er
body heat gradually releases the in- tered over the I'nited States. There is
"I make no claim, and no excuses! ininnit, but I take dern glide Rare it
Deep, grippy colds, frequently lead- gredienLs In the form of vapors. The no other publication just like this old
said Alexander suddenly. "I have only ion’t git t' he er cyklone, that's lierhul ng to pneumonia, have been unusually moi w Vicks applied, the stronger will Imine paper, evwy issue of which con
reck the matrymoniul estahlish- prevalent this winter. In some s<«- jie the va|»ors and the longer these va tains sin a a large number of items
I.ord Scroope. very pale, drew a deep this to say. I loved Georgina Berners
»
SYNOPSIS
tions they are called Influenza, but ar •
The night clothing that are of special interfisi to those
breath, and gave a prolonged shudder. from tlie day I saw her. When 1 :nunt. I’nt awful glide metered sum- so much milder than the influenza pors w'.’l last.
times. jest alter er glide dinner, fer
should always he loose around the who, lii.e tnysi !f are far removed from
“B—Mr. Spencer told me I'd got to learned tlie real position I loved her
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect ol
during the first epidemic that neck and the bed clothes arranged in the old home. I used to visit relatives
nstants.
A month’s visit to her austere aunt, Lad>
go hack and make a clean breast of it more. Her loyalty and devotion only
Th' ti ulibel with th’ vung married health authorities have not agreed as the form of a funnel. Thes*» vapors (.tlie George Itlirdings) in South Thom
Erythea Eambe, at Jervaulx aobey, and
increased
my
esteem.
She
is
the
oid>
whether thes- cases arc all title to being lighter than air. rise up from the aston. Many is the time 1 have Walked
her cousin, Alexander l>ainbe, Aimee, vi all. He wanted to tell you. But 1 didn't
tuppels theze days iz thet they aint
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend dare. 1 refused to let him say any woman living that I care for; I require lardners. I.ife aint wun grand sweet
same infection, or even whether chest, and, if the bed clothing is pro- tin re from m.v Itockland home at the
Viscount Scroope, Is in a rebellious mood
thing—1 mnde him swear lie wouldn't. you to remember that she is my prom
>ng, even ef ye air married. Let yure here has been any real influenza.
I>erly arranged, pass by the nose and N'otthend. 1 suppose there haVe been
CHAPTER II.—She wanders into the
mouth and are thus inhaled with each many changes at the Keag sines those
It was my trouble, not his. So he 'lid ised wife. And nobody in tills room,”
ife no haow much munney yew air
"Flu” Germ Discovered.
tark, there encountering a strange youtl
•what I asked; even though it meant said Alexander hotly, "shall address ittin’ an' git erlong on thet. This
New light lias hecn thrown upon breath, carrying the medication direct days. The next time I visit tlie east
n trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh
tartin' married life in det iz a dern hese matters by the announcement by ly through 4he air passages to the I surely .shall lake a trip down over the
ingly introduces himself as "Billy.” Amer the police would suspect him, too. So one word of reproach to her 1”
lean. The two cement the acquaintance
ild road and make you a call—mid in
“Well-done 1" cried Aimee. "Alexan sad plan. Our antsisters when they »r. Simon Flexner, director of the lungs.
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, “Fly ink he took tlie jewels to Aunt Erythea.
The second action of Vi ks is ex tlie meantime I must eonient myself
Sphinx,” and part. With Georgina Ber
and never said a word about me: and der, you’re a man. I’m proud of you. ut married hit th’ trale fur th' wilder- Rockefeller Institute of Medical Be
ternal
—
by
absorption
through
and
ess. an' maid it blush an’ blossom like
wiih reading the always interesting
ners, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer when she offered him tlie job as chauf cousin 1"
ar h. that the germ of influenza has
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor
r rose. They wuz pardners in th' >e<-n identified. The Institute staff, stimulation of the skin.
Waterman’s Beach news.
1 enclose
"Thank you. Aimee,” said Alexander.
feur lie took it; so that the police
gina shall impersonate her at Jervaulx
ame uv life. But when both don't
some view cards of Oregon, all of
Repeat From the Beginning.
while she goes on a holiday. Georgir.a’t
“It is for me," said Lord Scroope mil. taint long befour th' deevorse through experiments on rabbits, has
wouldn’t suspect him—or me 1 He
horrified protest is unavailing.
Wien the vapors begin to lose their which places I have visited.
sternly, "to apportion the blame. Geor ourt gits 'em. It’s th' shame an’ th ound -tow this grrm injures the lung
came here and drove Aunt's cars!”
* • • •
issue so that it is no longer able, as it strength, fresa Vicks should be ap
CHAPTER III.-Happy In her new free
"And you?” said her father quietly. gina Berners is here under—”
tisgrase uv modern times thet reel
I)r. Bartlett called Tuesday to get
in health, to destroy the common plied over the throat and chest. This
dom, Aimee again meets 'Billy.” He tell*
He was interrupted by the voleanb tome life iz gittin' skurser an’ skurser bacteria of the nose and throat that to keep up the continuous supply of .ome eggs and I remarked that we all
“What happened to you?”
her his name is Spencer, and she give*
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest ' out of s
"I went hack to Scroope next day. 1 arrival of Billy through the window, Citin’ raound all the time—don’t never iuse bronchitis and pneumonia.
vapors. When the redness of the skin hud colds. He said "Take a Jot of hot
Job.” Billy offers to take her Into part
Dr. Flexner also says, "Recent re- dies out, all the Vicks remaining soup." I said, “Clam soup?” and he
found Amy Snooks was coming here as paining and eager, tlie tuft of hair on ettle daown t' nuthin’.
nershlp in selling the Sphinx. In a spirli
Be it ever so humhel there.aint ne x>rts received from abroad and from should be wiped off and the entire replied that clam soup was mighty
of mad ap adventure, she accepts. The
maid—I made her go to Seabridge, and top of his head erect like tlie crest of
two proceed to the town of Stanhoe, tak
The old rat knew the clam
ilase like home.
Mints In the United States indicate treatment repeated. That is, the hot good.
took
her
place,
Had.
.lust
to
he
safe
a
cockatoo.
lug separate lodgings in Ivy cottage.
fiats were covered with \ce a foot thick.
Ike Jim.
hat
a
secondary
wave
of
epidemic
inwet
towels
or
mustard
plasters
should
from those beastly police—in tlie hope
"I've been looking for you every
CHAPTER IV.—That night Aimee visit!
-luenza, relatively mild in character. Is be used until the skin is again thor Wliy didn't lie order his favorite rem
Georgina and learns that the deception they'd catch tlie thieves, if we gave where!" he cried. “You—"
-»
Kissing over parts of Europe and oughly reddened, then massage with edy. lien’s grease fand molasses?
WALDOBORO
has not been discovered. By her doniinam them time—and then they wouldn’t
There are snow piles on both sides of
"Go out!" said Lady Erythea fierce
tmenofi.”
Vicks, spread on thickly and cover with
personality she compels Georgina to con
catch me and make me explain. And
tinue the subterfuge.
wet hot flannels, just as previously tlie toad five feet high ail the way
*The Danger Is From Pneumonia.
iyThe O. E. S. Sewing Circle held this
from our house to the Beach and from
it's just vvliat happened; Billy—Mr.
"Pardon me," said Billy, advancing, week's meeting Wednesday afternoon
CHAPTER V.—On a trial spin next da\
it. therefore behooves anybody who done.
there one could walk op the ice to the
Spencer—caught one of them yester "hut I guess my place is here. What vith Mrs. Amy Gallagher. The meetWhen the Patient Chokes Up
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Aimee almost
tevelops a deep grippy cold to take Ills
island across the channel. Tuesday
collides with a carriage in which are hei
day. and tlie police have got him. No ever blame is, I take it. Lord Scroope, ng of Feb. 28 will he with Mrs. Amo: ase seriously and work fast If all
Sometimes when the pa-tient is badly
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pan
Ralph Rackliffe and his brother-inbody knows anything about me. except I know that what I’ve done is past Oliver. All are cordially invited.
longer of pneumonia Is to lie avoided. choked up, the wijiors from the appli law Mr Dyer walked from Waterman's
escape unrecognized.
cation
on
the
chest
arc
not
sufficient
you here 1”
The
Rural
Cemetery
Association
and
What
is
needed
is
.something
to
deapology, but—”
Beach to Hewett's Island and returned.
CHAPTER VI.—Georgina learns tha
to make the breathing easier. In these
Aimee panted like n neer at hav.
Lord Scroope Is coming to visit Lady Ery"Shut up, Billy!” exclaimed Aimee. he German Cemetery Assocaition are irease the congestion of the lungs. For
Capt. Leland Manp of Two Bush
thea and. realizing what will happen or
"And Billy's asked me io marry him, "I’ve told them everything—I've said beneficiaries under ihe wills of the late his purpose there is nothing like a cases drop a tab!e-spo<»nful of Vick.- Light telephoned that the lioys there
his arrival, is in hopeless bewilderment
into
a
kettle
of
boiling
water
and
allow
uiiefacient
or
counter-irritant,
as
wit

Mrs.
Emma
Benner
and
Miss
Annie
and I'm going to!” she sanl desperate all there Is to say. And,” she added,
are having great times coasting on the
the patient to inhale the waim steam
CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee is secretb
ly. "I love him! There’s nobody like under her breath, "for once I think I’ve Aehorn. Mrs. Benner bequeathed $50(. less the use of blisters, poultices and
blockading ice. I met Ca|tt. Dunn of
and.
vapors
combined
for
about
10
dasters
for
generations.
This
countereach cl' the cemeteries and Miss
▼l&iting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place is Billy—lie’s been splendid! He Isn't a
made a better hand of it than you \chcrn left $500 for the German cetne- notation reddens the skin—draws the minutes. Do this several times a day tlie White Head Coast Guard station
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
at the postofflee Wednesday afternoon.
chauffeur at all—till Aunt made him could."
ery. The money has been turned over flood from the congested parts -to the if needenl. Keep the waiter boiling and He came from the head in one of his
CHAPTER VIII.-Georglna learns, with
one.
And
I
’
d
marry
him,
even
if
lie
)
Is
improved;
)
put
in
additional
Vicks
whenever
the
Before anyone could reply, Georgina > the associations by Alden Gleason urt'ace; the circulation
much relief, that Aimee has got away.
Isia'.s and landed 1 presume on Spruce
was!" declared Aimee. on the verg-> of ,[ rose, sobbing, and made a dive for the he administrator on the estates. '
here is a sense o f warmth and the vapors decrease. Put a sheet over the Head. The captain and his boys car
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Panke tears.
tea-kettle,
making
a
lossibihty of pneumonia is greatly les-j patient and the
Members of the Woman,’s Club hav
door.
decides that the robbery is the gvork of
ried away nearly « horseload of goods
I kind of a tent.
•'Jack the Climber” and "Calamity Kate,’
There was a stunned silence. F,- i
fiom Will Dennison's store. I have al
"Let me go!” she said brokenly. “I ickets on sale for the lecture of Frank ened.
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy once speech denied Itself even to Lady'
\ Norton at the Methodist church
Quick Counter-Irritant Needed.
Must Be Used Freely.
ways had a standing invitation to visit
want to go away. I want to go—'
cle.
Erythea. Georgica was sobbing gently!
ruesday, Feb. 27.
Mr. Norton wil
Tlie value of this counter-irritant af- 1 Tliis is vigorous treatment, but tf White Head and Capt: Dunn renewed
Billy,
glancing
quickly
from
her
to
CHAPTER X -Billy, aware of hie in the chair. Alexander still stood overj
I Aimee and Lord Scroope. turned and peak at 2.30 in the afternoon. lie ect is greatly increased if it as pro-1 check congestion requires vigorous it Wednesday and said he would come
••partner’s” nocturnal jaunts, is troubled
vas prominent in V. M. C. A. work in luted quickly. Nearly every family I measures. Vicks must lie med freely over after me anytime. 1 am in hopes
He follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer her and said nothing.
I flitted out again through the window.
rance during the World War and i
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at once
ais its favorite method—on on poul-'to lie effective. The cost of the treat to get over some time and will tell my
"I seem to find a thread of enlighten I No one noticed him. All eyes were on
suspects burglary, and follows two figures
veil acquainted with the life in France ices, turpentine stupes, mustard plus-> ment is insignificant compared with readers all about it.
ment
in
this
story,
”
said
Lord
Scroope,
!
on a motorcycle who are apparently in a
Georgina.
f which he will speak. A musiea ers and poultices of various kinds—all | the rt suits which are frequently obWith ail the ice and snow in sight
desperate hurry. Cornering the pair. Billy slowly. "Yes, 1 think I know enough j
Alexander Intervened—but it was U’ogram will also add to the attractive
there are yet sigrts of spring. I hod a
knocks out a man who attempts to shoot
re good,
’
I taJntd.
him, picking up a package the fellow had of you, Aimee, to understand. I have Lady Erythea who, with an extraordf
eatures of the afternoon.
A very simple method is to apply Does Not Take the Place Cl: the Phy- '-ma'.l brood of 1H23 chicks come out
dropped. He discovers the other fugitive a question to put. You came here on
Ernest Lubitseh’s spectacular pic
of the shell Feb. 21. That old hen was
narily determined movement, overtook
owels wrung out in hot water, as hot i
sician
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her, she
tiie
day
following
the
burglary.
Where
etrikes him with a stone, rendering him
Georgina. Passing a supporting arm ure, “Loves of Pharaoh” will b
s the patien-t can stand. 1 his not
caKPB a physician shtiu’.d be on her job from start to finish those
unconscious, and the pair escape.
did you spend the previous nigtit? round tlie girl’s waist, she turned and hown at the >Jir Theatre Saturday ,nly reddens the skin quiickly, »>ut aL«o | caUf<, Thesv lle,.p Cold« are too sc
z.-ro days. She would hop oft her nest,
What were you doing?"
critic
says,
“There .pens ,the pores so that more \ icks j rjous an<t have too many complications get a little corn-and water and slip
tight.
One
CHAPTER Xl.-Recoverlng, Billy dis
faced the stupefied company.
covers the package he nad picked up Is a
"I was in a cave!”
any homc^medica back on again in less than three minu
"Let me remind you all," said Lady las never been a finer combination ol an he absorbed. Some, however, pre- ■, tQ (.eiv WJtjIt.iv
Jewel case, containing emeralds. Realiz
Lord Scroope passed a long white Erythea, in a voice that compelled Iramatic talent in one photoplay.” It er to use an ordinary mustard plaster, (Rin 'vicks however, does not inter tes. My old hens are laying fairly well
ing they must be part of the loot from
now. I get about 20 eggs a day from
s indeed a gorgeous love story of tre
Jervaulx, he starts for the abbey. On the hand across his brow.
silence, “of one tiling that is in danger nendous power in scenes that def> is the reddening effect lasts longer. • f( re wi,.h an}. trwjtmfn,t that the doc- 50 hens. Pullets are ail right, after
way he meets Aimee. with the police in
"A
cave?"
he
repeated,
blankly.
“
Ycu
Parts
To
Be
Treated.
|
toi*
may
p:
escr.be
.
In
addition
*the
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cave
1 of being overlooked. I am mistress •riticism. It was made by the mar
you have waited six or eight months
among the crag pits. Aimee tells him the have reverted, it seems, to the customs I here at Jervaulx! I have listened with
Whatever method is used, the appli- ■ formula of Vicks is given on .every 'lor them to mature. Il strikes me it
vho put on ‘‘Passion.,” in which Pol;
whole story. He urges that she make a of our Neo’ithlc ancestors—”
atJon
should
lie
applied
over
the
j
circular,
so
thenis
no
tea
oil
why
any
is better to keep the old h^fis on the
I an unexampled patience. Hold your Negri was starred. It is presented b>
frank confession to her father, but on re
“It was a ripping cave,” said Aimee tongue, Anthony! I have welcomed the he Hamilton Theatrical Corporatior hroat and chest until the skin i. | doctor should object to its use. except anxious seat two or three months than
flection both realize Alrnee’s good name
ltroughly redden'd.
In verj- deep I the fact that a few physician* do not it is to wait six months for the pullets
has been compromised by her two nights'I a little hysterically, “down in the crag
alliance of Georgina with this family, vith Emil .Tannings, Dagny Sevres am olds, the aides and especially the bac^: care to use anything
lUy at Ivy cottage.
which Is adver
ar
to lay.
pits. Al) the little rabbits for company. and Alexander will have such a wife iarry Liedtke in the cast.
runt the middle of the shoulder blades tisu-d directly t tlie public.
• « « *
CHAPTER XII—Assuring Aimee he It was more peaceful than Jervaulx.
Mrs.
Jennie
M.
jBrummit,
Mrs.
Mai
as
I
myself
would
have
chosen
for
him
has a plan to save her, Billy leaves her in
m a point just above the waist, should,
A Pharmacist’s Discovery.
Mrs W. W Godfrey was called to
the cave and, proceeding to Jervaulx, re I know it wouldn't have suited Georgie.” Georgina, your only fault is your ae Mayo and .Mrs. Ida C. Stahl formed tin
iso lie treated.
f North Cambridge, Mass,, last Monday
Vick-. VapoRub is the discovi
stores the emeralds to the astounded
"May I ask when tlds unknown i votion to the mad creature there, and •flicient committee in charge of the
Tlie patient should be given a good a North Farolina pharmacist. From to attend the funeral of her father, J.
Lady Ery thia.
•ocial
afternoon
at
the
Woman
’
s
Clut
young man permitted himself to pro fur that I give you absolution. 1 re
niigative and, if convenient, a hot tiie back room of a little drug
I.. Thompson, who died at his home,
Tuesday. The affair was given at tin
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting *ny re- pose to you?"
quire direction from no one—your mar home of Mrs. Stab). Miss Jessie Keene nuslard footbath for ten minutes—one its use has grown until today 'literally II Walden street. Feb. 17. Mr. Thomp
ward, after explaining how the emeraJds
abkspoeti'of
mustard
to
a
gallon
of
"Yesterday 1”
came Into his possession. Billy accepts the
riage with my nephew shall take place vho as a guert of the club this winter
tens of millions of families are n- v r son. was a Stockton Bpriugs boy and
position of chauffeur to Ioady Erythea,
"We will not pursue that matter,” us soon as possible.”
without the familiar blue jar. It i his remains were brought to Belfast
las been so helpful in the meetings vater.
seeing in the situation a promise of a way
said Lord Scroope, gloomily; "this
Rub Vicks In, Then Spread On.
their sfutdby for all forms of co
where they will he kept until spring
out of the embroglio.
“Aunt!” exclaimed Mr. Lambe, Joy
ead a charming paper on* ‘‘Birds am
and then taken to Stockton Springs
After the skin Is thoroughly reddened, troubles and. in addition, is useful f<
’oetry.” Miss Keene, who is a lover
CHAPTER XIV-Realizing what her hardly seems tlie time or place for de ously, "I—”
father’s visit to Jervaulx would mean. tailed explanations. I feel—"
should lie dried lightly and imine- the many minor ailments of the home and laid at rest in the family lot. The
f birds, told of the many instances ii
"Do not interrupt me, Alexander!
Aimee goes secretly to her home, disables
Tlie door opened and Monsieur de said his aunt. She turned to Aimee.
vhich the little creatures of light am (lately the patient ehouhl be given a J It is particularly a boon to mother later Herbert Mixer's wife was a. sis
the family auto, thus preventing his jour
.risk massage with Vicks all over Lite with email children, because II is ex ter of the deceased.
unshine are immortalized in poem
ney, and induces a parlormaid to let her Jussac entered. He gave a slight start
"As for you,” continued Lady Ery
Mrs. M. W. Simmons itad an ill turn
<ake her place at Jervaulx.
arts. Continue this for five minutes, ternally applied.
as his eyes traveled rapidly over the thea, icily, “I really find myself in your Appropriate selections chosen from th<
ftst Tuesday and is confined to the
Over 17 million jars are used year
his increases the counter-irritant efroets
added
to
the
enjoyment
of
at
CHAPTER XV.—Alexander recognizes group.
debt. 1 can never be sufficiently thank
hesl. Her many friends and neigh
ect. Then apply Vicks thickly over in the United States alone.
Aimee as the woman on the motorcycle
"A thousand pardons! A family ful that you did not come here as my inusual and scholarly article. A
bors hope to see her about the house
which ran into the Lambe carriage, de
o
’
clock
lunch
was
served
at
small
tabl
nouncing her as "Calamity Kate.” Geor matter, I perceive,” lie said quickly, "I guest, and that Alexander was spared
soon. The Simmons family have sum
n
the
dining
room.
TJie
decoration
gina divulges Aimee’s identity. Hearing will withdraw—”
mered and wintered with Us 30 years
your authorized companionship! One vere of Jacqueminot roses, and rest
UNION
her story. Alexander consents to keep the
EAST
WALDOBORO
and we consider them our best friends
"Don't go, Vicomte 1" exclaimed shudders to reflect on the possibilities. •olored lights carried out the colox
secret.
Mrs. Annje Foster Is Jioldlng her
Aimee. “Anyone who’s a friend of
"You appear to have enlisted the cheme. Sixteen members of the clul
E. W. Cummings of South Paris wa
CHAPTER XVI.—Alexander finds him
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Bines were in
own. Her friends are hoping that the
mine is welcome here. You may as well services of everyone but ifie to shield md two guests, Mrs. E. R. Hunnewe
self very much in love with Georgina.
called home Monday to attdnd court
Varren recently.
spring weather will find her much im
be in at the death.”
your disreputable escapade, and to md Miss Julia Kaler, were present
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Waters of lla- witness in an important law suit.
CHAPTER XVII —The approaching vis
proved.
"If
I
can
he
of
any
service
—
”
said
There
will
he
no
meeting
next
Tuesday
have enrolled many simple-minded per
it of Alexander’s sister, Lady Diana (who,
’ariscotta Mills spent several days
There is quite a channel of blue
Joseph
Ames
of
Appleton
called
on
of course, knows Aimee) brings conster Bertrand. He bowed courteously to sons in your defense. You may hav
The club will enjoy the address
, ith her brother, Edwin Mank. recently.
water this Wednesday afternoon where
nation to the two girls.
Mies Addie Pitman was the guest of bis sisters, Bertha Simmons and Mrs the boys crossed on the Ice yesterday
Aimee’s fatliei. "Lord Scroope, I pre deluded these men,” said Lady Ery •'rank C. Norton of Rockland, who wil
Mary Andrews, Monday.
CHAPTER XVIII.—Another visitor to sume.”
ter niece, Mrs. F. M. Johnson, Sunday.
thea, witli a scornful wave of her hand peak under their auspices in the Meth
Wil! Dennison's big stock of grain
Mrs. Abbie Davis of South Union wa
Jervaulx is the Vicomte de Jussac, Di
»dist church.
Mrs.
Arthur
Curtis
and
Lloyd
Hanna
“
You,
”
said
Lady
Erythea
to
Ber

towards the company, “but you do not
anas suitor. Diana recogr.zee Aimee and
thejtuest of Mrs. Robert Farris Tues which he put in before the last bliz
af
Round
Pond
passed
the
weekend
at
threatens to denounce her.
zard is going like hot cakes. Nearly
trand, trembling with wrath, “werei delude me! I find in you no qualities
day.
Clarence Hoffses' and Mrs. Ethel Han
Sometimes Virtue in Opposition.
The Standard Oil Co.’s delivery team ail the Clark Island people get their
but selfishness and deceit—and I am
CHAPTER XIX. — Interested in the
na
’
s.
No tnan ever worked his passage
grain from the Dennison store.
I^mhe collection of armor, De Jussac,
has been hauled up in this place
glad that your sojourn In my house has
James Mank is able to be out again.
during the night, tries on a suit. Diana,
C. D. S. G.
we»k on account of the traveling.
been confined to the servants’ hall anywhere in a dead ciiltu. I.el no tnan
Mis. W. H. Keene and Miss El'.a
investigating an alleged ghostly appari
At the Congregational church next
tion. meets him. He declares his love,
though I dread to think what your in wax pale, therefore, because of oppo Mark passed last Tuesday with friends
Sunday evening, Feb. 25. the pastor
arid is accepted. Aimee finds them to
OWL’S HEAD
fluenee may have been on my domes dtion.—John Neale.
in Thomaston.
gether and binds Diana to secrecy con
Rev. Bessie F. Crowell, will give a ste
Relatives
and
-riends
of
Mrs.
Herbert
cerning her affairs.
tics, from whom I require honesty and
t»opt'con
lecture
on
India.
Miss
Crow
Boiling It Down. *
The young men of Ingraham Hill are
Thomas of Watren were saddened to
CHAPTER XX.—Alexander and Geor
decency.”
el! was a missionary in India seven rehearsing for the minstrel show which
"Moses." said. Uncle Eben, “was
gina become engaged. Lady Erythea, be
hear of her sudden death.
Aimee,
very
white,
suddenly
broke
yeais
and
the
slides
she
will
show
wei
lieving Georgina to be Lord Scroope’s
is to lie given the latter part of next
Mrs. Eva Cummings and Mrs. Join
great lawgiver. But de way he was
made from pictures she look while in week.
daughter, is delighted.
into a flood of tears. The next moment
A
previous announcement
Millet of North Warren were guests of
satisfied
to
keep
de
ten
commandments
that
country.
Tae
service
will
begin
at
Lord Scroope had his arm around her
charged the entertainers with being
CHAPTER XXL—Billy and Aimee reach
short an' to de- point shows lie warn? Mrs A. Winslow Tuesday.
7
o'clock.
The
pftblic
is
cordially
in
and held her to him.
an understanding as to their mutual love.
about to give a "Musical" entertain
Several attended the Farm Bureau Vlteii.
co regular lawyer."—Washington Star
“Not another word, Erythea 1” he
ment—which did not tell the whole
meeting Tuesday afternoon at Mrs F.
CHAPTER XXII.—A Scotland Yard of
story.
said sternly. "You have had provoca
M Johnson’s.
ficial arrives and demands to see Billy
Aimee overhears him. Learning Billy's
Reginald Monahan has employmen'
Tlie success of the supper (liven by
tion—but you have said enougli and
whereabouts, the officer gots after him.
it tlie Paragon I utton factory.
the Bay View Society -last Friday
much more than enough. Gentlemen,
Rev. and Mrs. Geo. Davis of North
evening has inspired the then folks to
CHAPTER XXIII.-Billy finds "Jake
thank you for what you have done on
the Climber,” his leg broken, in the crag
Va'uoboro were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
arrange for a clam chowder supper
my daughter’s behalf. And you, too,

To Use Vick’s VapoRub
For Deep Grippy Colds

1116 Joy Sidney
of Livino
GowingO

r

NERVOUS WOMAN
COMPLETEWRECK

pits. He hears the thief’s story and has
a feeling of something like sympathy
"Jake" is arrested and the police search
foi “Calamity Kate.”

CHAPTER XXIV.—Aimee, hastening to
the crag pits to varn Billy of his danger,
meets "Kate” and, touched by the giri’s
devotion to her husband, allows the wom
an to escape on the Sphinx.

CHAPTER XXV.-The capture
of
"Jake” of course clears Billy of connec
tion with the Jervaulx robbery. But they
are not yet ”out of the woods.”

Begun in January 25th issue.
numbers can be supplied.

Back

CHAPTER XXVI—Continued.

“T gut here the same night, and
climbed into her room. And Georgie
begged m^to own up. and I wouldn’t.
And I came the next night; Georgie
was ready to give it all away—and
then the burglars got in. I was nearly
caught', all the household chased me,
the butler tore a great piece out of my
skirt. But I got away, and at last,
right down by the crossroads, I ran iuto
Bll—Mr. Spencer.”

"You Were Also in This Conspiracy.”

also in tills conspiracy! Y'ou appear to
know the whole story 1”
"Oh, of course he knows it," said
Aimee, wildly, "just as Billy knew it,
and Georgina, and Diana, too. ’ They
all did their best for me—right from
tlie beginning. 1 wasn’t worth it—hul
they did.”
Aimee paused for breath.
"It seems,” said Lady Erythea, grip
"Who," inquired Lord Scroope, in the
bush that followed, “is Mr. Spencer?” ping the back of a chair, "that every
“A motorcyclist. He had come across one in my household knew all about
the thieves getting away, bad a light tlds—except myself and my nephew 1
witli them—they were too many for Who, through Ills position and Ids inno
him, hut lie got hack some of the jew cence, now finds liitnself—”
"I beg your pardon. Aunt,” said Al
els. 1 told Dim the awful mess I was
in. of course, tlie police were after exander, pallid but calm, "I, also, knew
me—I’d seen their car already. If they everything that was to be known—
got hold of me, they'd know the—tin- from tlie moment Aimee entered this
silly thing I’d done,” said Aimee with house. I knew that Georgina—wa
a gulp. “It would come out that I was Georgina. 1 am us culpable as any.”
Lady Erythea stared at her nephew
your daughter—It would he all over the
blankly. A cutjous expression, came
country, and In all tlie newspapers 1”

lenry Wilson Munday.

Mrs. Davis 1« :l

which will lie served rtext Tuesday
evening at the Head of the Bay schooliiouse. They hope to make it even
more of a success.

Georgina. Come, Aimee, little girL Let
he meeting in the evening several
us go home.”
eighbors attending. There will be an
He led her away; Aimee clung to her
ther meeting next Monday evening.
The next rncting of the Social Club
fattier, sobbing as she went. Before Tells How She Was Made
they reached the door it was opened Well by Lydia E. Pinkham’s .•III 'he held with Mrs. E. llurgin,
forth 1.
quickly, admitting Billy, who closed it
Vegetable Compound
Mrs. Clarence Coffin and Miss Muriel
again. Over his arm was a long hood
.vere at f'harles Bowers' Wednesday.
ed driving cloak of Lady Erythea’s.
Mrs. Dora Butler and two children
Indianapolis, Indiana.—“Now I want
ravished from tlie lobby.
to tell you just what induced me to take md Mr. Keene of North Wifliloboro
“Put this on 1" he said to Aimee.
ere Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
your medicine. It
“Billy,” she gulped, darting at It,
seemed that I had Frank Orff.
“you tliink of everything.”
School in District lfi closed last Frisome kind of weak
In a moment the cloak covered the
ness so that I could lay. The children have been much innot carry a child its erested and made great effort to atparlor maid's dress and the hood was
full time. The last end during the severe weather. Miss
drawn over tier cap. Lord Scroope
time I was troubled Frances Fountain of Round Pond was
stared in surprise at Billy.
this way 1 had a ner he teacher and was greatly apprecl‘I've told your chauffeur, sir," said
vous breakdown and ited.
Billy, "to bring tlie auto round to this
Mrs. Charles Bowers called on Mrs.
was a complete
side—I thought you would like to avoid
wreck. The doctor A. Miller and Mrs. A. Winslow Tttesthe front and tlie servants.”
thought I would not !ay.
live, and if I did that
As he spoke tlie big motor slid to a
I would never be well
standstill oh tlie drive opposite the
SOMERVILLE
and strong again. But I told them I was
windows.
•
___
"Mr. Spencer,” said Lord Scroope going to get well, that I was not going
John S. Hayden has gone to Dexter
looking at him judgingly, “I include
you in my thanks.”
Mr. Spencer bowed and passed out
quickly through the window. He was
holding the door of tlie car open when
Aimee and her fattier got in. He
snapped tlie door to, and, stepping to
the front, spoke In an undertone to the
chauffeur.
(To be continued)

Those small ads in The CourierGaaette are read l»y every body. That
is why they are so popular and

effective.

to die just then. My husband got me
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com for a few days.
Lewis A. Turner visited his brother
pound and 1 took six bottles of it. I
soon got strong again and had three Find in Winslow over the weekend.
Miss Marie Turner visited Mrs. Rose
more children. I have recommended
the Vegetable Compound ever since, and Colby Tuesday afternoon.
Fred Pierce nt China was a re-ent
if you could see me now you would think
I had always been well.”—Mrs. Mary caller in town.
I'. A. Turner was a Tuesday evening
F. Herrick, 234 Detroit St., Indian
v'sitor at B. I). Brown’s.
apolis, Ind.
Lincoln Re d of Weeks’ Mills was a
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound is an excellent medicine for ex :ccent business of caller through town.
pectant mothers and should be taken
9. Breaks up a cold in six hours;
during the entire period. It has a gen
eral effect to strengthen and tone up the nothing gives quicker relief in coughs
entire reproductive system, so that it and colds than Hyomei. Goes tight to
may work in every respect effectually the spot and kills the germs. Money
back if it fails. All druggists.—adv.
as nature in lends.

Get Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets

WEST LIBERTY
That is the joylul cry of thousands
since Dr. Edwards produced Olive
Taoljts. the substitute for calomel.
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physician
fir IZ years and calomel’s old-time
enemy, disc ivered the fotniula for Olive
Tablets while treating patients for
chronic constipation and torpid livers.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets do not
contain calomel, but a healing, soothing
vegetable laxative.
No griping is the “keynote” of these
little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab
lets. They cause the bowels and liver t a
act normally. They never force them
to unnatural action.
1 f you h ave a ’' dark brown mouth ”—
bad breath—a dull, tired feeling—sick
head iche—torpid liver—constipation,
you’ll find quick, sure and pleasant re
sults from one or two of Dr. Edwards’
Olive Tablets at bedtime.

R A. Lamps in. a Civil War veteran,
had a serious ill turn this week (hut is
better at present. He is attended by
Iiis son. H. Ioimpson.of Palermo.
George Thompson bps ^iceTi in bed
several days as the result of a bad fait.
Mrs. Caleb Stickney, Jr., has been
visiting her parents, Mr, and Mrs. A*
D. Crockett.
I •
Arthur Boynton has recently liougbt
a wood lot in the valley.
George Thompson reports that Mass
achusetts parties are to build a'large
dancing pavilion on his property at
Marshall's shore, iyake St, George this
spring.
Caleb Stickney, Jr., wl,o.jr employed
in Vassalboro madb the“5ff-'mlt^ trip
home Sunday on snowshoes.
Horace Nash is very HL f
Mrs. Belie Haweirtias had berjfurni-Thousands take them every night just Hire moved to East Iflberty, where she
to keep right. Try them. 15c and 30c. is boarding the men working for the
Fish Lumber Co. of Belfast.
Carl Turner is hauling wood from the
Valley for H. Towle.
i
'
Mrs. corn Hannan is at a Bangor
hospital for treatment.
F. W. Funningiiam Is cutting wood
for L. I.. Brown.
’
Bert E. Cunningham recently sold a
Its Readers Have Confidence nice
cow to E. L. Bailey of Knox.
In the Matter Appearing In Its. I-. N. Bullock is planning to do a big
Columns. Gain the Advantage
grifting appie' trees this
of This Confidence hy Ad.ertisins Se^'o:"™^

rhis Paper Prints ALL the
News ALL the Time.

,

Your Business In IL

of the work.
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Evefy-Otlicr-Day

STRAND THEATRE
Opening Week Is Proving Tre
mendous Success—Coming
Attractions.

called to Warren this week by the sud
den death of Mr. Lermond's father.
Foy W. Brown spent a few days in
Rockland this week.
The Sunday school is growing and
attendance has reached 75. By Easter
there should be a membership of at
least 90.
' x
A fine lecture illustrated hy colored
slides on "Ben Hur” was given hy Rev.
M. G. Perry Monday evening, Feb. 19,
in Library hall. The proceeds of the
lecture went to the Camp Fire Girls.
On account of many colds' prevalent
the attendance was small, but those
who heard it were much pleased.
The Mahiwijeno Club met with Mrs.
F. W. Brown Monday evening.
The Pythian Sisters did not hold a
meeting last week on account of the
bad storm. The sewing circle met the
next afternoon with Mrs. Emma Stone,
only a few being present on account of
the had walking. The next meeting
will be with Mrs. Lester Sotne.
The Larkin Club met with Mrs. Mil
dred Stone Saturday evening, Feb. 17.
A few new members were present. A
delightful evening was spent sewing
and knitting, after which ice cream and
cake was served.
The town warrant is posted with 57
articles for consideration. Only two
more weeks liefore these articles will
have to be decided upon. Dinner will
be served hy the church. A committee
already appointed will solicit you to
cook.
Mrs. Lucy Poole, who has been
spending the winter in Boston, arrived
home Wednesday.
The community was extremely sorry
o hear of the death of two of its sum
mer residents—Joseph De Camp and
Philip Reynolds. Both men have been
anting to North Haven a long time and
were very fond of the island and its
many attractions. The whole island is
richer for having known these two
men and extends its sympathy to the
bereaved families.

Pap;e Five
STATE OF MAINE

AMONG THE SCHOOLS

Made in Portland For Everybody’s Sweet Tooth

Mews of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County.

County of Knox, ss
January 29, 1923.
Taken on execution, wherein Dirlgo Fish Co.
of Portland, Maine, is PlaiiftifT and LaneLcfcb.v Fisheries Company of Vinalhaven. is
defendant, and will be sold by public auction.
01 the fourteenth day of March, 1923, at eleven
lock in the forenoon, at the (’ourt House,
in Rockland, in said County of Knox, all the
rghi in equity which Lane Libby Fisheries
Company bad on the twenty-ninth day of Jan
uary, 1923, to redeem the following described
mortgaged real estate, situated in Vinalhaven,
i'l said county, to wit, a certain lot of land
Vinalhaven aforesaid, with the buildiivs
thereon.
One undivided half interest in fee simple iu
a tiact ot land, with the buildings thereon, in
said Vinalhaven, and hounded and described
as follows: Beginning at the shore on Vinal
haven Harbor at the Southwest corner of land
formerly of Mrs Ke'oecea Lane and afterwards
of B L. Lane; thence running (a, East by the
Sow h line of the said Lane land 175 feet
to the northwest corner bound of the land for
merly owned by Mrs Sarah Dushane; (b).
thence southerly by tlie west line of the said
Dushane lot 37 feet to the southwest cornet
of said lot; (e) thence easterly by the south
line of the said Dushane lot. 68 feet to
corner (d) thence northerly 18 feet to the lino
of land now or formerly of the aforesaid Re
becca Lane (e) thence easterly by the souih
line of the said Lane laud about 33 feet to the
southeast corner thereof on the town road;
(ft thence southerly by the line of said town
road about 57 feet to the northeast corner
bound of land now or formerly of Mrs Eben
Fifleld (g) thence westerly by the nor’h lint
of said Fifleld lot about 100 feel to the north
wcstttly corner thereof, (li) thence southerly
about 50 feet to the northwest corner hound of
land now or formerly of F. Rossiter, Jr., (i)
thence southerly hy the west line of said Rossi
ter lot and by the west line of land now or
formerly of Mrs. Lottie Smith 98 feet to the
southwest corner bound of said Smith lot; (j)
tbtrcc easterly by the south line of said Smith
!o» 20 feet: (k) ; thence, southerly 66 feet so
liti’* of land now or formerly of George P
Creed at the bound now or formerly marked
by n stake and stones; (11 thence westerly by
tiie Mor;h line of said (’reed land 45 feet to a
pcs. set in the bank at the shore; (in) thence
to Vinalhaven Harbor and by the Harbor to the
point of beginning; being the same land of
v Inch an undivided one-half interest was con
uyed to the Vinalhaven Fish Company, by
deed ot George S Carver, dated August 22.
1899, and recorded in the Knox County Deeds,
Book 11, page 561. And also all and every
the leasehold estate, privilege of renewal and
all ether estales am’ interest, and rights in
and to the other undivided one-half of the
r:»-l of land and buildings thereon above de
s-ribed, granted or purported to be granted to
the lessee in a certain instrument of lease
wherein R T. Carver is lessor and the Vlnalhaven Fish Company lessees, dated Jan 1.

at the southwest corner hound of lot owned hy
the late Sarah A. Decker; thence sat her.y 17
feet t<» Stake and stones on line of the pri a ?
w.i.v leading to the said Fisheries Companv
factory building; thence easterly by line of
said private way 78 feet to the said Decker’s
southeast corner bound; thence westerly by
said Deckers land 68 feet to the bound begun
a., there being 578 feet of land. Meaning
hereby to convey to the said grantee tha. |»oition of the land which the said Decker house
or the southerly portion of the same now
stands.
• ,
A.so another lot or iiarcel of land situated
In Vti.alhaven, and bounded and described as

McLain Building
Grade 8-A received a letter from
follows: Beginning at a cibbies.one neai the
Miss Mary L. Hastings of Gorham Nor
s«'»»ie bank on line of land of tlie said Geo
mal School last week thanking them
F. Creed at a drill hole in the lop of the same;
Hume X 85' West 16 feet for a corner; iheiiee
for sending their original historical
X 12 Eas 38 feet for a point ; thence soutlie’ly IS’ east 38 feet by said Creed’s land to
pageant. Not only did they make use
the
bound began at containing 1336 feet of
of it in their eighth grade but also in
land; there being the same more or less
he Normal School history class and
Dated at Vinalhaven. the 29th day of Jan
uary, 1923
in the teacher training class. Miss
( E HARRWGTOX.
Hastings complimented the class on
Deputy Sbe.iff
their pageant and the skill they had
16 H 24
attanied as letter writers.
Pupils of Grade 8-A are carrying on
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD .
an active correspondence with the pu
Eastern Standard Tin.e
I
pils- of the eighth grade in Butte, Ne
Trains Leave Rockland for
braska. Pictures, postals, newspapers,
Augusta, A§7.00a. m. t7.30a.tn., il.lOp. m.
B ingor A §7 00 a .in. 17.30 a.m., (1.10 p.m.
etc., are being exchanged. In one let
Offer a variety of sweets for EVERYBODY. Sweets that Satisfy.
B.tth A $7.00 a. in., (7.30 a. ni.. (1.10 p in.
ter (hey learned that Nebraska had had
(5 30 p. m.
Sweets that are absolutely pure and wholesome. Sweets so good
hut one snowfall so far in February
Boston. A $7.00 a. m., t7.30a.m, (1.10p.m.
they have madf THIS the greatest candy season in our 15 years’
Brunswick A$7.(8) a. in., (7.30 a. in.. (1.10
and that only to a depth of two inches.
p.
m . t5 30 p. ni..
manufacturing experience.
A letter containing an account of
Lewiston. A$7.00a. m. (7.30a.m., (1 10 p m.
New York Il.lOp. ni. »
thnr State of Maine entertainment, two
Portland. A$7.00 a. m , p.30 a. in., (1.10 p m.,
of the hand-painted programs, a copy
(5 30 p in.
of the Maine Flag Salute composed by
Waterville A$7.00a m.,47.30a.m. (l.lOp.nt
Woolwich. $7.00 a. in., 17.30 a. in., Il.lOp. in..
three of the pupils, and the original
15.30 p. m.
“Oh! Boy! They’re Good!”
poem “Just Maine" by Eleanor Hussey
1 Daily. except Sunday
$ Sunday only.
has been written by Edith Raye, class
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
There Is a dealer in your neighborhood who sells one or more of
wich and Bath.
secretary of Grade 8-A and sent to
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
State Superintendent Thomas.
these sweets.
2423
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen I Mgr. Gen'l Passenger AgL
This month Grade 6 is hoping to
have one or more visitors from every
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
home represented in this grade. The
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
class have gladly welcomed Mrs. Fickett, Mrs. Carr. Mrs. Winchenbuugh
Mrs. Conary, Miss Burns and Rev.
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Eugene V. Allen. Raymond Tibbetts is
marshal for the month.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
For additional work in their study
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
of France. Grade 6 is reading "Joan of
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thuolays at
Arc” and; “France, Past and Present.”
6.66 P M for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
Tyler Building
at 5.06 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 66 A. M.; Camden 5 45 A M.;
In Grade V. the blackboard chart
Belfast 7 15 A M : Biick»|»rt 9 60 A M ;
shows that the girls are slightly ahead
Winterport 9.36 A M
p os. and recorded with Knox County Deeds, dueReturn
Leave Winterport Mondays and
of the hoys in the spelling contest.
Book 137. page 183 or now existing in the Fish
at 16 66 A M. for Boston and way
These pupils of Grade V. have not Company under and in virtue of said instru Thursdays
landings,
due the following morning about
been absent nor tardy during the last ment of lease or ofhcrwi'.
7.00
A.
M.
(2, The entire fee simple in a tract of land
month:
Lillian Cole, Doris Coltart, with
the buildings thereon in said Vinalhaven
Albert Dodge, Woodbury Pales, Ma adi(tiling the tract first herein described, on MT. DESERT A. ELUCHILL LINES
the
north,
and bounded and described as fol
tilda Ferrero, Helen Flanders, Robert
BAR HARBOR LINE
Beginning where the southerly line of
Gregory. Frederick Hall. Helen Hall, lows:
Leave Rockland .Wednesdays #l fl A. M for
land now or formerly of Clara Smith meets the
North
Haven
Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Edgar Hallowell, Flora Hamlin, Myron shore of Vinalhaven Harbor; thence running
M 423
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
McCartney, Edward Petrie, Charlie (•) easterly liy tlie south line of said Smith bor
11
A.
M.
ini 138 feet to a stone post; (h) thence
Rogers, Willis Sullivan, Mary Thomas southerly across land formerly of Rebecca
Return—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 60
and Myrtle Thomas.
Lane 65 feet to the south line of said Lane A. M for Rockland and way landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
Grade V. is keeping a calendar of land—being the north line of the lot first here
in described- at a point 182 feet from the town
Leave RockLind Saturdays at 5 A. M for
hearts this month. For each day there road measured along said southerly line of tlii Dark
Harbor, Kggcnioggin, South Brooksville
is no one tardy, a red heart is placed Lane land (c) them*e west along the north line Sargentvilie. Deer Isle. Brooklin, South Bluethe lot first herein described, being the scil'h hill, due Bluehlll 11.45 A M
in the calendar space for that day. ot
I ne of land formerly ot Mrs Rebecca Lane
Return—Leave Bluehlll Mondays at 8 60 A.
“Tardy” days are colored white.
about 98 feet, to the shore at the southwest M. for Rockland and way landings
Grade 6 had an interesting contest comer of said Lane land; (d) thence to VinalAt Boston connection is made via the Met
ha»et' Harbor and by the Harbor to the point ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
in geography last Friday. The class of
beginning; being the same land conveyed
was given a certain time to find facts to tlie Vinalhaven Pish Company by deed of New York and points South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
II
L. Lane dated Dec. 14, 1906. and recorded
about the city of Paris. The boys
TheTwitcheM-Champlin Co., Boston&Portiand
Portland-New York Freight Service
Knox County Deeds, Book 141, page 538
were one point ahead of the girls. Six with,
Direct
Freight
Service between Portland and
(3) The entile fee simple in a tract of land
HATCHET BRAND TEA is so invigorating.
teen members of the class have had with the buildings thereon in said Vinalhaven, New York is resumed from the New Bute
Pier,
Portland,
Me.
.’djeining the tract first herein described ou
perfect attendance this month.
Through rates and direct track connection®
south, and bounded and described as fol
The following pupils from Grade 1 the
lows, beginning at the shore at a post set in with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
were present. The ceremony was fol- had the neatest and best Palmer writ the bank at the northwest corner of land for roads
ROCKPORT
F. S HHERMAN, Supt . Rockland, Maine.
i lowed by dancing In the banquet hall ing papers this week: Dorothy Annis, merly of George P Creed; thence running (a)
R H SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland Maine
which was enjoyed hy a large number Lillian Freeman. Richard Thomas, easterly by the north line of said Creed land
about 9 feet to a corner (b) thence south 12
Miss Mary Kellar of Needham, Mass., Music was furnished hy Dean’s orchisFrances Hall. Sylvia Shafter. Maudie deg. west 19% feet, to tin- snore (c) thence to
was a guest at A. T. Carroll's Thurs ! tra.
Vinalhaven & Rockland
Peterson and Charles Carver. This Vinalhaven Harbor ami by the Harbor to Hie
day.
point of beginning, being the s.tnie land con
•rrade has begun a reading contest witli vc>ed to tin* Lane Libby Fisheries Company
Raymond and Wilbert Gray of Lew
Steamboat Co.
Dorothy Annis. Lucille Rankin. Lillian bv deed of George P Creed dated November 7.
iston are in town, called here by tlie
ROCKVILLE.
1912. and recorded with Knox County Deeds,
Freeman.
Richard
Thomas
and
Arliene
The direct route between
serious illness of their mother, Mrs.
Book 155, page 365
Quimby in the lead.
(4) Together with all the right, title, priv ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN.
Marion Gray.
Miss Myrtle Fisk of the State Board
The pupils are very pleased with ileges and license whatsoever it may he. which
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND
Mrs. Mark Ingra.-iam of ( :unden was j
charities and Corrections has been their sand table scene which they have th» Fisheries Company* now has to erect and
the guest of her mother, Mrs. S. Jose-, j, town recently looking after the little
maintain wharves or oilier s ructures in VinnlWINTER ARRANGEMENT
just completed. “Little Miss Valentine." haver Harbor below water mark Meaning and
phine Wall Thursday.
^0.. ant,
f,.nm Gardiner, who are
(Subject to change without notice)
Intending hereby to convey all the right, title,
Purchase Street
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church! !ivinif here. Tltey both have good
ti.c interest which the Fisheries Coni|>any now IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Grade 2 is enjoying a beautiful plant has in and to any real property in Vinalhaven.
held an all day session at the vestry j |„w« and are contented and happy
Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Sundays
Thursday which was well attended and an(J attend school.
given by Everett Frohock; “A Valen iu the County of Knox and Suite of Maine, it .5 36 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
hut this general description shall not he taken
enjoyed. A picnic dinner was served, j Our sympathy is extended to Mrs. tine for the School." Mildred Sweeney, i.i any ;»ay to limit or restrict the specific de- Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.36 P M , for
Mrs. Addie Knowlton left Thursday j ^nnie Bucklin whose husband died Eierett Frohock. Mary Stockbridge and sciiption of the several parcels of property
described nor the estates and interest Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stoumgloti, and
morning for Boston, where she will re- the first of this week,
Donald Fields had the most star pa above
Swan’s Island.
therein hereby expressly conveyed.
main for an indefinite period.
Last week during the blizzard there pers for the week. The following have
W. S WHITE,
Said real estate is subjeu' to a mortgage
General Manager
Mis. Lucy Nestiit, who has been tlie u;is nn
cutting on the pond, Tues- added their names to the honor roll for given by said Lane L»hhy Fisheries Company
Rockland,
Maine,
Jan
’y 6, 1923.
the
International
Trust
Company,
of
Bos
guest of Miss Georgia Mil thews, at tin my, Wednesday anil Thursday. Work arithmetic: Agnes McClure. Oscar Gal
tot;,
recorded
in
the
Knox
County
Registry
of
home of Mrs. Sarah Rust, returned was resumed Friday and the men lant. and George Cuthbertson. Perfect herds, book 170, page 258/ on which is said
Thursday to Waldoboro.
worked all day Saturday with the cold attendance fnr the month ending Feb. to be due about seventy thousand dollars
Also the following described unencumbered
Rev. T. M. Griffiths of Camden will 22 degrees below zero.,
9: Carrie Breen, George Cuthbertaon, real
estate and all the right, title and Interest
preach at the Baptist church Sunday
Mrs. Queer remains critically ill.
Margaret Ellis, Everett Frohock. Oscar which the said Vinalhaven Fisheries ('otnpauy
morning at 10.30.
William Blake came Tuesday with Gallant. Helen Hall. Margaret Ireland. has ar.d had in and ro the same on the 29th
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Mrs. Chester Carver has returned his dairy products on his way to Rock Sheldon Kent. Frederick Merritt, Frank da;, of January, 1923, at four o’clock in the
the time when the same was seized
to Boston after spending a few days in land to supply customers. He has been, Pierrosky. Virginia Post. Mary Stock- afternoon,
the
on the execution in the same suit, to wit,
town.
A certain lof or panel of land situated in
sin wed in again for two or three weeks. bridge, Elizabeth Sukeforth and Mil
Refractions,
salci Vinalhaven. beginning at "a stone |>ost
The installation of officers of Harbor Will says “It's the worst winter I ever dred Sweeney.
standing on line of land dividing land for
407 MAIN STREET
Light Chapter. O. E. S., was hi Id Wed saw." Them’s my sentiments, also!
merly of B. L. Lane from land then owned by the
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M ; I to 3 P. M.
nesday evening and attended by a large
The report from up country (farther
Vit.j.lhaven Fish Company. The same being
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Rockport High
18? ft westerly from B L. Lane’s then sou;li
number of members and visitors. The up than Rockville), is that residents are
Office Telephone 493-W
Washington’s birthday was celebrat
corner hound; thence running north 87
ceremony was impressively performed j so ted up on this winter that many say ed Thursday morning at chapel. The ens:
deg. W thence west hy said Vinalhaven Fish
by Mrs. Hester Chase of Go!<len Rod tlity will seek Florida another season.
following program was given: "Amer Company’s land 98 feet for a corner at or near Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
low water; thence westerly 65 feet to a cob
Chapter, Rockland, ably assisted by
ica,” sung hy the school; essay, Wash ble stone standing on line of land or mean low
Osteopathic Physicians
Mrs. A. R. Havener as marshal. The
ington’s Boyhood," Wiley Philbrook; witter mark owned by Clara E Smith: thence
following is the list of officers; Worthy
30 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
essay, "George Washington," Elmer by the said Smiili’s line easterly 138 feet to
Thousands
of
Mothers
a stone post for a corner; thence soil beastmatron, Elizabeth Libby;
worthy
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
Crockett; song. 'Washington," group erly 65 feet to the bound began at, it being
Know Its Value.
patron. Everett
Libby:
associate
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
ill.shore
front
or
a
part
of
the
same
premises
of
sophomore
girls:
essay.
"Washington
The Family Medicine
Telephone 13o
matron, Blanche Wooster; treasurer,
conveyed to B. L Lane 'by deed of the
forCoughs, Colds, Colic While at Mt. Vernon," Kenneth Brown; as
beds of the late Rebecca Lane, recorded in
Addie Jenkins; conductress, Bertha
song,
"Oh,
Columbia
the
Gem
of
the
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
Ki.ox Registry of Deeds, Book 120, p«ge 181
Thurston: associate conductress. Jes
Annie died las; September. Besides
Chilblains, Insect Bites Ocean," school; essay, "Washington Subject to right of B. L Lane over and across E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
sie Tibbetts; chaplain, Ina Wooster: Prepared by the NoiWil Mtwcixs Co.. Norw«y. Me.
A limited quantity of winter gar
sa
premise” for the purpose of traveling to
Ids lather and mother he is survived by
During the Revolutionary War,” Al and:u from
Office: VINAL BLOCK, TH0MA8T0N
the shore and the right to erect and
ments are being sold at reduced prices tl ree brothers, Kenneth, Vernard and marshal, Veda. McKinnpy; organist.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
bert Rhoades; song. "The American maintain a small boat landing on the same.
Ofllc. Hour*: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
at the Davis Garment State, corner of Donald, and one sister, Olive. He was Helen Piper; Ruth. Margaret Adams; if It fall! to benefit yon when MeiUtrictly a,directed on
Tit.;
foregoing
being
the
same
premises
as
conHymn,” school;
address, principal
Main .ind Elm street* Rockland. Some born in Vinalhaven 21 years ago and Esther, Minetta Paul: Martha, Edna the nuide wrapper, try a home, hold by nil dentern
to the Lane-Libby Fisheries Company Residence until 9 A. M. ind by Appointment
Burns; song, "Tlie .Star Spangled Ban uyed
by deed of Vinalhaven Fish ('otnpauy recorded
McGregor:
warder,
Dorothy
Lane;
exceptional bargains in coats. 22-tf
Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
attended the pjbdc schools. He was
ner." school.
in
Knox
Registry of Deeds, Book 146, Page
employed at one time by Leopold Co. sentinel, Fred Robinson. The secre
At a recent meeting of the Junior 265 Third, Also another lot or parcel of
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
tary,
Annie
Louise
Small;
Adah,
Clara
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
land
situated
in
said
Vinalhaven
bounded
and
Mr. Amiro was a member of the Coast
HAVEN
class, the following officers were elected Gercribed as follows : Beginning on the northern
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
Artillery Co. Services were held at his Young and Electa, Myrtle Philbrook
to
the
staff
of
the
"Tattler,"
the
school
JOHNSTON
’S DRUGSTORE
et.d
of
capsill
of
wharf
on
tlie
eastern
side
of
—and—
were unable to be present on account
the dock commencing four (4) feet from the
paper:
The ice houses are filled; the men late home on Thursday afteroon, Elder of illness. The musical program con
C0MPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUN0RY
X-RAY OPERATOR
edge
of
the
wharf;
thence
running
easterly
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
are now busy cutting wood in Zion and Neuman Wilson otliciating. The Coast sisted of selections by Dean’s Orches
Editor-in-chief, Ernest Ingraham; (4) —'for a corner; thence running south
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
PRESCRIPTIONS.
DEK00AKS.
hauling it across the Thoroughfare on Artillery company was present and tra of Camden and a piano soi > bv
assistant editor,Blanche Cody: business westerly continuing the same width 70 feet for
VELOPING,
Telephone 123
PRINTING AND ENperformed its military ceremony. The
a corner; thence easterly 29 feet for a corner;
LARGING.
manager,
Margaret
Upham;
assistant
double-horse sleds.
Miss Clara Walker.
The worthy
northerly 70 feet for a corner; thence
manager, Arnold Bartlett; therce
The young people enjoyed a valen firing suqad of eight men was com matron, Mrs. Libby in behalf of the
St., Rockland, Me.
westerly 29 feet to the bound first mentioned,
FRANK H. INGRAHAM business
alumni editor, Florence Overlook; ex c utaining 2030 feet, with the buildings thereon
tine party Feb. 14. Miss Albra Stone manded by Sergt. William Chilles. chapter presented Mrs. Chase an 1 Mrs
There were beautiful floral offerings,
Fourth
—
Also
another
lot
or
parcel
of
land
change
editor,
Lillian
Miller;
social
was hostess.
*
Lav
Havener with gifts in appreciation of
s'lu.'.ied in said Vinalhaven, commencing four
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Mrs. Eva Raymond and son have end the burial was at Ocean View cem efficient sendees rendered. They re SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE editor, Margaret Kaier; advertising t'eei easterly from ihe northern end of the cap
etery.
The
betters
were
Meredith
manager,
Maynard
Erickson;
athletic
alii of the wharf on eastern side of the dock,
been visiting relatives at Vinalhaven.
sponded
with
appropriate
remarks.
Dealer in Pianos
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
editor, Marguerite McRae. The staff where said Lane-Libby Fisheries Company store
Ambrose Peterson was in town Mon Trefrey, Arvhur Lawry, Vernard War- Visitors from Seaside Chapter, Cam
•tow stands for a corner: thence southwesterly
ten,
Clyde
Orcutt,
Maurice
Bickford
Telephones
—
Office
468.
House
603-W
has
already
an
abundance
of
material
day, the guest of A. B. Cooper.
den and Golden Rod Chapter, Rockland
76 feet for a corner parallel with said wharf;
ami they promise the beat Ttattier ever thence easterly tour feet to the souihwest corO. D. Lerinond and son John were and Earl Tripp.
Street.
<i bound on said Lane-Libby Fisheries Com
printed.
line to thelt northwest corner bound;
The* Freshman class has elected the pany's
thence westerly to the bound first mentioned,
following officers: President, Reiss <•' .itaiiiing 280 superficial feet of land, and
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Spear: vice president, Henry Bohndell; sain, being located where said Lane-Libby
Fisheries Company store now stands, together
secretary, Austin Whitney; treasurer, with all tlie righ s which the grantor has by
Insurance
Wilma Carroll.
virtue of an agreement signed by Reuben Car
Successor
to A. J. Erskin. & Co.
ver
a
fid
attached
to
the
deed
of
the
lot
first
The Junior class has received their
described, said agreement reading as
third shipment of candy and it is going above
fellows: Tlie above lot of land is sold with 417 MAIN ST. - ■ ROCKLAND. ME.
Be sure and use
fast.
the following agreement : First, that the strip
The Sophomore Latin Class has com of four feet reserved from the front of the
wharf to the alx»ve described lot shall be kept
EDWARD K. GOULD
pitted the first book of Caesar anil has open
ami free from all obstructions lor com
some wonderful note-books.
mon use .Second, that no vessel of any kind
Attorney at
Rank cards are out for the first half shall be allowed to be hauled up at any leng:ii
of turn to prevent free delivery and dis4,ii.irging
of the term.
of goods on the wharf abreast said lot ; third,
The Sophomore French Class is cor tii.it Edwin lx.ne and Tlwunas Libby shall have COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN FT.
TN THE space of a few generations we have traveled
lie right of way So discharge or deliver all
responding with students in France.
a.® of goods controlled with the owner of
— far from the self-sufficiency with which each family
Tlie play “Safety First” which was ci;
the said wharf free from all charges. FPth,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
, spun its own yarn, made its own soap, and wove its own
such a howling success, will lie pre also .MH/bei lot or parcel of land situated in
Whereas, the Majestic Canning Co., a corporsu'd Vinalhaven, and bounded and described
doth.
sented in Hope in the near future.
established, and having its
follows, viz : Beginning at the easterly cor ♦ t on by law duly business
at Portland, in the
There was no school Thursday after a:
One damper regulates your check draft and the direct
ner bound of the L;.tie-Libby Fisheries Com principal place
Today we each give a specialized service to the com*
unty of Cumberland, and State of Maine, bv
noon,
on
account
of
Washington's
pany
’
s
store
lot
4
*4«
feet
souilieas>terly
frohi
the
draft to your fire.
munity, and depend on manufacturers, merchants,
its
mortgage
deed
dated
November
1916, and
cornel of the store; thence southwesterly 121 recorded in Knox County Registry8. of
birthday.
professional men and specialists for every kind of
Thia is unique. Queen Brooders are safe; gas and fire
feet, to an iron holt se, in the ground on line Book 165, Page 224. conveyed to William Deeds.
The boys' basketball game between of
Bren
Land of C. E Homan ; thence northerly by nan, of St. George, in said County of Knox,
service or commodity we may need.
a
proof. Everybody using them has only kind words to say.
Camden and Rockport will be played

“I am delighted beyond words," said
Manager Dondis yesterday in trying to
explain how pleased he is with the re
ception the public has given his hand
some new theatre.
Today a new star has the boards—
.lack Hoxie by name, and the picture is
called 'Back Fire." Patrons praised it
very highly yesterday. The Graphic
Comedy and Educational News Keel
make a well balanced bill.
A pleasing entertainment is furnish
ed by "Rainbow," the Alice Calhoun
production which cameo for Monday and
Tuesday. Trie story is of the"Pollyannn"
type. There are three self-appointed
daddies who idolize the little country
girl and perform all sorts of antics in
keeping with men of this character
Though widely different in character
a.nd nationality, the three have always
agreed on the one subject—Rainbow,
the little heroine and owner of the
Rainbow mine, one of the-daddies. a
Yankee of the old New England type;
another a Scotchman and the ’hird a
son of old Erin do much to advance the
plot and maintain the interest.
Alice Calhoun as “Rainbow" is the
little sunlight that shines in the cdun
try with a kind word for everyone, al
ways ready to cheer on others and do
what she thinks Is right. As a trans
planted rose from the open fields into
the society ballroom she makes a de
cided hit. Unlike most stories of this
type, the heroine is not spoiled hy edu
cation and polish. She maintains the
same delightful little characteristics
that stamped her as a favorite when
first flashed upon the screen in short
skirts with curls and barefooted. She
rises to the full height of dramatic
atilllfy in the scene with the adventur
VINALHAVEN
ers wherein the little heroine defies the
woman to take the mine from her.—
Washington's Birthday was observed
adv.
hy
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs
Post.
American Legion, by giving at Memetai. Hall, the six reel picture “Lafay
WARREN
ette, We Come?’ It is a gripping mod
"Flowers and Flower Gardens" will ern, spy story, lavishly produced and
he the subject of the lecture at 1.30 p showing scenes from the World War.
m. Tuesday, Feb. 27, at the Congre This picture was shown both afternoon
and evening with a big dance after the
gational chapel under the auspices of
evening show. Knickerbocker Orches
the Farm Bureau. All those interested
tra furnished music for the evening
are invited to attend.
show and dance. For the afternoon
Mrs. Alton Foster and daughter Hes
Albra Vinal Smith was at the piano
ter were guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. E
with W. H. Ingerson trap drummer.
Morse. Wednesday.
Union church circle held its usual
Mr. and Mrs. Fratik Percy were
supper at the vestry on Thursday even
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Over ing with a good attendance. The house
lock at supper Wednesday.
keepers were Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas,
Warren Grange was enlivened Tues Mrs. E. O. Carver, Mrs. E. C. McIntosh.
day evening hy a mock town meeting. Mrs Roy Nickerson.
A Hill board of town officers was elect
Reuben Pierce and daughter, Mrs.
ed with Fred E. Mooro acting as mod Abbie Creed returned this week from
erator. After a brisk session the meet Portland, where they have been guests
ing was adjourned and lunch was of relatives.
served. A fine time was reported by
Saturday evening at the Armory
an.
Messrs, Lawry and Leadhetter will give
At the Congregational church serv a dancing party for married couples,
ices Sunday at 10.30 a. m. Rev. E. W music by I-ane's Trio.
Webber will preach, the subject of his
William H, Hopkins and Clarence
.ermon being "The True Religious Lib Waterman of North Haven were In
eral."
towr. Wednesday.
• • • •
Edwin Edwards of Rockland was in
Martin Watts
own Wednesday.
Martin 'Watts, one of Warren's old
Joan d'Arc Corps of Girl Reserves
and respected citizens,'"died Tuesday were entertained Wednesday evening
Feb. 19, at the advanced age of SO by Charlotte Bickford. Refreshments
years, 21 days. Mr. Watts was born were served and games played.
The Town Meeting dinner wifi be in
ut the ancestral homestead in the
eastern side of the town and was the charge of Mrs. Margaret Keay, chair
last surviving member of his father', man, assisted by Mrs. Florence Gross
family. Ilis entire life was spent in Mrs Jennie Nichols and Mrs. Margaret
Warren, first on the home place until Birnie.
Among those owning radio sets in
the destruction of tin* house by fire on
Aug. 20, 1920; then at the home of hi town are E. G. Carver, Mrs. Frank
sister, the late Mrs. Belinda Clark and Jones, Fred Chilles, W. H. Merrithew
finally with Mrs. Josephine Walts, nil Lou L. Merrithew, A. A. Peterson,
tier whose kind hare lie passed his Charles Webster, Dr. F. F. Brown, Roy
last days. Although of a quiet retir Ames, Harry coombs, Homer Grey
ing disposition Mr. Watts was well Herbert Libby, Everett, Libby, Ivan
known through having held town and Calderwood, Floyde Robinson, George
government offices. He was a man of Bunker and Alden Miller. Radio consterling character, loved and respected •erts are proving to be most popular
hy all who knew him. He was mar this season for Lome entertainment.
Miss Gertrude A'inal entertained Sir
tied about 1870 to Elsie J. Seavey of
St. George who died in June, 1904. Of Guiahud Corps of Girl Reserves Tues
this union three children were horn day evening.
Lincoln Bakery is closed for repairs,
hut one of wOiom survives. Mrs. Lillian
Cunningham of Warren. Funeral ser to be opened about March 15.
Miss Hannah Anderson is spending a
vices were held Thursday morning at
10 o'clock. Rev. J. M. Kemick otfici few weeks in Boston.
Ervin E. Amiro
ating. The bearers were Clinton Over
Ervin E. Amiro, son of David and
lock, Frank Peabody, Arthur Peabody
Ellen (Mossman) Amiro, died at his
and Benjamin Watts. The remains
ic me Monday, February 19, after an
will be placed in the family lot in
illness of about one year. He was the
Watts yard.
eldest of a family of six. His sister

S&H Maine Maid Sweets

S&H Commodore Chocolates

S&H Braemore Chocolates

Ever Try S&H CHERRIES?

Look for the

S&H
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HATCHET
Brand
COFFEE

Tfierfroma utit?attract you
and tfie Ffin)or u)itfconVinceyou.

Professional & Business Cards
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Fine Tuning
75 Cedar
Tel. 572-M.

KEEP ’EM ALIVE
After You Hatch Them.

Law

Write today (or our ISO page illustrated Catalog: (ree.
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KENDALL

Inline with this progress, the service of the modern
funeral director not only includes the obvious duties of
the undertaker but extends itself to some sixty or
seventy details that require from a half minute's to a
half day's time.
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Ills Are Expensive—HEALTH is EASY
Headache, “sour”
stomach, constipation,
biliousness—all are a
needless expense.
Sufferers canuot work
properly, if at all.
Sickness costs money.
With tha freedom of good
health, you cau accom
plish almost anything,
■ easilvearninglhecomforts
Land pleawirosworth while.

For nearly 70 years,
happy, successful peo
ple have taken “L.F.”
At wood’s Medicine to
immediately correct
errors of diet—the fre
quent cause of illness.
Large bottle, 50 cents
—1 cent a dose. All
dealers.
•

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Reproduced by permission of The Cintinnati Coffin Com
pany from a topyrtghleJ message whiih appear'J in The
Saturday [ipeutug Post of Junej, lpj2.

L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Undertakers Since 1849

Mill-

Tfleniions 7SI-W IKICKI.AXI).

Oar Telephone 450.

Russian Borger. Symbol of ft. End, the Burnt Pint Candle,
Uoittt HMmSer ten Copyrighted
C. C. Co,

1924

I

FULL LINE OF

The fact that the great majority of the services are
performed so unobtrusively that tamily and friends
scarcely realize that they have to be done indicates the
skill, sympathy, and completeness with
which they are accomplished.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

“I,. r.” MEDICINE CO. .
Portland, Maine

Wednesday, Feb. 28, in the Camden
Y. M. C. A. This game will he well
worth watching, for the teams are
evenly matched.

__ SOLD EVERYWHERE

Ryzon
BAKING POWDER
you use /ess

his line 36 feet to nis northeast corner; thence,
lot or parcel of land with buildings
westerly by said Bowman’s line, parallel with certain
thereon, minuted in said St George, and de
H e westerly side of his building 70% feet to scribed
as
follows:
his northwest corner bound; thence continuing
at the shore in Port Clyde Harbor
this same course into tlie dock 5 feel for a a<: Beginning
the
land
now or formerly of John Alexander;
ccrnei ; thence northerly parallel with the west thence running
southeast by land of said
erly end of the old wharf (including all the Alexander to thecast
land of Edwin Meloney; thence
rights of tlie grantors southwesterly of th.s
by
said
Me
’
oney
’
s
land
southwesterly to the
hue) 86% feet to liin of Bodweil Granite
; thence by the shore to the first bound,
1 ('ompany; thence noriheaster'ly by their line se:.shore
cm
talning
about
one
and
one halt acres, and
I up tin dock to within 26 feet of their northeast being the same premises conveyed
to the said
corner bound; tlieive sotitlieriy 46 feet to line V illiam Brennan by Burnham & Morrill
Co.,
<»t lot nt' the aforesaid Lane-Libby Fisheries by its deed dated August l»i, 1898, and recorded
I ('»n.-pany or to a bound 26 feet sou ill westerly ill Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 98, Page 518;
, from the southwesterly end of E. G. Carver’s together with all the stock on hand, fixtures,
. slue; thence southwesterly by line of Lane
privileges and appurtenances thereJ L.bby Fisheries Co 17 feet; thence southerly machinery,
belonging, including the wharf and wharf
29 feel; thence northeasterly 76 feet to the unto
privilege
bound Aral named, subject to a right of way
whereas, said mortgage w*as assigned on
at ,ltt s nitliwes erly end of the store of the ‘theAnd
tenth day of May. 1920. by the said William
said Lane Libby Fisheries Company nnd around Brennan
<o Ada C Brennan, which assignment
file nor herly side of tiie same io the sou.li- is recorded
in Knox Reg's.ry, Book 182, Page
tily end of the slore of E G. Carver to 51 i. aiid further
by the said Ada ('
It not less than 6 feet wide for a walk This Bunnan to me, assigned
undersigned, by assign
cotamance is made subject io the ebullitions ment dated July 5,ihe
1921,
and
in Knox
ramen in deed from R R Caner to (' E Registry of Deeds, Book 187 recorded
Prge 467 ; and
Bowman, relating io the erection ot buildiugsf wlnreas the condition <<l said mortgage
has
been
e ? , also to provisions «4 a• imewr
tonner .k«l
<leed .from
rr.«n broken,
,
n((W thereto e, by reason of the breech
now,
the late Reuben Carver to ilii
I... sji.I l,..y
„. ...........
ion
thereof
,
I
claim
a
toreclosuierof
Fisheries’ Company of the I.*t Nil
IllC Sit„|
age
store now stands
\
I Hated
ibis sixteenth day of February, 1923.
Dated this
Also another lot or parcel of land be^filing
24 S 30
FBAX KLIN TBVSSELU

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 24,
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can determine whether public officials
tire doing iheir work satisfactorily. At
n.j suggestion the State Auditor has
crafted a hill making it optional with
One Resulted From Move To Abolish Fisheries Commis municipalities to adopt a uniform sys
tem of accounting, it cannot he denied
that many public transactions that
sions—Gasoline Tax Hearing Lively.
would not hear the light of day delib
erately have been covered by elaborate
systems of bookkeeping, and compli
Charges made by Llewellyn V. Joyce tion of Agricultural Associations. ce ted figures often have been used for
'
There
is
no
exemption
on
a
direct
tax
of Swan’s Island that in 1906 short
sinister purposes.
or bond issue."
» « • a
lobsters were handled on the wharves
Representative Rogers of Rockland
Pall Tax For Women
of I'ortland with the warden* on the insisted upon an exemption in behalf of
A poll tax of three dollars for both
wharf, were indignantly denied by the owners of the 1611 gasoline pro
Warden Dow of Portland in the liear-j pelled vessels in the State.
men and women over 21 years of uge
ing Thursday afternoon before the
Lyman H. Nebson of Portland, chair In the State of Maine is provided in an
committee on Sea and Shore Fisheries man of the State Highway Commission, act to amend the poll tax law intro
upon the bill to replace ihe three com slid that he favored a tax of two cents j duced in the House Wednesday by
missioners of Sea and Shore Fisheries a gallon with exceptions, collected Representative Story of Washburn.
• « e •
by a single commissioner.
without expensive machinery. "The
Mr. Joyce, who was one of the lead highway commission has got to get the
Passengers As Accessories
ing i etr.onstrants to the bill, had made money from some source for mainte
Spencer of York Act relating to
the claim that law enforcement con nance, either by this tax or increasing passengers in motor vehicles operated
ditions prevailed prior to 1917 under a ihe general levy."
by persons under the Influence of in
....e...
?ommiswioner and they w
single c
Mr. Nelson predicted that in the fu toxicating liquor. Act provides that any
very much bettered under the system ture roads would have to he kept open person over IK years who : hall be
of three commissioners and a director. to automobiles more months in the a passenger in any motor vehicle, ex
When my soft brought lobsters to year. "Portland has been practically cept a motor vehicle let for hire, duly
Por t land back in 1906 he was told paralyzed in traffic for the past two licensed as a public car, operated up
where to put the count lobsters and months, due to snow and to a feeling on any highway within the state by
where to put the short lobsters, and the i i some quarters that it is not neces any person under the influence of in
warden was standing on the wharf.” sary to provide for the automobile,’’ toxicating liquor, shall he presumed to
said Mr. Joyce.
said he.
have knowledge of the intoxication of
, When Mr. Joyce had finished Warden
Mr Nelson quoted figures from IS the person so operating the motor ve
Dow asked permission of the commit states that now have the gasoline tax hicle. The passenger shall lie prose
tee to speak, which was granted.
I to show that the average cost per cuted as an accessory before the fact
month per car was 36 cents. He ad and upon conviction shall he flnyd $100
that short lobsters were handled on mitted later that this was practically and costs and in default of payment
the wharves of Portland with the on a one-cent basis and that the cos: shall serve 30 days in jail.
knowledge of the warden." said Mr would he twice as much with a two• * • •
Pow. "I was warden in Portland al cent tax.
Teachers' Retirement
that time and I atn now and I am sure
"The fishermci must he exempted if
An act establishing a teachers’ re
that I did everything 1 could to hon- this is to he a fair tax," said Senator
tirement system in the Stale of Maine,
Sargent of Hancock.
tly enforce the law."
Mr. Joyce made no reply and the two
Horatio D. Crie, director of sea and to become effective July 1. 1924. was
men eyed each other for a tense mo shore fisheries, said he appeared for introduced in me Senate Wed. by Al
ment. which was relieved when Repre 12,000 fisihermen from Kittery to East- len of York. I'nder the provisions of
sentative Ramson of the committee 1 ort, who demanded an exemption, this act the Maine Teachers’ Retire
asked Mr. Dow if he thought any het- whatever bill was passed. Many of ment Association may lip organized
ter results were accomplished by the these men live on islands and use the among the teachers in the public
schools, and the retirement hoard shall
present system than under the one- highways little, it any, he said.
"Couldn’t they pass it along to the consist of live members, the state Su
man commission.
perintendent of public schools, the
1 have been warden for IS or 19 consumer?" asked Senator Allen.
"The price is all fixed before they slate treasurer, the attorney genera!
years and 1 cannoi see that any better
results are accomplished for $75,000 or tome in with the fish," replied Director ami two members of the association.
Members of the hoard shall serve with
$SO.OOO than was accomplished under Crie
"The fishermen and farmers in my out compensation, but shall he allowed
Commissioner Nickerson with $lS.00(l
or Commissioners Brennan and Dunbar section are all in favor of a one-cent their expenses.
The retirement hoard shall provide
tax without exemption," said Repre
for $25,000.” replied Mr. Dow.
for the payment of retirement allow
"Deadheads traveling and eating at sentative Littlefield of Kennebunk.
Tl.c rural free delivery carriers of ances to teachers and the annuities
the State's expense." was the general
phrase which Aaroa II. Cole of Eliot Maine were put on record as in favor shall he paid out of a fund to be known
ised to describe members of State of the Leland bill by a message sent in as the annuity fund. Each member of
Ihe association shall pay inio this fund
commissions in general, hut lie made to the committee.
"I am opposed to all four of these such a percentage of his salary as may
haste to add that he meant no per
sonal reflections upon the present mem gasoline tax bil's," said Senator Speirs he determined by the Iwiard, and any
bership of the Sea and Shore Fisheries of Cumberland in opening ihe case for member of the association who shall
the opposition. ’ It is the old principle have paid into the funil regular assess
commission.
Mr. Cole objected to the appointment of soaking the man who owns the au ments for 30 years shall he exempt
of the executive officer by the commis tomobile. The automobile owner al from further payments.
It is further provided that any mem
sion. saying t-hat he should be ap ready pays five per cent, federal tax.
pointed by the Governor and responsi a local tax, a icgistration fee and a ber of the retirement association who
ble to the Governor. He advocated the driver's tax. The adoption of a gaso shall have served as a. public school
line tax will mean from three-quarters teacher for a period of 30 years, of
hill in the interests of economy.
"Who Is dissatisfied with the pres cl a million to a million and a half which 20 years and the last seven pro
ent system?" asked Representative more dollars for the automobile owners ceeding retirement shall have been in
this State, may retire from service ib
Boman of Vinalhaven of the committee. of Maine to pay."
George C. Webber of Auburn, repre the public schools on or after attaining
"There is a general feeling of dis
satisfaction and it is also manifested senting the Maine Automobile Dealers' the age of 60 years if a woman and 65
to a certain extent among the fisher Association, protested that the increas years if a man.
ing expenditures for highways were
If a member of the retirement as
men." replied Mr. Cole.
It is not a, business proposition to “putting the State in a hole.” He said sociation who shall have been a teach
have four men to do one man’s work," that the organization which he repre er in the public schools of the State six
said Michael Kennedy of Pemaquid, sented demanded that if a gasoline tax years become totally and permanently
who said he "had been familiar with was laid it should be used purely and disabled, he shall receive an annuity
based upon the accumulated sum of
«eu and shore fisheries for 50 years. simply for maintenance.
• • • *
his contributions and the equal con
"We get no more under the present
An ought not to pass report was tributions of the State, with interest.
system with from $75,000 to $90,000 ex
persons who become members of thi
pended annually than we did Commis made to the House Wednesday by the
sioner Nickerson of Boothbay Harbor committee on Judiciary on the resolve retirement association too late ip their
for $15,000 or Commissioner Counce of submitting a constitutional amendment service to pay in regular order at least
Thomaston, 50 years ago. for $10,000." changing the date of the State election 30 annual payments before reachlrfg 60
Rlewellyn V. Joyce of Swan’s Island, from September to November to the years if a woman or 65 years if a man.
may receive the full benefits of the act
the father of the 10 R inch lobster law, people.
A like report was made by the com by payment of dues and arrears under
who had several times before tried to
open the case for the opposition, finally mittee on Education in the bill requir such provision as the retirement hoard
ing the teaching of the Constitution in may prescribe.
got the floor.
,
It is not right to try to abolish this the public and private schools.
R. U. Collins Is prepared to assist in
• • * •
commission that we worked for a great
making income tax returns. 375 Main
many years to get," said he. "It is
Representative M. B. Hobbs of Hope Street.—20-tf
better to get something for $50 than spoke Wednesday in behalf of the act
nothing for $10." He said that 200 he has introduced in the Legislature to
members of tig* lobster , fishermens prohibit the hunting, taking or killing
union at Kwan's Island. Atlantic and ot wild bees for a term of five years.
Minturn, were in favor of keeping the Be said that the hees had a lot to do
with the fertilizing of vegetables, fruit
present law.
Taking from his pocket two hand- and flowers and If it was not for the
indicate that the powers of
ulls of petitions, which he said came bees fertilization would be almost 'im
from Bar Harbor, Swan’s Island, possible.
resistance to disease are
• « • •
louesport, Bpal’s Island. Tenant s Har
lowered. If you take cold
bor. Cranberry Isle. Vinalhaven and Isle
An act creating the office of state fire
easily or the cough lingers,
,.u Haut, Mr. Joyce dumped them at marshal was offered in the House
the desk of Representative Baker of Thursday. It provides that the state
take rich, nourishing
Steuben, the House chairman of the insurance commissioner shall be exofficio state fire marshal and shall ap
committee.
"Who drew up these petitions. point two deputies and may also em
ploy two assistants.
asked Representative Lamson.
All municipal officers in those mu
llermain Backman of Beals and
of pure vitamine • bearing
Jerome P. Alley of Jonespprt. spoke in nicipalities having such officers and
1 cod-liver oil. It
favor of retaining the present commis where no such officer exists, the chief
of the fire dapartment in every citv
sion.
helps build up the
» » * »
or village in which a fire department is
body and strength
Gasoline tax. In which so many per- established, and the constables within
to ooercome the
cr.s are directly interested, was the their respective district outside the
bone of contention at Wednesday's cities and towns, shall be assistants to
troublesome con-'
hearing before the joint committee on the state fire marshal without addi
dition. Be sure it’s Scott’s!
Taxation and Ways and Bridges. Four tional recompense. The state fire mar
Scott 4 Bowtie, Bloom he Id. N.J. 22-35
bills have been introduced on this mat shal shall prepare instructions ro the
ter, and three were heard jointly. I hey assistants and forms for their use in
i-ere the Wadsworth bill, which pro- the reports required by the act and
, ides a two-cent tax with exemptions, ause them to be printed and be sent
Eggs and Chicks
the Leland hill, endorsed by Ihe Maine to each officer located in the state.
The state fire marshal shall keep in
ederation of Agricultural Associations
no the Maine State Grange, which pro- his rffice a record of all fires occurring
ides a one-cent tax without exemp- ii. this state and if all facts concerning
ion, and the Whitney hill, also provid this same, including statistics as to the
ing for a one-cent tax. No one ap extent of such fires and the damage
peared to present the claims of the Ma caused thereby, and whether such loss
ier hill, Which provides for a two-cent es were covered by insurance, and if
ax. to he collected from the dealers, sc. in what amount. The state fire
[■stead of from the distributors, as in marshal shall annually submit to the
governor a report of his work for the
he Wadsworth ibill.
•■The only thing left to tax will be the year. A violation of the law would be
honk of the horn and the hot air that punishable by a fine of not less than
ORDERS. TAKEN FOR DAY-OLD CHICKS—
goes in the carburetor, if these bills go $25 r.or more than $100 and in default T’ nipkins’ strain. From vigorous, high produc
ing
stock. E H KEEKINS, Ruttennilk bene,
cf
payment
imprisonment
for
not
more
through," said Senator Speirs of Cum
Lockk.nd Tel 314-12________________ 23*34
berland. who led the opposition to the than 30 days.
• • • •
TOR SALE—White Rock. White Wyandotte
t ntire flock of gasoline measures. Sen
R. I. Red Cockerels: prices right M. F.
Among the measures introduced in m.d
ator Speirs also closely questioned all
HALL. Waldoboro Me R F I) 4_ 22*24
the House Thursday were the follow
of the proponents of the measure.
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks
At the outset of the hearing Senator ing:
Pure bred F. C It. I. Reds: 3d in State egg
Holmes of Lewiston—Act to permit laying contest 1926 Eggs for hatching. W A
Speirs objected to testimony offered by
8tf
Senator Wadsworth from Paul D. Sar savings hanks to pay dividends quar RIPLEY. Rockland. Tel. 594-W
gent, the chief engineer of the highway terly. as well as semi-annually, if they
DIVIDENO NOTICE
commission as to need of more money df sire.
Pot kland Loan and Building Association
Sparrow of Pittston—Act providing
for highway maintenance. "Everybody
Holders of the foity-eiglitJi Series of Shares
(hat the civil jurisdiction of municipal of tlie Rockland Loan and Buildidg Aoftocdation
knows about that,” said Mr. Speirs.
notified that a final Dividend of $:’. 03 jier
Senator Allen of York, chairman of and police courts shall be in the sum of rre
Share lias been made io mature the same. Each
the taxation committee, who presided, $200.
Share
is now worth $260.66. payable nn pic• • • *
s.rcb'tion of Deposit Bonk and Certificate of
permitted Mr. Sargent to testify that
'
Circuses which come to Maine will Si:.i res
the year 1922 'closed with a deficiency
Number of Shares Matured
110
of $295,000 in the maintenance fund of have to pay a State license ifee of $500 v.nue of Shares Matured
$22.660 60
5»/a%
the highway department and that on as well as a municipal one if the bill Dividend Rate per annum
Shares in the seventy-firrft Series are now be
June 30 of the previous year the defi introduced in the House Thursday by
Representative Keef of Vanceboro be lli;.' hssued.
ciency was $225,000.
2.-26
II O GURDY. Secrciary.
Edward I.. Wadsworth of Eastport, comes a law. The license shall contain
ouincv mutual“fire insurance CO.
spoke in favor of the exemption for a proviso that if the person or corpora
Quincy, Mass.
fishermen provided in the Wadsworth tion operating the circus shall allow
ASSETS. DBC 31. 1922
at
any
of
Its
performances
any
gam

hill.
MV rig; go Loans ..................... .
$ 111, ,800
12, 066
AVilliam J. Thompson, master of the bling or fakir games which are prohib CollOteiul Loans.....................
1,079, 516
Slate Grange, gave the endorsement of ited by the laws of the State, the Stocks and Bonds ....................
294
Cash
in
Office
and
in
Bank
....
31.
license shall he immediately revoked.
liis organization to the Leland bill.
Agents’ Balances .......................
23, 263
Judge Cleaves, representing the As- The penalty for a violation of act is the Interest arid Rents ......................
13, 606
86. 005
rociated Industries, said that the indus forfeiture to the State of the sum of A!i other Assets .........................
tries of the State were willing to fore ,1.1160, and municipal courts in all the
(.mss Assets ............................. $1,259,485 37
go ihe exemptions provided the me counties shall have jurisdiction.
• • • •
Admitted Assets ................... $1,259,485 37
chanics if collection were not made
LIABILITIES DBC 31. 1922
Uniform Accountancy
cumbersome. He said that ihe Port
Net Unpaid Losses .................... $
6,646 25
Gov.
Baxter
sent
a
special
message
to
Unearned Premiums .................
371,506 33
land Company distributed 145.000 gal
All
.other
Llahililles
.................
6,121 44
the
Legislature
Wednesday
calling
at

lons of gasoline in the past year, most
Surplus over all Li;U»ilities.......
875,211 35
ly In live gallon lots, and that it would tention to need of a uniform system
to cut nut the gasoline if it had to of municipal accounting.
Total Liabilities and Surplus.. $1,259,485 37
"The State Auditor reports to me the COCHRAN. BAKER & CROSS. Aflts., Rockland
do the bookkeeping required for exemp
accounting of many of our municipal THE TALBOT AGENCY. A«ts.. Camden
tion. They had rather pay t'he tax.
18-8 24
"The farmers will fight for a one-cent ities is wholly inadequate to rfieet ’pres
LNbRAVkD
CAKU^-lall
al
Uns
office
aud
tax with no exemption," said Leslie SE. ent-day requirements. It is important examine styles. If you already have a plate
McIntire of Waterford, member of the that bookkeeping methods of cities and bring it In and let us prim you cards In latent
roads committee of the Maine Federa towns should be uniform that citizens llz« THE COURIER GAZETTE

SPICY

THOMASTON
The frienfls of Mrs. Addie Ulmer
Guild will be pnined to learn that she
is very ill at the home of her sister.
Mrs. F. W. Demuth in Westport. Conn.
Mrs. A. F. Winehenbach and Miss
I.eila Winchanibaeh have been spending
a few days in Portland.
HAT Dividends are declared by this bank in
The elective parts in the class of '23.
T. H. S„ are as follows: Class will,
March and September of each year. Deposits
Marlon Starrett; class history, Elliot
Copeland; presentation of gifts. Belle
made on or before the
Orne; class prophecy, Edward Lindsey.
Word has been received of the death
of E. W. Prince, which occurred at St.
Petersburg. Fla., Feb. 21.
Mrs. Cora Jones of Waldolroro was a
recent guest of Mrs. Alma Spear.
Will draw interest from that date for the full
Mrs. Blanche Everett entertained the
club of 500 at her home Thursday I
dividend period
tyening. Refreshments were served. '
IVon'.t forget the big basketball game
in Watts ha'I this evening. Thomaston
THOMASTON SAVINGS
A. A. plays vs "All Collegiate Five"
and Deering High meets T. 11. S.
Thomaston, Maine
Mrs. Grace Payson has returned from
Boston where she went for spring
LEVI SEA VET. President.
J. WALTER STROUT. Treasurer
millinery styles. Mrs. Payson expects
to open a millinery shop the first of the
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT IN CONNECTION WITH THE BANK
month.
20-25
The Beta Alpha will meet with Mrs
Florence Gardiner Monday evening.
Mrs. R. O. Elliot left this week for
Augusta to join Senator Elliot.
Just as the paper goes to press word
comes over the wire thait Mr. and Mrs.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
CAMDEN
Maurice K. Hatch have a son and heir,
born yesterday In Arlington Mass.
Miss Aldine Gilman, formerly teacher
A. A. Keene of Hyde Park is at the
JUDICIARY
Knox Hotel for a few days.
in the High School, leaves today to
The Committee on Judiciary will give a nub
Mrs. Wilbur Strong has returned resume her duties In Malden High ile hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
from Waterville where she has been School after spending several days Augusta, on
TUESDAY. February 27. at -* P. M , on the
spending the past three weeks with her with Miss Teresa Arau.
follow ing:
mother, Mrs. Warren.
Mrs. T. XI. Griffiths has returned
An Act to regulate the practice of the system,
method or science of healing known as Chiro
The Auxiliary to Williams-Brasier from a visit In Hebron.
practic,
creating a board of examination and
Post will have a cooked food sale in
Charles Carleton's meat market is registration
tor those desiring to practice same
the room over the National Bank, Sat now located in the Armstrong building and providing penalties for violation of this
act
81-94
urday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
on Washington street.
TUESDAY, February 27, at 2 1‘ M... on the
Mrs. E. K. Winehenbach and Miss
P. G. Willey has another load of
following:
Leila Winehenbach have returned from coal on the way.
Au Act to establish a Superior Court in the
Portland.
Dr. H. AV. Page has moved his olflees Counties of Knox and Waldo
An Act to amend Section 14. Chapter 135, re
Friday morning T. S. Singer found a from the rooms over the Boynton Phar
statutes, relating to sureties in criminal
young barred owl perched on his wood macy to the Hosmer house on Elm used
cases.
pile. At noontime it was caged and street.
Ati Act to amend Section 1 of Chapter 14".
relating to hospital trustees
John Singer carried it to school where
At the Congregational church Sun Revised Statutes,
giving to Attorneys at Law all Pow
It was the cause of much excitement day morning Rev. B. P. Browne of ersAnof Act
Justices iif the Peace and Notaries Pub
among the children of the Gleason Rockland will speak. Air. Browne is a lic
20-24
Street School.
TUESDAY. February 27. at 2 p in on the
powerful preacher and will undoubt
Major Hughes of the Salvation Army edly he well received. There will he following:
Au: to create a State Board of Prelimin
will be the speaker at the Baptist no evening service as it is -the night aryAnExamination
and prescribing its powers and
church Sunday morning. He will be of the regular union service. This will dut.es.
23-24
assisted by his adjutant, who is an ac he held at the Methodist church and
TUESDAY. February 27. at 2 p m. on the
complished musician, and by Captain will be addressed by Miss Frances B. fi '.owing :
An act to authorize the storage of water in
Smith of Rockland. This will be a real Adams.
Schoodlc Lake.
23-24
Salvation Army service which the pub
Rev. J. Al. Ratcliff will speak In the
WEDNESDAY. February 28. at 2 p. in, on
lic is invited to share. The jchureh Baptist church Sunday morning. Rev. tin following:
An Act io permit the investigation of the
school assembles at 11.50. At the even Air. Griffiths is to preach in the Rock
financial affairs of the Portland Water District
ing service the pastor will speak on port Baptist church.
23-25
"Jonah’s Displeasure" and as a prelude
THURSDAY. March 1, at 2 p. m. on the
Seaside Chapter. O. E. S.. holds its
to the sermon he will tell the story of .Monday night meeting with the past foiiowing:
An Act additional to and amendatory of
"The Handicap of a Hopeless Attach matrons and patrons in the chairs.
chapter 139 of the revised statutes, as amended
ment." A cottage prayer meeting will There will be work on two candidates by chapter 88. public laws of 1817. relating to
be conducted Tuesday evening with and a birthday supper will be served transfer of insane or feeble minded inmates.
S-126. An Act relating to passengers in mo
deacon Edward Burgess as leader. The for the order.
tor vehicles operated by persons under ’.he influ
tegular service of prayer and praise
Another notable change in the homes ence of intoxicating liquors.
S-123. An Act relating to the operation of
will be held Thursday evening at 7 of business houses occurring this week
o’clock. The World Wide Guild will is the removal of the American Railway i motor vehicles by persons whose licenses have
been revoked.
24-25
meet Friday evening at 7.30.
Express Co. into its new quarters on
THURSDAY. March 1. at 2 p m . on the
Twenty-six girls and young women Washington street over the McFarland following:
An Act to amend Section IB of (Tropter 12 of
from the Baptist church attended the alleys. P. II. Thomas, who owns the
the Revised Statures relative to the records of
■World Wide Guild rally. Thursday building vacated by the express com tna
Register (tf Deeds regarding plans.
afternoon and evening, at the First pany, is to use it as an automobile
An Act relating to indexes in Registries of
Deeds.
,
Baptist church of Rockland.
salesroom. He will handle the Nash
An Act to amend Sen ion 35 of Chapter 48 of
« * « *
the Revised Statutes relating to Meridian Lines
car.
Following its annual custom. Gen.
Capt. E. II. Tinker has settled In and standards of lengths.
S 92. An Act to amend Paragraph 11 of Sec
Knox Chapter, D. A. R„ of Thomaston, St. Cloud. Fla., and gone into busi
tion 1 of Chapter 50, Revised Statutes. as
observed Washington’s Birthday with a
ness there. In company with XV. H. amended by Chapter 238, Public Laws of 1919.
banquet at Knox Hotel, with the fol
to compensation of employees.
.McIntosh he has opened an extensive relating
S 91 An Act ro amend Section 64 of Chaplowing Daughtets and invited guests
seated at the tables: Miss Hortense bath house, playground and recreation te» 8« of the Revised Statures relating to prop
erty exempt from attachment.
Wilson, Mrs. Oscar Blunt, Mrs. Clara beach resort there.
II 112 An Act to amend Section 7, Chap
• , • ,
Williams, Miss Hattie Williams. Mis.
ter 95. Revised Statutes of Maine as amended
At the quarterly meeting of Ihe Lin b, Chapter 47 of the PubHc Laffi of 1921, rel
'V. A. Ncwcombt, Mrs. John O. Ste
ative ro mortgagor may redeem within one year.
vens, Mrs. George W. Roberts, Miss coln United Raptist Association which
11
]u|. An A-” IQ .uni-r.d Section 76 of
I.cuise Dunham. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. will be held in the First Baptist t'hurch. Chapter 1!. Revised Statutes as amended by
Creighton, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Creigh Rockland Wednesday. Feb. 28, the fol Chapter 182 of the Public Laws of 1921. rela
tive to certificates of sale of tax deed, and pro
ton, Robert Creighton. Mr. and Mrs. lowing program will be observed:
ceedings, if redeemed. v
MORNING
Levi Seavey, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence 'll, All Devotional Period Her Andrew Young
S. 93. Au Act relating to persons convicted
of violating the motor vehicle laws
Dunn. Mrs. R. E. Dunn. Miss Hattie 11.H0 The Menage of the Hook of Revelaiioii
H 113 An Act relating to Express Trusts
Rev. O. W Stuart
Dour,, Mr. and Mrs. William Bunker.
II
114
An Act to amend Section 76 of
afternoon
Mrs. John Creighton, Miss Clara 1.30 Devotional Period
Rev. T. M. Griffiths Chapter 16 of the Revised Statutes relating to
inspection of secondary schools
Creighton, Mrs. H. R. I.innell, Frank 2 Oh New Lift In the Old Prayer Meeting
11 115. 'An Act to amend Section 73, Chap
Rev. R, P, Browne
H. Jordan, Miss Margaret Jordan Capt.
ter 211. Public Laws of 1921, relating to revo
and Mrs. W. J. Tohey. Capt. and Mrs. 2 17 Discussion
cation of licenses to operate motor vehicles.
quiet Talks on the Church Open Dis
Walter Willey, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis G.
mission
W T GARDINER,” Sec.
The Problems of the Church
Ccpeland, Mr. und Mrs. Winfield Brack
’
flte
Program of the Phurelt
ett, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Brazier. Cap,,
Tlte Achievements (t the Chttreh
TOWNS
und Mrs. Arthu ■ J. Elliott, Miss Jessie 3 30 Deepening the Spiritual Life
Rev J. M Rem'ek
The Committee on Town* will give a public
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce lligg-.
hearing in its rooms at ihe State House, in
Lewis Hodges, Mrs. Pierce, and Harold ." ro Discussion
Young People's Social Hour
Augusta, on
Roundy. The banquet, which was served
Leader. Miss Eda Knowlton
WEDNESDAY. February 28th. 1923, 2 P M .
by Proprietor Leighton, was deserving f dll Supper Hour
on the following :
A
Missionary
Storv
Rev.
It
H
Short
An Act to reunite the towns of Owl’s Head
if special mention, t'he tables were
EVENING
and South Thomaston
most attractive with tiny American 7 13 Service of Music anil Song
An Act to tttrlde and act off a certain part
Rev It P Rrowrte of the town of Owl's Head and annex the same
flags for place cards. Mrs. Levi Seavey
21-25
stivert as chairman of the banquet 7 20 Address Rev J. C MacDonald. Auburn to the town of Soutli Thomaston
committee.
The remainder of the
A
limited
quantity
of
winter
gar

WAYS AND DRIDGE6
evening was given over to cards, auc
ments are being sold at reduced prices
The Committee on Ways and Bridges will give
tion and five hundred being played.
at the Davis Garment Store, corner of a public hearing in its rooms at :he State House,
Mrs. Mary Busker Mrs. Lawrence
in Augusta, on
Dunn Miss Hortense Wilson. Mrs. John Main and Elm streets, Rockland. Some
TUESDAY. Feb. 27. at 2 p m
exceptional bargains in coats.
22-tf
Creighton, Mrs. John Stevens and Mrs.
No. 76 An Act to provide tor an issue of
State Highway and Bridge Bonds.
Arthur Elliot having charge of same.
No. 129. An A<-: to Authorise the Town of
Mrs. C. A. Creighton. Mrs. II. E.
South Port to Construct a Bridge over the tide
RAZORVILLE
Dunn, and Mrs. Walter Willey had
v -ter to Joe Island.
23-24
O K STORV. Sec.
charge of the refreshments
Prizes
Leland Johnston has just receved the
were awarded to Mrs. C. A. Creighton,
PENSIONS
Mrs. I. J. Shuman, Mrs. W. J. Tohey, sad news of the death of his oldest sis
The Committee vn Pensions will give a pub
•Mrs. Joseph Bradley, Mrs. Cora Currier. ter, Mrs. Lou Gibson, who lived in Bis
lic
hearing
in
its
rooms
at the State Hftuse, in
Min. Lewis Sturtevant. I. J. Shu bee, Arizona. When a young girl she Augusta, on
man and Charles Smith. Robert Creigh trught school around here and her
TUESDAY, February 27, 1923 at 2 p. m
Nil 17 Resolve: Providing a State Pension
ton very kindly furnished music many friends will be pained to know of
E Bradford of Hermon.
tor ihe evening. The Daughters are her death, as she had the rare accom torNoCharles
18 , Resolve: Providing a State Pension
very grateful to Mr. Leighton for ihe plishment of making friends with all to' Rudolph LeClair of Jackman.
No. 19.
Resolve: In favor of Olive E.
use of the hotel parlors for their caid who knew her. Had she lived until
of Augusta for State Pension.
j-triy, which netted them about >.25 to February 28, she would have been thir lirar.n
No
20
Resolve:
Increasing the State Pen
ty-five years oil. She leaves her hus- sion of* Meldon Nealley
ward the Knox Memorial fund.
of Brewer.
’ and. Will. Gibson, two daughters, Bar
No 21 Resolve: In favor of Alonzo E. Peaot Dixmont for State Pension
A limited quantity of winter gar- bara and Maralyn, her father and step bodj
No 22. Resolve: In favor of Ira N. Lovejoy
ments are being sold at reduced prices mother, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. John of Hallowell for State Pension.
No. 23. Resolve: Providing a State Pension
at the Davis Garment Store, corner of ston of Kennebunk, George of Califor
Hattie C. Knowlton of Liberty
Main and Elm streets, Rockland. Some nia, Leland and William of this town. for23-21
JOHN F. WOOD. Sec.
Mrs. Hattie Hall of Jefferson and Mar
exceptional bargains in coats.
22-tf
tha of Kennebunk.
SALARIES ANO FEES
Everybody is glad to see our genial
Committee on .Salaries and Fees will give
SPRUCE HEAD
stage driver on the Augusta route, Nor a The
public hearing in its rooms at the State House,
The pastor, Rev. Herman R. Win- mal Miller, again able to resume his in Augusta, on
chenhaugh of Rockland, will preach at duties.
TUESDAY. Feb. 27, at 2 p. in.
An Act to Amend Section 43 of Chapter 1
W. E. Overlock went to Liberty Sat
the People’s church Sunday afternoon
of
Revised Statutes, as amended by Pub
on “Triumphant Christianity,” and in urday to visit Horace Nash who is lic the
Laws of 1919, Relating to Compensation of
the evening on “The World’s Greatest critically ill.
the Register of Deeds
23 24
EDGARI) E. ROUNDS. Sec.
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Jones, who
Conqueror.”
have been working at Windsor for the
EDUCATION
The restaurant at the brook now past year, have completed their duties
The Committee on Education will give a public
known as The “Brookside Lunch.” after there and returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Powell have the hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
being newly painted and new electric
Augusui, "ii
lights, is now open for business. All sympathy of their friends in the loss of
TUESDAY, February 27. 1923, 2 p in , on the
their
infant
son.
home cooking. All cordially invited.
foKoff log :
Missionary
W.
E.
Overlock
went
to
No. 41. Resolve in favor of University of
Prices reasonable. Chase & Tarr, man
North Washington Thursday to offici Maine io cover deficit.
agers, 470 Main St., Ro kland. Me.
No. 20. Resolve in favor of University of
ate at the funeral of the infant son of Maine lor maintenance.
23-tr
Mr and Mrs. Harry M. Lenfest.
21-lt
hr.ow shoe tracks arc as plentiful
The Committee on Education will give a public
WANTED—All Thomaston and
around here as rabbit tracks in a hearing in its rooms a<t the State Bouse, in
vicinity to know that Pillsbury’s
s\vi mp since the women’s snow shoe Augusta, on
“Change of Management” Sale is
THURSDAY, March 1. 1923, on the following:
club was formed. Some of the tracks
S 58. Resolve proposing an amendment to
still on. Day by day in every way
are of a pec uliar shape.
the Constitution prohibiting the use of public
the values are better and better.
A large flock of snowflakes (snow funds for sectarian schools
No 45. An Act to amend section eighty-four
You are cautioned not to wait too
birds) have stayed around the* home of of chapter sixteen of the revised statutes relat
long.
\V. E. Overlook all winter, where they Ing tf»
s witli .ii-..demies
21-25
JOHN l’ WOOO H
aie very happy eating corn meal, and
PILLSBURY DRY GOODS CO.
l ave become as tame as a flock of
Thomaston, Me.
K. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
hens. Some juncos have also taken ad
vantage of the meal put out for the making Income tax returns. 375 Main
Street—20-tf
benefit of all the wild birds.

PLEASE REMEMBER

T

FIRST DAY OF MARCH

BANK

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

WANTED

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER

to (xchang* new furniture for your old. We muat keep our eecond
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; aleo ranges and mueical inetrumente.

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

V. F. STUDLEY

THOMASTON, MAINE
TuAS-tf

279-285 MAIN STREET

\

(8-tf

r

1923.

LEGISLATIVE

HEARINGS

TROUBLESOME
' COUGHSf

Scott’s Emulsion

Every-Other-Day

In Everybody's Column
Adrenlsenirnis In Ibis column not M cxceod
ihree lines Inserted once for 2V cents, 3 tlfnes
Additional. lines' 5 cents sScb
for cue time, 10 cents 3 times Six words msks

for ill cents

I 1IE-

Lont and Found
LOST—Feb 21, between Ferrero’s Bake Shop

on Tilson Ave , and Sheldon’s Drug store, blue
.i.gora scarf abow J5 Inches wide Please re.urt
AMELIA FILOSAiRDO. 13 Lime Street
24*26
LOST—Red flannel mkkly blouse in Thomas
<n. be ween Greek and Corner.
Reward
Fincier please leave at MCDONALD’S. 24-26
FOUND - Female, white Scotch collie^ witli
brown apos on head. Strap around neck; with
no name JOHN KENDALL, Pleasant Gardens.
City.
24*26
LOST Plain gold band ring, fuscrlptlrtn in
side E A B. to E. A. B ; lost Sunday after
noon. Reward if returned to CAPT E. A. Bl’TLKR. Beech Street.
22-24

Wanted
Small roll-.op desk io good condiion. Call 256-3
24*26
WANTED—Extra House Man at once. En
quire OFFICE HOTEL ROCKLAND
24 26
WANTED—Furnished house, 5 or (i rooms
Best of references furnished. Address, G. \Y
this offee.
24*26
WANTED—Woman (o care for Invalid woman
’r. the latter’s home. Ai>j»b’ at 107 Llmerock
F ree: or telephone 423-M
24-26
WANTED—Box Boards, round edge and
squar» edge, any thickness, also other lumber,
give kind, lengths, widths, thickness and prices.
Reference, any rating agency.
SAMT’FL
( LARK. Kennebunk. Maine.
23-2-5
NTED A girl for general houseworl;.
Small family, work easy. FRED MORSE. Thom
; ston. Telephone 156-2
23-2-5
WANTED—Nationally advertised concern will
lure three salesmen at once for nearby territory.
Address BOX 304. Rockland.
22*24
WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee lflve Cafe,
Limerock street.
8-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices oald. JOHN B.
RANLETT. Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14. lot/
WANTED

Summer Cottages and Board
NOW ;s the time when people are laying
summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette
suggests that own ere of cottage property, to
let or for sale, or accommodations for.boarders
announce the fa l under this beading, where It
will ne read all over New England

For Saie
FOR SALE Twent.v-flve cord of bone dry
ru.un-a in 4-too: wood $2 66 tor foot, at
( LEVELAND S, 33 Pacific 81reel,
24-if
FOR SALE—Two fl.Hks <»: White Wyando..e
:.i.( Leghtrn pullets. Good latere. Price right
.1 A ((ILLINS. Ingraham Hill. Tel 789 w
_
_
24-26
FOR SALE—46 acre lumber lot. pine and
hardwood: cheap for cash or will trade for
Ford automobile or truck. Write me BERT
E CUNNINGHAM, We<w Libertv. Maine.
24*26
FOR SALE Maxwell Roadster $256. C. a.
iAMILTON, 442 Main S;.
23*25
FOR SALE—House and lot at 45 Grove Kt ,
formerly occupied by D. L. McCartey. Inquire
of C M HARRINGTON_______________ 15-tf
FOR SALE—Farm in Warren three miles
from Thomaston. 93 acres, now barn, good 1
story house, farm all stocked. 3 cows, 1 heifer.
I pair horses, 50 hens. 1.660 cord wood and
Mime lumber KNOX REAL ESTATE CO.. 299
Main St Tel 376-M
_____________ 15-tf
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos
STUDLFY’S FURNITURE STORE. 283 Main
Street, Itockhnd.
16-tf

FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers.
10 to 66 b p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
able tor portable mills, factories, boat shops,
holsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-t/FOR SALE—1916 Appeisoo Touring: excel
lent condition throughout Price >350. A. C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. ’Phons
576-K

I o Let
TO LET Large, front room, sunny and well
heated Attractive home for young iadv. 25
PARK STREET
22*24
TO LET Store on Limerock street ’formerly
occupied by Postal Telegraph Inquire of H. K
MULLF.N <>r BASIL STLNSON________ 22-tf
TO LET—Up stairs tenement of 6 rooms. In
quire of MRS GOLDI-E McAULIFTK, 42 Fulton
Street. City
22*24
TO LET Blake Garage on Main street, 2
floors: suitable for other business. BLAKE
WALL PAPER STORE Tel 466 M
21-tf
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
kitchen, at 27 Pacific. Ft. Inquire of L.
BREWER. 39 Park Street
17-Cf
TO LET—A irttie gem of a five room fur
nish?d apartment
Must be seen to be ap
preciated Apply to R. U COLLINS, 375 Main
Street. Rockland. Maine.
15-tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
lW*tf
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
sireet—on car i ne It. K. 8N0W, Tel 490 or
79 R.
M8-tf
TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
L t. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel 663-2.

_______________________________
TO

LET—Nine-roan

tenement; good

loca

tion L. F. CHA9B.
Middle Street. Tel
665-2.______________________________ 128-tf
TO

LET—STORAGE—For furniture, itovee,

and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
J R. Five 221 Main 8t.. Rockland
<5tf

Miscellaneous
NOTICE—This is to fophid anyone harboring
or misting or giving ahy person credit on my
account, as I shall pay no bills contracted by
.•nynne after this date. Signed, W. E OVERLOCK, Washington. Feb. 26.
24-26
?

NOTICE

This is to notify oil concerned that after this
date I iMuse to pay all bills, contracted by my
vlte, Mrs Earle D. Risteen.
EARLE D RISTEEN
Fe>», 17. 1923.__________________________•
PAPER HANGER When you want paiw
hanging, good work at right price, phone 349-tM.
o’- send a card to C. U JOHNSTON. 16 Pleasant
St., Rockland.
23*25
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each Lssue of
The Courier-Gazette on tale at the CENTRAL
NEWS CO, 664 Congress St. This will cou
venience many who want to get the paper reg
ularly.______________________________ 13-tf
PALMER ENGINES 32 different models, 2
to 75 H. P. One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
Medium duty and high speed types Also ac
cessories and parts
Semi for catalogue.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portkina Pier, Portland.
_________________________________ 12-37
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main 8t. Mall
orders solicited HELEN C. RHOPE8 18tf
W0C SECURES EQUIPPED FARM—Wi:li C.
rooh; Colonial House Dandy chance for poul
try, fruit and vegetables;; 20 acres near village ;
sKies. churches, schools; level loamy fields,
good pasture fruit ; attractive Ivouse, maple
shade, big barn, granary, eU’. To close affairs
$1,006. poultry, horse, cow, potatoes, beans,
vegetables included, 'Ohly >506 needed. Details
jx.ge 86 Ulus Catalog 1^66 Bargains Free.
STROUT FARM AGENCY, 281 D G Water Bt .
Augusta, Me.
24-11
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT.—Wittier is dis

appearing. The Suring lever itf approaching,
that every Woman in the universe looks for
ward to once a year. House Cleaning, to be prgp: red for the emergency call. Buy your stopk
of Washing Compounds, dirt destroyers ami
eradicators today. The Cryrttl W»ihin» Marv»l.
the labor saver. It. has no equal Once qse<l
always used In Va pbtind pk^s.. 26 washings
to a pkjr . 25c pkg It’s not the size of the
package, but the quality inside. Try It out
and see. If not satisfletl I will give It to you
Tlit World’s Wonder in nrtwder form. On sale
a’ si ores and agenks will call or deliver any
where. Once more worthy of note. The Per
fect Clothes Whitener and Bleacher. There’s
nothing on the market today can touch it for all
wcshinigs and household purposes Absolutely
free from anything injurious -Id clotliln^ of any’
description. It is wonderful by name und na
ture Your clothes will lie spotless white. In
liquid form in qts . 25c Sufficient for 26 or
dinary waidling’s: gallon size, 75c It will not
disappoint Try it out and be convinced. Free
samples furnished anywhere. It is the perfect
washing fluid of lodny. Once tried you'll
came back for mora. Guaranteed or money re
turned. ('HAS. U. RUSS, ADfg., Rockland, 'Me.
Box 316
23-24

• CHRONIC.ES OF KNOX COUNTY.” a very

handy 106 page
more, gives the
and a page or
towns and two
any address on
FILLMORE. 86

book compiled by R, B Fill
official history of the county
so is devoted to eacli of the
plantations Scut by mail to
receipt of 50c. Address R. B.
Main Street, Thomaston
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Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles
In addition to personal notes reeordini de
partures and arrivals, the department especlell,
dealiea Information of nodal happenings. partlesi, musicals, etc.
Notes sent hj mall or
hone will be gladly received.

Muthi

770

TELEPHONE
BORN A PASSER-BY

(For The Courier-Gazette J
1 anchor In the offing
From an uncharted sea ;
My boat swings in at Isightild? time.

Where hart,or waters he.

And long and lovely shadows
And lights that mate below
But an off-shore wind is piping
A tune which bids me go.

1 walk the city's canyons
Where a million lights aglcant
Shine on die proud old 'pageant,
The endless human stream;
Why should the grey dawn call me
To a lonely upland trail.
A bag o’ dreams on my shoulder
But my heart a recfed-ln sail 1

*

Now where In the world's wide spaces
Anchors the resilcss soul 1
What palimpsest to eharm it
lltewrltten words unroll!1
When we read Ivow the beaten highway
Bridges the sunset sky—
A footprint In the transient dust;
Born a Passer-by !
—Anna E. Coughlin.

iff "at
Mrs. William T. White arrived Mon
day night from New York, for a fort
night’s visit with Mr. and Mrs. C. M. I
Kailoch. Masonic street.

M. B. Perry left Thursday for Provi-!
denee, where, after making a visit witli |
his son Earle, who is attending Moses
Brown School, he will go to Ports- J
mouth, Va. to visit his sister, Mrs.;
Russell Mero.

problems pertaining to marriage, di
vorce, children. During her visit in the
city, you may consult her free. The
place will be announced later in these
columns.
V. A. Leach, Mrs. J. W, Burns and
Mrs. Evie Perry, who have been on a
ten days’ business trip to New York,
arrived home Thursday night.

An attractive auction party was
given Wednesday by Mrs. Itandall
Dyer. Miss Aleida Hyier, and Mrs.
Harlan llurd at the latter’s hoipc •>»
North street. Prizes were awarded
thus: Miss Edna Hewett, cut glass
sugar and cream; Miss Margaret Mc
Donald, Maderla doilly; Mrs. Harry
Hall, embroidered pillow slips'. Miss
Cora Pinkham, pillow; Mrs. Frank
Butler, tray: Miss Mary Johnson,
apron. Miss Beatrice Hanrahan and
Miss Nellie Follett assisted in serving

1923.
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Rockland lias been quite well repre
sented in New York the past week," Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest
Davis at the Wal
dorf. Mrs. Clara Johnsqn at the MeAlpine, Miss Frances Bachelder ami
MissSlarah Linnell at the Wolcott. V.
A. Leach, Mis. J. W. Burns. Mrs. Evie
M Perry, Mrs. Edward It. Veaiie, Mrs.
Nathan F. Cobb. Mrs. A. II. Jones, Miss
Ada Perry. George Lavvry und Mr.
and .Mrs. Frank Wight at the Prince
George.

THE DIARIST
Friday, Feb. 16.
This day wind came from about
northwest.. Tin re was a fresli breexo
II the forenoon, l>ut it was light during
Ihe afternoon and evening. It was zero
at 6.:tll; nine above at noon; six above
it 6.00 p. in., and live below at 10.00 p.
rn. Tlie sky was clear all day. A yoar
ago this morning the mercury was
landing at 28 above.

M rs. W. T. Cobb lias returned from
a visit in Boston. Governor Gobi) is
home for the weekend.

• . • «

Food Fair Food
1 was silting In the balcony, sort of
hankering for one of those hot ibiseults,
which Miss Zemer had just taken out
of tlie oven of the electric range, when
my friend. Zeno Melvin, came along
the avenue. I gat his eye and ear and
made a definite suggestion that he proi lire a biscuit and toss it up to me. The
pii'.ver of suggestion is indeed wonder
ful. In this instance it worked and
worked quickly, but tile one lie tossed
up to in" had no live of Cloverblooni
witli it. So. Zene asked for, secured
und brought to us four, nil properly
buttered, just out of the oven and
neatly arranged on a paiier doily. Deli
cious—certainly. Just about closing
lino- I had a little talk with Lutey
about Ihe rang", and while I huven't
ordered one, I am thinking that the
heater in the etllar is the only cohI
burning apparatus I want in the house,

E. C. Patterson has received a let
ter from Dr. and Mrs. W. M. .Spear,
which said they arrived in Cartagena
Feti. 20. und are having a splendid trip
and fine weather.

Mrs. It. N. McDougall gave a supper
Miss Winnifrcd Burkett of Camden party at the Lafayette Hotel in Port
is the guest of her grandmother, Mrs. ■ land recently, with Mrs. John O. Stev
ens of this city as guest of honor.
Tabor Douglass. Warren street.
Among others present were Mrs. Alice
Miss Caroline Jameson of Boston is Gribbin. Mrs. Philip Howard and Mrs.
spending a few days witli her mother. ■Sarah Billings.
Mrs. Amelia Jameson, Warren street.
Mrs. Arthur Smalley gave a threeDr. T. L. McBeutb, who was railed table auction party at the “New Bick
Io Hamilton, Mo., by tlie illness of his nell" yesterday afternoon. Prizes were
won by Mrs. Walter 11. Spear. Mrs. A.
father, arrives home next Monday.
C. Jones, Mrs. Charles A. Mitchell and
A happy birthday party was held Mrs. C. W. Procter.
Lunch was
with Fred Ripley, Water street, when served.
1C of his classmates literally blew in
on Him Thursday evening. He was
A post card from Lieut. Tyler W.
suffering from toothache when they ar Spear of the U. S. S. Wright announces
rived but this soon vanished amid the his arrival Feb. It at Cristobal, Canal
excitement. Refreshments were served Zone.- The Heet whs scheduled to pass
in the dining room which was prettily through the Canal Zone the following
decorated in orange and black.
wack.

It. H. Miller of Boston is tile guest of
Ills aunt, Mrs. II. D. Ames, Florence
street.

POLO GAMES EXTRAORDINARY

Misses Katherine McLain and Mar-;
garet McDonald of weiiesicy, Mass, are;
visiting Miss EdnajHewett.

_ ,
r- • l
i rtnr
Bath Wins Both, But the Excited Crowd Sees two Wonderful ContesU_New Referee Breaks In.

Sixty members of the Countrj- Club;
gathered at that popular establishment;
Thursday evening to celebrate Wash-; Local polo fans werctreated Thursday i and it was learned that he had develington’s Birthday and reopen the social I and Friday nights to two of the finest1 oped a severe cold; and that he had
season, which had been interrupted by | games ever played in the Arcade, this I played Thursday night when not in
the severity of the winter’s storms. A or any other year. Bath was on the > fit condition to be in uniform. Tony
great deal had been said about the size long end of both, but no disgrace at- J Welch replaced him in the lineup, and
of the drifts at Sherei’s Corner, but it1 taches to the losing team, especially in ' gave the best that was in him.
was a revelation to those who wended I iaat night’s contest, when an extra j Only one goal was made in the first
their way through the tunnel-like I period was necessary. Bath had a I period, and more than 10 minutes
paths, the sides of which were so high , splendid team, and it Is a crying shame 1 elapsed before the bail was Anally
that they could not see an electric car; that the sport is not to continue in that i caged by St, Aubin. The battle waged
passing. There was no suggestion ot city, because of the fact that the rink I back and forth in the second period
winter’s rigors after they passed]
not large enough.
when Rockland made four goals to its
through the entrance, however, for the;
opponents’ three. Bath thus found it
cosy and brilliantly lighted' rooms were !
self two points in arrears when the
Thursday Night's Game
heated In a most comfortable fashion/
Bath outplayed Rockland in Iho third period opened. This time Rock
and nostrils were assailed by the de Thursday night game, which resulted i land did not score at all, and the tally
licious and unmistakable odors of a 6 to 3 in the visitors’ favor. It was i was brought to 5-all by the fast work
nicely prepared supper. When the manifest even to the novice, that the [of Bouchard and Jolly.
several courses had been disposed of ball was rolling with the Bridgelcss [ The exerted spectators saw a quick
the tables were prepared for auction, City, but Rockland does not offer this ending to the tense situation, for the
and after a season of spirited playing as an alibi.
overtime period had lasted only 47
the following winners were each
The visitors appeared in new uni- seconds when Jolly snipped the ball in
awarded a black and white pound box! forms, and across their manly breasts, to the Rockland cage, on a clever pass
of candy. Mrs. J. A. Burpee. Mrs. A. C in large letters, appeared the word by Bouchard. It was a disappointing
McLoon. Mrs. Jennie Bird, Mrs. A. S “Bath." The fans especially appreci finish, but the spectators were a unit
Black, Ralph W. Hanscom, Charles A ated the fast work o'f Bouchard, and in the opinion that it was the best
Rose, Jr., Harold Jackson and W. H though it was spelling defeat for Rock game they had ever seen in Rockland.
Rhodes. At the conclusion of a very land, he was given rounds of applause
The score:
pleasant evening many compliments repeatedly. The hulk of the goals
First Period
were paid to the committee which were made by Jolly, and the man with 1 Rockland—St. Aubin
10.05
composed Mrs, M. E. Wotton, chair the genial name was right in his ele
Second Period
man, Mr. and Mrs. E, D. Spear, Mr. and ment, but it was Bouchard who led the 2 Rockland—St. Aubin
.08
Mr. Frank W. Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. L. attack, and it was the clever Cusick 3 Bath—Bouchard
2.22
E. Wardwell, Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred who broke up the Rockland offensive 4 Rockland—St. Aubin
.32
Knight and Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear. time and again.
5 . Bath—Bouchard
1.30
Skinner and Wright starred for 0 Butt)—Bouchard
The next Important event at the Coun
4.24
try Club will be the luncheon and Rockland, and Purcell was compelled 7 Rockland—Skinner
.09
uuctlon of March 7. with Mrs. W. O. to exercise all O'f his agility and in 8 Rockland—St. Aubin
1.00
genuity to keep the invaders from fill
Fuller as chairman.
Third Period
ing the Rockland cage. The score:
4.25
Bath—Bouchard lr. Jolly 2r, Shaugh- 9 Bath—Bouchard
Misses Anna Flynn and Frances
10 Bath—Jolly
2.15
Harrington have been spending the nesscy c, Cusick lib, Lovegrcen g.
Overtime Period
Rockland—St. Aubin lr. Skinner 2r,
week In Boston. Miss Harrington being
11 Bath—Jolly
.47
on a vacation from Ute office of the Therricn c, Wright tub, Purcell g.
Score, Bath 0, Rockland 5. Rushes,
First Period
Livingston Manufacturing Co.
1 Bath—Jolly ....•......................... 2.33 Bouchard 11, St. Aubin 3. Slops, LoveRandall Dyer of Waterman’s Beach 2 Bath—Rockland......................... 2.27 green 40. Purcell 57. Referee, Winslow.
Timer. Leon White. Scorer, Kenneth
Second Period
spent the Weekend with his parents,
3 Ba Hi—-Jolly ................................. 9.11 White.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Dyer at Ash Point.
• • •
4 R. ickland—Skinner ................. 1.29
At Ute close of the regular game last
Third Period
Miss Madeline Chisholm is Home
from Bloomfield, N. J., where she vis 5 Bath—Jolly .................................. 2.52 night there was an exhibition contest
6 Rockland—Skinner................... 2.43 between two teams selected from
ited Miss Dorothy Colburn.
7 Bath—Jolly ................................. 5.45 Rockland, Bath and Woonsocket. The
Maynard C. Linekln of Thomaston 8 Rockland—Therricn.........................28 third period was refereed by George
Wes a member of the committee which 9 Bath—'Bouchard ............................... 44 Wood, an ultra rooter, who was given
Score. Bath 6, Rockland 3. Rushes, the third degree when he arrived on the
•had charge of the sophomore hop at
the University of Maine Wednesday Bouchard 8, St. Aubin 4. Stops, Love- inside of the netting, and who must
green 29. Purcell 39.
have thought that he had ecountcred a
evening.
• « • •
I football game instead of polo. It was
Harry Leon formerly of iWashingtfin,
Last Night's Game
a case of Larry Semon outdone, and
D. C., who was appointed manager of
Fairbanks Co.. Chicago, has been] Therricn was- with the Rockland team I the remaining fans enjoyed it imtransferred to Philadelphia, as mana- when it came on tho floor last night, ] mensely.
ger of Fairbanks Co. in that city. —2.—---------- L_
1
Mrs. Irene Leon and son llaydcu. leave
C'atcago March 6, spending 10 days en
STONINGTON
route in Baltimore and Washington,
before proceeding to
Philadelphia,
where they will Join Mr. Leon. Mrs.
Amos Fizkc. who has been spending, Ste&mer Gov. Bodwell Gets Supplies To Beleagured Town
the winter with them, will arrive in
.
"
Rockland the second week in March.
,
and Ossipee Is Nearby With Coal Barge—Serenuous

RELIEF FOR

Invitations are out for u luncheon i
and auction to bo given next -Monday
by Mrs. L. E. McRae and Mrs. E. C. •
Boody at the home of Mrs. Boody.
]
..
,
„ ~
,
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent gave a twotabic auction party at "La Rosa" on Ute]
afternoon of Washington’s Birthday.
The prise was won by Miss Anna I
Coombs. Mousse, fancy crackers and I
orangeade were served.
'
Min. Etta Martin. Crescent street,
was delightfully surprised when a
party of friends gathered at her home
Wednesday evening in honor of her
birthday. A buffet lunch was served
and a pleasant evening enjoyed.

Mrs. F. B. Robbins and daughter
Nathalie. Miss Polly Crockett and Mrs.
Guy Nicholas have returned from a
few days' visit In Boston.
Mrs. Wellington Clark, Mrs. Mary
Linscott and L. A. W. Clark of Damariseotita Mills were in the city yesterday
on a visit to Wellington Clark, who is
a patient at Silsby Hospital.

Considered an authority on Child Wel
fare and laws 'pertaining to it in this
State is Mrs. Maud Wilson Smith of
Portland, who is to address the Wom
an’s Educational Club Friday evening,
March 2, at the Methodist vestry, on
this line. Mrs Smith, general secretary
for Maine has had a varied and re
markable career In this line, not con
fined to Maine.
She formerly had
charge of the science department of the
Northampton, Moss.. High School. For
several winters she studied and did
tolunteer work in New York city aJid
in Jersey City. In Maine she was con
nected witli the York County Child
ren’s Aid Society and was State agent
for York County. During the war site
served In the Women’s War Work
Council, as a member of the Confer
ence committee of the Home Service
department of the Red Cross. She has
held her present position for nine years
us general secretary of the Children’s
Protaetlon Society of Maine, and has
come to be an authority. She wishes
full publicity given to the fact that she
wishes to give all the interviews pos
sible to people with difficult personal

Days In the Ice Flelds.
___ _

- - - -

• ■ • • • ’ » » ••»•••<
Steamer Gov. Bodwell is not a large
or a pretentious cruft, but she looked
1
“he a million dollars to the residents of
Stonington, when she docked at the
Hasten) Steamship wharf in that port
Thursday, and began discharging a
heavy cargo of grain and provisions.
Conditions in the island town did not
quite so closely resemble u Russian
famine district as a sensational Boston
newspaper would have its readers be
lieve, but some stores were getting
uncomfortably low, and the BodweU's
cargo was timely to say the least. T.he
residents were not slow in voicing
their approval of the persistence and
willingness shown by the Vinalhaven
& Rockland Steamboat Co. in this at
tempt 4o relieve the situation.
The Bodwell included Vinalhaven 'a
her Thursday trip and from then to
Stonington, a distance ordinarily cov
ered in 1 >4 hours, hutted ice almost
continuously for four hours. At Stoning'ton they found that conditions hud
grown steadily worse: that schools had
closed for lack of fuel, and that
families were consolidating in order to
husband the small amount of fuel on
hand.
Considerable impatience was
expressed because the barge load of
coal had not been brought from Rock
land harbor.

Tho "B" line tugboat Cheektowago.
which lias been doing such valiant
service toward lifting the lee blockade
in Penobscot Bay, came to grief
Thursday morning when she under
took to leave her dock at Tillson’s
wharf. A heavy ice floe became en
tangled in the propeller, stripping
three of the blades. The extent of the
damage was not learned until midafternoon when the tugboat went out
beyond the Breakwater, and an inves
tigation was made in clear water by
means of lowering a man over the
stern on a ladder.
The Cheektowago made another at
tempt to leave port yesterday, but it
was found that 'the stutling box was
leaking. The owners were notified and
a reply was received that the tug
Wyoming would be sent here to tow
the craft to Boston, along with the
empty barge whioh the Cheektowago
was to have taken. The Wyoming is
expected here today,

« « • •

The Ossipee spent the forenoon in
Rockland harbor yesterday, one of her
errands being tu get the two eoal-laden
four-masters inside of Rockland break
water—-which she did. The other pur
pose of her visit being to get the coal
barge which Stonington folks are so
anxiously awaiting. At* last accounts

Reduced Rates on All Railroads for the
PORTLAND and STATE OF MAINE

AUTO

SHOW

EXPOSITION BUILDING, PORTLAND, MAINE
FEB. 26th to MARCH 3rd, inclusive

PLEASLJRECARS, TRUCKS, TRACTORS.
CYCLES and ACCESSORIES
STAGED UNDER AUSPICES OF THE

Portland Automobile Dealers’ Association
22-25

HOWARD B. CHANDLER, Mgr.

• « , •

Saturday, Feb. 17,
Wow! wow!! wow!!! Twenty below’
at Tlie Corner: 28 below at the l<eag
■nd 12 below at Warren. By noon it
was way m> to seven albove, at the Cornir; at six tlie mercury had slipped to
four above, and at 10, on my piazza, it
stood at one above. West, light and
clear all day. This day in 1922 It was
10 below, in the morning, and only olio
above at noon. Not so very hot that
day, ell?
• • • •
Headlines from a Bcantown Newspaper
With inter.-iperslngs
"Wants Clean Sidewalks-”—I'd like
even to see our sidewalks clean or dirty
—and probably will, by July 4th.
* Shop Girls Readers of Good Books.”
—I have heard of some Rockland people
who haven't yet been inside the Publlo
Library. Miss Bartlett and her assistnnts will be glad to show you around.
Now with the “open shelves” it is easy
to realize Hint there arc many good
l ooks waiting for you there. Go in—
it's yours, anyway.
"Jazz Records but No Food."—There
ire those who like to have I’aul Whiteman play two or three times before
breakfast. "Positively, Mr. Gallagher,"
—but food before music for mull.
"Whiskey Used in City Autos."—I
know a mun who has a recipe for a
cough mixture, but be hasn’t made any
leeently, because he cannot get the
whiskey.
"Seeks Missing Half- Million.”—Who
wouldn't?
"Father of 27 Saves $7,500."—Quick,
let us have the budget. I want to help
a lew fathers, with fitly one or two. to
get started. If I get tlie plan, space
will be given in this column.

WHAT DOES WOMAN’S INTUITION WHISPER?
It must be woman's intuition that whispers the
coquettish tilt of her hat; stands at her elbow
when she selects the shade of fabric that best
compliments her coloring.
But no “sixth sense" need prompt her in idealiz
ing those lovely lines of hers. Good judgment will
tell her to be ntte<
fitted’ with a Modart Corset.
There arc nearly a million women who wear just
one kind of corset —the Modart —and not one
will give you the usual woman’s answer, “because,"
if questioned about the matter of corsetry.

They have very definite reasons for wearing the
Modart, for it does just what a corset should do

and does nothing it shouldn't. That's the skill of
Modart design. The Modart wearer has none of
that corseted look or feeling.

Every type of figure will find a Modart — just the
proper Modart—to bring out the ideal lines. And it
fits splendidly—just smooth and perfect curves that
follow the figure and the fashion as well.
Women might choose the Modart because it is so
dainty and feminine and perfectly tailored. Bur
they go on wearing the Modart because it gives
so much better lines and so much more comfort
than they ever believed a corset could. That is
because there is no other corset like the Modart.

golfing greens, y ou are sure to find
Modart Corsets worn. Furnishing the
background of quiet good taste in the
character of delicate frocks or gor
geous gouns, there always is Modart
— the choice iffastidious women

Your travels may take you from New
York to Palm Beach, from Bar Harbor
to the Golden Gate. Wherever you go
among the gay throngs on the prome
nade, women more sedate in limou
sines, or colorful figures about the

• « • *

TOpDXRT

ORSETS ‘S

Sunday, Feb. 18.
Easy, now—12 below at 7.00 a. m.;
eight above nt noon, four above at 6.9il
p in., light northerly winds all day, sky
hazy or cloudy. It was Just zero a year
ago this morning.

* « * «

the cutter and barge were at anchor
several miles from their destination.
• • • •
The Weather Bureau offers no imme
diate relief from the, cold wave.
• • • •
When the steamer Gov. Bodwell left
Tillson wharf at 8 o'clock this morning
she had a big day’s work cut out for
her. being heavily laden wiph supplies
for Vinalhaven and Stonington and
carrying mails for Swan’s Island, which
will probably lie landed on the ice some
instance from the dock.

♦ • • •

Ilia1 tlie Ossipee, wliidh is not a real
ice breaking vessel, cannot handle Ihe
situation along the Maine Coast during
a severe winter and 1 am going to try
to get the Budget Director next fall Io
recommend an appropriation for a real
ice breaker."

BASKETBALL BATTLES

Rockland High Outplays Deer
ing High — Girls Want
Home Game Next Friday.

Tile lighthouse tenders Hibiscus and
Zizania do lied at Tillson wharf last
huiper Vasketball was seen in Spear
night, but were away bright und early
on tin ir duties, which ■ onuist princi hall lust night, when Hit! Kti kltiid
pally of resetting buoys which have High ’buys met ;m«J vatiti'ibhtRl lh«’ t':t
moils team from Peering High, Port
I een tarried away by tie ice.
land
A liner exhibition has seldom
• • « «
The difficulty experienced in getting if ever been pul up by a krai Irani and
the Ossipee's services during an emer not a person witne. sed Hie game who
gency like that of the present winter was not heartily glad to have been
led William S. White, president of the present.
Deering came in all conlidenee,
Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat Co.,
to take the matter up willh Senator backed by a mighty reputation, and
Hale in Washington. The latter appre even Ihe local boys were a bit dubious
ciates the difficulty in trying to handle when they witnessed Un* marvelous
the situation, and sees the need of a practice s'hooting of (he Portland ag
leal ice breaker. To this end he will gregation. Their spirits didn’t droop
seek to have an appropriation. His re any the less when Berry shot six beau
ply to Mr. White, under date of Feb. tiful goals from the foul line one after
tin ether.
19, follows:
With the score S to 3 in Deering’s fa
“I have your letter of February 16th
and note what you say about the Coast vor at the end of the first quarter Rock
Guard Cutter 'Ossipee.' 1 have been land came back with such marvelous
deluged with requests for help from the power that the end of the first half
Ossipee during the last few weeks and found a. 15-8 score, with Rockland on
the Coast Guard people are 1 am sure the long end. The defensive playing
doing everything in their power to han of Otho Record in the second and third
dle the situation. On February 17 I re periods was nothing short of superb.
ceived a letter from the Commander of Time after time he seemed to do the
the Eastern Division of the Coast impossible, and Deering’s defeat is
Guard at Boston, dated February 16th, largely due to him. Reed had a great
telling me that the Ossipee would have r.iglit and found the basket with ease.
the channel into Stonington clear by Richard Snow played a heady and con
the night of the 16th s" I am hoping sistent game at guard. Both C. Record
that this matter lias been taken care and Flanagan were good, though they
of. It is becoming very clear to me had much hard luck in shooting.
Berry at center was the Deering star,
and in the first period gave a great ex
hibition, though rather weak after
ward. fcScavey really was more effective
though not spectacular.
Universal
commendation was heard of Wotton’s
line work as referee. The score:
Rockland High (36)
Goals Fouls Pts.
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY
6
C. Record if
Explain, without Oblipatmf me. how I can qualify for
the position, or tn the subject, Wore which 1 mark K.
15
Reed If........
ELECTRICAL EWOIXEER □ SAl
SALESMANSHIP
II
Flanagan c .
ADVERTISING
AD
Electric Llrhtlac
Rye.
Window
Wi«
Trimmer
O. Record rg
Electric
■ wr
Wiring
•
Show Card Writer
Telegraph Engineer
Snow Ig ....
Sign Paioter
Telephone Work

i. This is the
WORLD'S
GREATEST COUPON

B

Railroad Trainmen
I RICHAPICAL RNOISKER
ILLUSTRATING
■cehaaleal Dreltcaaa
Cartooning
lechtM ftbep Practice
Rt'SISESS MA5A6EM T
'oolmaker
Private Secretary
Engine Operating
BOOKKEEPER
JIVIL ENGINEER
Staaograph^r Typlat
, arrcyi»< and Mapping
Ctrl. Pnbllc Acrannteat
PUB mREMAW er EWPTt
TKOFIO MANAOKR
STATIONAUV KWIWEER
Railway Accountant
Marine Engineer
Commercial Law
Ship Draftsmen
GOOD ENGLISH
ARCHITECT
Teacher
Contractor and Rotldcr
Common School Snhjcctc
Arcbltaetpral HraNnw
Mathematics
Concrete Builder
C.IVII. SERVICE
Structural Engineer
Rell*-ey Mall Clerk
ARWHEATIJI®
AUTO OPERATING
J Sheet Metal Worker
Auto R*pelr,x|n8p»«,h
jTcitlt* Ovcrcccr er Sopt.
(lAUKICVL'RE In French
1 CHEMIST
□ Paal’y Rale'glO Itallaa
□ Navigation

A

Name.
Present
Occupation.

Street
and No--------

City-

K. L. PERCIVAL
BOX 42.

BATH, MAINE
24-S-21

16
Deering High (26)
Irfimb rf...................... o
o
Worth If...................... I
o
Berry c......................... h Bailey rg.............. I
Siavey lg.................... 3
<>
M. Bailey rf ...
0
Cuptil rg............

36

PICK OF THE PICTURES

x^xaa

Telephone 409
Matinee 2 P. M. Bal. 10c. Floor 17c
Evening 6.45, 8.30. Bal. 17c. Floor 22c
Special Features and Prices
Thursday and Friday
TODAY—SATURDAY
OH BOY! He's Here Again!

TOM MIX
"IN ARABIA”
SUNSHINE
JAUNTS 4
COMEDY_________ JOURNEYS

MONDAY

Dorothy Dalton
In a Powerful Story of Bright
Lights and Oriental Shadows

"DARK SECRETS"
A Paramount Picture
DAN MASON
NEWS i
COMEDY
VIEWS

TUESDAY

Tom Moore and
Edith Roberts in
“PAWNED”
.NEWS

EMPIRE Theatre
Telephone 60
Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 6:15, 8:30

TODAY—SATURDAY

FRANK MAYO
—IN—

“ALTAR STAIRS”
Companion Feature

“SISTERS”
COMEDY

TARZAN

COMING NEXT THURSDAY
D. W. Griffith’s

“Dream Street”
DON'T MISS IT!

0
8

10

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

It
HI
’1'iiiic four IO-'iiiniiti' periods.

« • • •

Successor to A. F. Burton

The girls had iio game last night but
art very anxious to get a home game
li.r next Friday as that is the last' game
before it. H. S. n.eets Portland llig-ii.

GRANITE AND MARBLE

A limited quantMy of winter gar
ments are being sold at reduced prices
nt tile navis Garment Store, corner of
Main and Elm streets, Rockland. Some

exceptional bargains in coats.

S3-tf

« « • •

Moro Truth Than Poetry
What I* Your Cold?

A rold is not J euld Ui mi —
lt'.s Nature’s way to tell
Thai I’ve been (iiniitg recently.
No: wisely, bu: too well.

A stiuffly nose lias come Io mean

That I’lp enjoy oil erstwhile
brooded pork rliops, nested dorp
In swret spuds, southern style.

St,mo

1

In a fast stepping, rapid action pic
ture of love and adventure.

COMEDY;

Cone Gone, But Formulas Are With
Us Yet
Hire's one for the poultry keepers’
success: Cross good laying stock with
green parrots and teach the purrot-'.irn
the formula: I am laying better. In
• very way, every day.—Louisville
Courier-Journal.
• • • •
Monday, Feb. 19.
West, light mid clear all day. Zero
at about seven in t'lie morning: 18
above at noon and the same at six and
10 p. in. A year ago this morning It
was 34 above und we had some snow
that day.

CEMETERY WORK
Main Street
THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

And wltro I puff germ-kitten coughs
At "I,” trains full of boobs,
I know h's lobster, broiled slive,
That fouls tny bronefiial tubes
Or rice, perrlt.ttice, a wondrous steak
With I'tiptns orbit and br-in
Has made my liter make of nte
A menace Io the low n;
Or. h miglil It....... bunk of cheese,
Or mince pie. hot and sweet.
Ho. a cold Is not a cold lo me
n's Just too mueli to eat.
American Imirtial of Clinical Medicine.

• • • •
Tuesday, Feb. 20.
Four below til The Corner, at ulxiut
6.30; 23 ubuve at noon and tile same at
six and 10 p. ni. Early in tlie day tlie
wind northwest, sky clear; later still
northwest but hazy. In tlie afternoon
-ky clouded and about southwest. Dur
ing the evening wind light southeast,
.-.Imost culm. At bedtimo I .noticed a
thin film of fine snow on the front steps.
• • • •
Justin und I had a good trip across
tlie harbor ice to tlie breakwater light
station. We carried a long pole and It
is surprising what a lot of confidence
'hat little stick gave us. Going out wo
walked a little northerly of an imagin
ary line drawn from Tillson wharf to
the light station, but on the way back
we came south of this same line, twice
crossing the "Itodwell’s" track, made
11 the late afternoon of Monday The
cakes, eight or nine inches thick, were
frozen together by dear iee which
■•ou'd havi' undoubtedly held us, but
we preferred to play safe und place our
overshoes and rubbers on the cakes.
Somewhere near the center of the har
bor we found an excellent skating surtaee about twice as large as the sur
face we used to skate upon at Oakland
Park, l>ut the most of the iee was rough
and a great deal of it was covered with
snow. The keeper at the light went to
a lot of trouble getting a ladder down
to us so tliat we could make a visit tu
his well-kept station.

• • « »

Wednesday, Feb. 21.
Nine a. m., 16 above, north, light and
clear. Noon. 23 above, northwest, light
anil clear. Five p. in.. 24 above, north
west. light and cleur. A yeur ago this
morning it was 21 above.
• • • *
1930, tliis day, schooner Hubert Bean
I; unvlied at Camden.
* • * a
Thursday, Feb. 22.
Cold spell continues. Zero at 6.15:
23 at noon. 17 at 6 p. in. Early it was
west, light, partly cloudy but at 10 tu
the forenoon I noticed that what air
theie was seemed to come from the
northeast. At six at night it was calm
and partly cloudy. Father’s diary has
the following short notes: 1916. North
Haven cloaed hy ice: 1917. piles of
snow; 1918, light snowstorm, harbor
IT'
over n^afn,
.__
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IN THE MUSICAL WORLD

WAR OF 1861-‘65

STAYS WELL BY

3OE

Pierre Cartier’s

|

Some Random Recollections
Gossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music
From the Diary of a Knox
Lovers In These Corners of Maine.
County Soldier Boy.

Every-Other Day

1923.

SIMPLE METHOD

About May 20. 1803. our regiment
Mine. Enirna Earnes, famous Anieri-j home, resting and preparing for tin Aith others moved up from Baton Portland Man Values Health And
can opera singer, formerly of the Mv-!•
season.
Mr. kimini. judging
,,4
I from reviews, isn’t going to be known Rouge to Port Hudson and prepared
Keeps Fit By Taking Tanlac
tropolitan
Opera,
made
her
first
public
.
.
,
, . 1
n- fine
r
for a siege. Port Hudson was on the
1
'
as Rosa Raisas husband.
His
p pea rance in New Turk in several | j>nrjt<>no voice and manly appearance river 21 miles above Baton Rouge. The
Frequently.
years when she spoke Feb. 5 before the I are winning laurels whereever he sings •ebs had been two years fortifying it.
women’s section of the National Civic I
A high bluff on the banks and com
Federation at the Cosmopolitan Club.
Marguerite Sylva, mezzo-soprano.
,
. . i,
whose singing of the role of Carmen manding the river. Farragut was in
Mme. Fames. whose home is in Bath
,
•
...
J has brought her recognition in many he river below with about 20 war ves
“Tanlac is good first, last and all the
and who in private life is the wife ot i j,arts of t.he country, has been equally sels trying to get by the batteries and •
time.” is the characteristic statement
Emilio de Gogorza, baritone, one of the SUC(.essfuil in her presentation of her
had so far failed. May 26 a call was '
most popular and successful conceit
home’’ musicales which she has nade for volunteers for a •’forlorn made recently by Frank W. Skillin, 189
singers, took as her subject “Opera and ; inll,)(lu(.t.(| in Now York and other citlope” to storm the works. At dress I New St., Portland, Me.
Song.” She spoke extemporaneous.^ •
She iiys just returne(j from a
parade the call was read, and all vol- |
and made a highly intei-esting and i»-, shcrt tolir
tbe Middle West where
inteers asked to step three paces to;
“I am a very different person today
•structive address.
j her interesting talks proved a decided he front. 1 instantly did so and found .
* * * *
i asset to her vocal accomplishments. i.vself standing by the sde of Simon , to w-hat I waa four years ago. fur then
On the program for the last of the , Among her recent successful recitals V Fish,a Hope boy. who-had preceded : [ c0.jjq hard’y o".t or sleep, or much
1U It more Friday morning musicales js noticed her appearance before the r.e by half a minute In later years he I
,
,
stomach
<New York City) of this season the • Rubinstein Club in New York, at the vas a well-known citizen of Rockland .
name of Louis Graveure. baritone, ia | Waldorf-Astoria on Feb. 13. Mme
Fiom these volunteers 1.000 men | was so disordered and painful that it
noted. Those who had the good for-i Sylvia belives that the purpose of a , ere selected, just a full regiment.
I had awful spells of
tune to hear Mr. Graveure when he1 recital is to give pleasure, and it has Many regiments were represented in | ' a 1
sang in Rockland through the efforts : been her experience that the audience ibis forlorn hope
We were marched nausea, and at times was so nervous
of William Rogers Chapman well re- receives the greatest amount of enjoy- cm by ourselves into the woods, as
meinber the finely-groomed man with ment when the artist explains the num- ear theenemy wc.rksas possible and still sleep was out of the question. Rheu
and
the gorgeous voice.
ber she sings. Those who were fortu be screened by trees. Early next day matism in my shoulder’s and arms was
Build up a reserve power to
nate to hear Mme. Sylvia at the Maine we were told what we were to do. One- ,
fierce, and constipation,
From W. J. Henderson’s criticism in Festival last October well remember lalf of our number must carry a bundk ( somel ,n»
withstand cold and exposure.
the New York Herald of Galli-Curci’s her vivid personality and her beautlfu" i fascines (small hoop poles) and run j headaches and dizziness made me all
Those in a run down condition
appearance in Lucia di Eiminermoor at voice, so particularly and peculiarly «head and fill them into a big ditch in the more miserable.
are most susceptible to colds and
aont of the works to form a sort of
the Metropolitan Opera House on Feb. adapted to the music of Carmen.
u'idge. None cared to do this, as all
• « • «I
19:
“Mme. Galli-Curci was in good
‘ I took the full treatment, six bottles
sickness.
voice and sang all the music of Lucia
Many have been following the suc rclerred to ga ahead and fight, but of Tanlac. the first time, and it in
Pleasant to take and harmless.
,ve
were
formed
into
a
double
line
and
with her accustomed fluency and her cess of Sigrid Onegin the Swedish con
*
FOR SALE BY
general air of contentment. To violent tralto since her first appearance in this »00 counted off from one end. It feli creased my weight fifteen pounds and
•emotions she is inimical. However, country, and will, therefore, be inter io me tg carry a bundle.
Rockland
W» were ordered to leave everything fixed me up just fine. I take a course C. W. SHELDON,
there is no need of them in Donizetti’s ested in extracts from notices of one
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom'tn
opera. The heroine goes mad in a very of her recent concerts: “It was ,ai(1 'il l eia-vaiUcvns «.f water. When aboui u)>out every sjx monlhs no„. and stay BOYNTON'S PHARMACY Camden
we bundle carriers were told I
....
decorous manner.”
of this singer at the time of her debut I (iI atstart
And at all other Good Drug Stores
all who wished to do so could , strong and well. Tanlac can’t be beat,
♦ ♦ * *
here with the Philadelphia Orchestra
16-l-May 3
Pavlowa and her Ballet Russe haVe that hers was one of the most signifi s.ruy their rifles lo their backs. Every i
Tanlac Is for sale by alt good drugjust left Bombay for Egypt, where she cant voices sent us by Europe in the man quickly dit so. Wc filed out ot i
will fulfill an extensive engagement at Last two decades. Frequent rehearing he_woods and formed in double lines! gists. Over 33-million bottles sold.
______________
the Kurshall Theatre in Cario. Mine. of Mine. Onegin confirms this state racing the enemy, bundle carriers in j
aute^ puejipoy
I “ ~~
Pavlowa plans to return to her Lon ment, and it is difficult to review her front
’
Double
quickl
March!
”
I
Grant
four
days
earlier.
Gen.
Banks
•oav ioq|e£ 5
don home early in April and after a recital of last Saturday (Feb 10) with
» s » *
1 had command of the land forces at Port
short rest will begin preparations for out falling into fulsome superlatives
The inslant wc left the woods the : Hudson. One month later we came
her forthcoming American tour in Oc The voice impresses one as of heavenly
S3NOf ’□
tober. While in Japan the dancer re beauty and faultless in production and ■eb<l sharpshooters got our rar.ge and up the river, oa our way home,
rur
officers
and
men
began
to
fall.
Th.
|
Looking
over
these
pages
before
ceived special instructions from a no its scale cf an evenness that is extra
ted master in the national dances of ordinary.—Hugo Wolf’s Feurrieter wa* ground we wegp running over had been i rending them to the printer, they seem
that country for an elaborate Japanese sung with dramatic intensity sufficient in oak forest. The trees had been ; to lark the fire that was in those far
•lied toward us. the limbs lopped off, off happenings. One comrade said to
ballet. She will also procure material to make, in t.he words of Mrs.
me. “You left out a lot that I Pould
for another ballet while in Egypt.
Barliry A’.eshine, ‘an oyster walk leaving a stub six inches to six feet have told you.” I said. “I am aware of
ng. sharp as a chisel. To get over,
'Buitssjoui
up
your
back.
’
—
Schumann
’
s
Pruh* » • *
ender or around these obstructions was that, but time and space forbade put
sue Xeqj. -peoj
was divinely sung, and,
, ..
ting
in
all
the
particulars
which
one
From Mephi&to’s Musings in Musical lingsnacht
Mozart’s Hnllelujaih would almost1 difficult jab for a man with the sixcould
do
if
telling
the
story
in
a
crowd.
”
America: “Dining the other night
s
m»
u0 .Aiqqea
'foot bundle. Our line was thinning fast
with Senator Copeland. Murray Hul draw one from one’s seat.—The audi ind thrown into confusion. The most I Those battles were just as fierce ami
><
3g
r..
»qt joi qateM
bert and some ladies, the Senator ence went home grateful for some of of our officers were killed or wounded , bloody and fatal as many where laigci
told us a story of old times in Maine. the purest singing that has ever been md fully half our men. Ten minute- run tiers were engaged. Later I may J
Tiie young people wanted to have a vouchsafed to human ears. Among more of this and we would all be rtowi i elate some interesting happenings out
do of the lighting lines.
dance, and as they had no piano and her encores it was noted she sang the and cut. Just then word came dowr
F. S. I’hiHiriek.
phonographs were unknown, his grand Brindisi from Lucrezia Borgia and lie line:
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
"Lie down and act as sharpshooters." |
mother, then a young woman, was those who may not have the op
The Famous Sheet Music you teo adver
asked to sing, so the young people portunity and pleasure of hearing Mme
Every man dropped in his tracks and j
SKOWHEGAN’S EARLY NAME
tised in all the leading magazine*. Over
could dance to her song. The deacons Onegin might be interested to hear began firing. Some were fortunate in
2200 selections—send for catalogue.
the Brunswick Yecord of this number finding a stump or log as a shield, liui
of the church of which she wai a mem
It is well worth the time, for it ^hows
Was "Bloomfield" and Not "Milburn,’
MAINE MUSIC COn Rockland, Ma.
1 found only a few little bushes a foot i
ber heard of this and called her to ac
her gorgeous voice to advantage. One and a half high to stop the bullets. 1 i
According to This Authority
count. She stated that she had simply
critic proclaims her voice as the most was "all in” from running a quarter,
WHERE MOSES HAWES LIVED
hummed, to let the children have a lit
beautiful voice before the public today mile at top speed, in the heat at 100 Editor of The'Courier-Gazette: —
tle happiness, on which she was
degrees in the shade.
’
In your issue of Feb. 12 in an article ; Three of the Name Sometimes Confuses
promptly expelled from the church.
Fernando Guarneri, young Italian
Local Union History
In the confusion I had lost Comrade on the approaching centennials of four |
This gives you an idea of Maine at that
Jime. Since then, however, thanks to Kiri tone, who api>eared with marked Fish, so as I began firing I crawled Maine towns, the ancient name of|
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
the good work of visiting artists and success at the Maine Festivals last I from place to place, calling his name
particularly of William Rogers Chap year, has been •re-engaged for this| ;,,udly. At length 1 heard him answer Skowhegan was given as “Milburn." I i In my article “Early Schools In
man. who inaugurated the Maim Fes year's festival's. Although Mr. Guar-I tnQ kept creeping toward him. finding have in my possession a letter received ! Union.” publtshcd in your issue of Feb
tivals, Maine is on the map as one of nerl has 1/een in America only two I jead men all along my path. If they many years Aff» from my aunt. Mrs. 17. I discovered, when too late to cor
the most musical states in the Union.” years, he now speaks and sings the had water left in their canteens I took Haniet Newell Sawyer Kingsbury, in
rect the error, that I failed to locate
English language practically without It. I found Fish behind a big stump.
» ♦ • •
accent. The many who enjoyed Mr J loading and firing as fast as he could.’ ’■ hivh she jjtve-s Bloomfield as the
London, Feb. 10.—Two acts of Aida Guarneri’s beautiful singing at the He had already spoiled two or three orign al namt* of Skowhegan. I was on the right farm th ■ Moses Hawes
and two acts of Boheme, with Dame Festivals and also at his concert ap-11 ifies which he got from the dead • piep.aring a record of my ancestors and lefened to. ’’’he Moses Hawes farm
Nellie Melba appearing the second time pearance in Rockland will rejoice at
i bad established my mother’s side o< where the firs; s hoolhouse was built
'round him.
this season as Mimi, brought to a close the announcement that he is to be
We had now been on the firing line tl e family as far back as 1732, but have , v as the William Hawes place, later
the six weeks season of the British heard again.
nearly three hours and could not ad >ince run the family line back to 1683.1 ,wrtd by his son Herbert and now the
National Opera Company at Covent
# » » •
vance or retreat. Fish and I agreed we As my aunt’s*letter contains a number | j poverty of George Hawes. The rec
Garden. The occasion was one of wild
A new book of special interest and were doing no good there, so concluded <4 interesting genealogical data 1 copy I ord^’of Union contain allusions to three
enthusiam, centering largely in Mine. value to Maine people is “Music and
I separate men bearing the name of
get
to
the
rear.
I
was that part of it as follows:
Melba. who was cheered to the echo Musicians of Maine” by Georg* • Thorn“My father’s i.ame was Nathaniel j Moses Hawes, nnki? g it easy to fall
try the first run for a log 100 feet to
by a capacity audience which remained ten lidwards. It is beautifully illus | ihe rear, and went flying, landing Sawyer: my mother's name was Betsey : into error. It was -this paragraph in
long after the final curtain. The sin trated with portraits of some of mong a dozen dead and wounded. At Davidson.
Grandmother Davidson’s j Nibley’s History that showed me my
ger was surrounded by flowers and re Maine’s world-famous musicians. Old least 50 sharpshooters tried to get me. maiden name was Jerusha Cook, of I n istake:
ceived from the members of the com time Rockland friends of Prof. F. R Fish followed in live minutes, with the j Irish descent, connected with the Cooks i “Fi rty yoke ol oxen 'hauled a one
ft Norridgewock. Maine. Grandfather [ and a half story dwelling house from
pany a gift in recognition of her gen Sweetser will be Interested in the | same result. Then the cry came:
erosity, having donated her services notice given to him
“Cease firing—a flag of truce is com Davidson came to this country with I Col. Hawes’ land over the ice on April
ihe English in the time of the Revolu- 4. 1X44.” And this also: “During one
without charge for the two performan
“Sweetser, Frederick R.. teacher, or ing.” /
ces. She is one of the most enthusias ganist. accompanist; b. Searsport. Me..
A flag went from our side to meet tionary War. He was of Scotch de-1 winter some Indian fajnilies were entic supporters of the national opera May 1. 1853; s. Jeremiah and Susan L them. Then we stood, picked up all scent. and found his wife somewhere 1 camped near the head of Seven Tree
company plan and has pledged herself; (French) Sweetser: unmarried, studied we could of the wounded and went to in the then wilderness of the Kennebec | pond, and during another winter there
to sing again with the company in the j at Boston Conservatory; one winter I the rear. The fighting for that day was River. My father was ‘born in Fitch- j were several near the brook between
spring, provided it returns here for a! each in Rotterdam and London: and | clone, and not a thing accomplished— burg. Mas.?., and came to Bloomfield. .. ?sse Robbins’ and Moses Hawes’.’
^now ®^ow^ie^an^'w^en a sma^ I ’
ma^e
plain to me that Moses
season in May.
The tribute to the under F. W. Van Gelder. Julius Eich-1 three-fourths of our officers and half i
I boy. His parents were Joseph Sawyer Hawes was not on the Whitney Hawes
singer was one of the most extraordi berg. Hugo Leonard, and James Tracy; •ur men killed for novhirg.
j and Mary Steward Sawyer, who moved 1 faim, where 1 had placed'him.
nary manifestations ever witnessed organist at St. James’ Episcopal Ch.
from Fitchburg to Maine in the earl>
Lilian A. Cole.
here.
New London, Conn., for twenty years:
Th it night I stayed with the wounded days of its settlement, and in their life- I Union, Feb. 22.
accompanist for Orpheus Club: ae-1
• * * *
in a temporary hospital in a pine grove, time raised a family of 11 children. My !
____
Following tlie close of the Chicago comp, many veal's for Boston and New
where the surgeons began their bloody father was an enlisted soldier in the
Civic Opera Association’s tour. Gia York artists; organist two years ia|
vork. 1 was < arr.ving drii.k to the War of 1812. but saw no active service.
SUNSE7
como Rimini, baritone, will appear Rockland. Me., head of musical dept.
wounded. First it was just plain rivei In .process of time he married Betsey
with his wife, Rosa Raisa, dramatic at Boxwood School. Old Lyme, Conn..
water from a barrel. Soon sugar, lem Davids m. They lived in Skowhegan
Mis
Christine Lufkin entertained
soprano, in concert on the Pacific for fifteen years; author, “Sketch of|
ons, ice, and even wine were added. ,Lnd there 1 was born to them. 81 years | several fra uds at a Valentine party on
Coast. The couple will sail for Europe Life of Annie lx>uise Cary;” member
Cotton bales split in two made very ago the 1-ltU day of last February. J Wednesday evening, Feb. 14.
in the latter part of May. and will oratoHo Society and Mozart Club comfortable beds for the wounded. The
spend the summer at their Italian New London. Address, Searsport. Me.” vounded ceased calling for drink, then They had seven children, of whom but j This community .was saddened to
three still live, one, John Kimball Saw- - hear of the death of Col. Lieut. Frank
I got (dose up to the operating table yer, having fallen in the War of the ’ B. Cummings of Portland and much
and watched the surgeon and his hclp- Rebellion. [Signed! Mrs. Harriet New- ! symiwthy is felt for his devoted father
rs work.
ell Sawyer Kingsbury, Atkinson, Me . | and family.
On June 12 came another call for March 21. 1898.”
1 Win. Joyce and family of North Deer
There
be
volunteers for a second storming party,
Mrs. P. C. Morrill. • Isle spent Sunday with Mrs. Elmer
but as none volunteered, a draft was
Rockport, Feb. 21.
Eaton.
made, which got me and William H.
!”
Maxey, now commander of Edwin Lib- ■
is the way a writer in a recent advertising contest ex
by Post, G. A. R.. was also included.
We were taken close up to the works.!
presses it, in speaking of
h ployed in a long line in some brush- I
wood and told to watch the enemy, bu: !
keep under cover and not let them
know we were there. Two days of this.
then on the morning of June 14 we i
were recalled to the rear where was |
in open barrel of whisky, told to help
ourselves and then we would givf the
Johnnies a little surprise parly.
It was 2 a. m. and very dark when
wc started, keeping as still as possible.
We were the ones who got the surprise,
for the rebels heard us coming and
4922
opened fire, killing and wounding a
few. Our fjrce was too small to give
battle, so 'we got orders to act as sharp
shooters from cover. We waited fur
light, while the robs were picking us off
whenever a man showed up. We got
tired of this>nd after tiring away all
our ammunition went to the rear by
ROCKLAND, MAINE
piecemeal. About 10 a. in. I started
alone, not a man in sight.
About a quarter mile back I walked
By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
plump into a bunch of officers, well
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
hidden from the rebs. They asked
HE crispness and flavor of Grape-Nuts
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
where I was going. I told them, to the
help to make this delicious cereal food most
iear to get something to cat. An offi
when the future days of need shall arrive.
cer, pointing fo a well-filled haver
nourishing.
sack said, “Tlie^c Is plenty—help your
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.
From the very first taste of Grape-Nuts the
self. take some lor your comrades and
digestive processes start converting the. rich
go back to the front.” They were soda
crackers, not th? common hardtack. I
nutritive and mineral elements of this wheat-andthen again started for the front, got
barley food into body-building material.
turned around and in less than an hour
Grape-Nuts, with good milk, is a complete
? und myself at the rear, where I found
about all the boys who had not been
food, affording that real enjoyment so necessary
billed or wounded. Later I learned that
to good digestion and perfect assimilation.
tl e bunch of officers I had encountered
Most economical, too, because a moderate
was Gen. Augur and his staff. So I had
quantity of Grape-Nuts provides an unusual
the hondr of dicing with the general
I y special invitation.
amount of nourishment.
When that day’s Work was summed
EAST UNION, MAINE
up it proved a fiol move like the pre
Sold by Grocers Everywhere!
Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarries
ceding one, but not so costly in lives,
We are equipped with the most modern machinery and can
because fewer men were involved. We
finish a monument, to please our customers, from Barre, Quincy, or
THE BODY BUILDER
were not called upon to do more open
any of the leading Granites.
lighting and eventually starved the
rebels into surrender, which occurred
We sell the Vermont Marble Company’s high grade marble
“
s
Jlijy 8. The Mississippi river was then
memorials in both the polished work and M. & M. finish.
oj ened to navigation. Vicksburg. 160
Made hv Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.
miles above, having surrendered to

Medicine

For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL D1SABIUTY

Jamson ~Jfubbard
Hats and Caps
Jlre everything a good hat should
be in style and Workmanship
BURPEE & LAMB

SOLD BY

SOLE AGENTS

Cod Liver Oil, Rum
I -<
Honey

'At the Sfgn of
National Banl

•i.Nor
r'h

SMALL ACCOUNTS

k

’V

to open commercial accounts, because they
deem a small account may not be acceptable
to the Bank.

!l

The success of this Bank, and the growth
of its customers' accounts, we believe to be
largely based upon the care and attentio’n
wc have given to small accounts started here.

We invite you to open a Checking Account
at this Bank.

LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
MA.N STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

Tu-S

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

SHEET MUSIC 15c

“

Seems to

Nothing

Better to Buy

CANNED GOODS, COFFEE and TEA

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

To do most good
a food must taste good

T

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Monumental

Works

Grape-Nuts
There’

a Reason^

xPencil No. 174

EAGLE “MIKAD0”>

For Sale

at your Dealer

Made in fire grades

ASK FOR THE YELLOW PENCIL WITH THE RED BAND

EAGLE MIKADO

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK
i to dis-harge. to return here to load
lime.—Michael Burna, foreman of tho
.
, | Northend trolley line is out for a few
Latest Gossip From the Bui- weeks on account of sickness. William
i .•
/->
•
i •
i
Gahanagan is in charge during his aibletin Concerning Llinc In- sence.—Kiln repairs at Rockport have
completed. The O. P. kiln has
dustry—Warning To Em been
been relined. No. x pet repaired, and a
cement runway put in for all the pets.
ployes.
—Si booners Hally P. Xoyew with 1450
GREGORY.—Itepiirs have Rnished tons gas coal and the Dorris Hamlin
\ ill, 1G5S tons steam coal, arrived off the
on 4 kiln.—January was no accident Breakwater .Monday and are wait'ng
month.—Seh ted and bulk is the schcdclearance before discharging.—
ule.—George Page, jpliber. is tlllirg in* Harry haycock of Somerville. Mass., tn
„ :he trolley line.-Bert Coilamorc is' ^Pert mason. Is at hydrate mill No, 2
1 aek again in the trimming crew.—Re ’experimenting." If anybody knows
,nd x beg,.,. Tuesday,
h,‘ is,A’ lhey k'”T
pairs <?n kilns.............
____
'
. I more than the Bulletin^does about .it.
by a Sawyer crew. A cement ri/nway
will be pot in back of kiln 3. which will . He and Chemist Randall with an outfit
complete the cement runway job at ol scales and measures arc two busy
back of kilns.—Some big re ords for men mixing sand and hydrate and fig| rring results.—Several weeks ago the
the pets are being made in kiln pro
• Bulletin stated that the schooner Morduction. No. 11 with 1002 barrels broke jris
«& Cliff had sailed for Roc kport after
a previous high record of 943H and
; receiving temporary repairs at the
astonished everybody who knows any | Snow yard. That would have been true
thing about old 11. No. 6 was high
hut for the breaking of a wheel on the
line with 1255. breaking a record. No.
3 had 1096^; No. 2. 1045; No. 5, 996ty: cradle. By the time repairs had been
No. 1. 957’i. No. 10. 887; No. 9. 870; tnfcde to wheel everything had frozen
No. 8, 826%. Ixist week weather con up. so the schooner is still on the cradle
with a load of staves for Rockport.
ditions caused plugging of kilns three
General Manager Wood has issued
days. No. 6 with a Gregory crew had
three big days. 214,‘207, 214. and if a tie following notice to employes:
“Notices have recently been posted
full week had been had would have
, nd cards distributed to all employes
gone ahead c»f the 1255 of the week be
stating general safety rules .of the comfore; with two days and 12 ibatohcs out I
pa: y. These rules must’ he strictly
the week’s record was 929.
| ( (implied with and their wilful neglect
L*. R. R. R.—Engine 5 is fn the ma
’on the part of any employee will' be
chine shop for a few repairs and the
considered caus<* for immediate dlsr< tubing of boiler. “Jim” Derby and
l<haigr.
“Gene” Frost from the Snow yard are
‘ The company has gone to great exdoing the retubing.—The ’Irish-Amer
I ense in th(‘ establishment of dispensaican soap manufactured 'by W. Reed
■ lies and first aid equipment and tthe
and G. Brackett of the night crew, is
mployment of special representative}?
receiving high praise from those who’
..
;
... . ,
..
for the purpose of preventing accidents
arc permitted to us> it.—Herm. Tib- and, ,bettering ......._______________
.,..n
working conditions, and
Letts with his ucw Johnson Scotch cap
employes who are not willing to co
with double car-flappers and his sec
operate in compliance with the safety
tion crew of 14 men. is a very busy per
Yu’cs are not wanted in the company’s
son, looking after track ice and widen
employ.
ing out trackway. He has a cut at
During the last four months there
Rankin street where the drift is 12 feet j.
..
e , - ..
.
; have 4>ee:i live cases of Jnfection (first
' r>k>Ki*r ».«
.............................stages of bloodpoisoning) which cohtd
POINT.— I' p mm work on kilns 3. 4 .
.
1 , , , .
_ .
...
.
'have Iwcn prevented had the employes
mid a us
being. done by the Daunais
> , t repeated
, , their
..
...
s.
..immediately
injury and
(row.—A Point crew operating No. 6 ■
»
received medical attention.
Safety
kiln at the Gregory pets, went away
Buie No. 4 requires any employee to
beyond any previous record made by
report immediately to his foreman no
this kiln by a production of 1255 bar
matter how slight the injury, and neg
rels—George Burding. a former trim
lect to comply with this rule will be
mer. now at Sailors Snug Harbor,
considered by the management of the
writes from that place that he is in the
company sufficient cause for dismissal.”
Lest of health and enjoying all tthe
comforts of life.—Operation of cooper
Roots
Barks
shop suspended two days last week for
slight repairs among which was an ap
Herbs
Berries
pliance placed on the new header which
drives the bilge hoop at the same time Such as physicians proscribe for ail
the head hoop is driven.—‘The heavy ments of the blood, stomach, liver
snow storm of last week prevented the and kidneys are combined in Hood's
starting of kilns as intended. Work on
Sarsaparilla,—
clearing track from Tillson avenue be
Mandraka
Sarsaparilla
gan Monday and with quarry condi
Dandelion
Yellow Dock
tions improved operation of kilns will
Stillingia
Uva Ursi
soon begin.
Pipsissewa
Blue Flag
BY-PRODUCTS.—Ice conditions pre
juniper Berries,
Guaiac
vented the loading of barge 702.—
Wild Cherry
Gentian
Schooner Mary Langdon is hauled up
and other excellent tonics, thus mak
at the coal tower for the present.—
ing one of the most successful of all
Barge 701 went up river la-st Thursday medicines. Get only Hood’s.

QUARRY AND KILN

A8 BEAUTirUL

as we can make it we want the last
resting place of those dear to us.

MONUMENTS AND HEADSTONE*
In arlislio designs, intricately carved,
we offer, as well as models of olassio
simplicity.

Let us show you some sketches of
monuments that would look well on
your lot.

FRED S. MARCH
The Nsw MosuimiUI WarereeaM
Park StM Cor. Brio*.
BooUand,

He.

